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PROPOSITIONS

Thesignificanceoftechnologycannotbeassertedintermsofitsengineeringcharacteristicsalone. Too
often, the non-engineering issues, such as socio-economic aspects and ecological aspects, are not
thoroughlyaddressedduringtechnologicaldevelopment-resultinginproductswhichcannotbeproperly
mergedwithitsintendedenvironment.
Thisdissertation.

Sinceanagricultural environment isingenerallessstructuredthananindustrialenvironment,ahigher
level of robotic performance is required for agricultural automation than for industrial automation.
Implementationofindustrialroboticswillthereforealwaysleadtheimplementationofagriculturalrobotics.
This dissertation.

Anumberofpracticalproblemsstillexistwiththeimplementationoftheparabolic Houghtransformfor
localisationofacow'steatsinanedgeenhancedimage;withthree-dimensionalscenedescriptionbased
on stereo images;and withthe useof two-dimensional camera modelsfor stereo correlation.These
techniqueshavehoweverbeendemonstratedtopossessallthecharacteristicsrequiredbythemachine
perceptionsubsystemforamilkingrobot.
Thisdissertation.

The leadership spectrum ranges fromautocracy to delegation. Onlythe manager who canadapt to
different situations,bybeingabletooperateacrossthewholespectrum-i.e. knowingwhentobreathe
downwhoseneckandwhentoleavewhomalone-canbeassuredofcontinuedsuccess.

Becauseofrapiddevelopmentsinelectronicsandcomputertechnology,aspectsofengineeringsystem
designareoftenneglected inthebeliefthatpoorsystemperformancecanlater easilybecorrectedby
meansof monitorsandcontrollers.Thisrepresentsafundamentallywrongapproachtosystem design,
whichalltoooftenleadstoveryexpensivesystemfailures.

Stellingen behorende by:

GOUWS,J.:TheSystematic Developmentof a Machine Vision BasedMilking Robot.
Ph.D. proefschrift, LandbouwuniversiteitWageningen, Nederland, 19Januari 1993.

6
Whenteachingsystemdesignprinciplestostudents,caremustbetakennottointroducecomputer-aided
techniquestoosoon,becauseitcaninhibittheunderstanding ofbasicprinciples,andthedevelopment
ofengineeringjudgementcapabilities.

In primitive society, communication was mainly by word of mouth; and only the most important
informationwastransferredfromonegenerationtothenext.Inmodernsocietythisinherentfilteraction
hashoweverbeenlost,becausetechnologicaldevelopmentsallowdisseminationofinformationonavery
largescale.Theresult isaninformation explosion (constitutingaformof pollution) -whichcanonlybe
circumventedthroughincreasedemphasisontheuseoftechniquessuchasartificialintelligence,tofilter
and controltheflow ofinformation.

8
Earlypopulationsgenerallylivedinharmonywiththeirnaturalenvironments.AssoonastheirImpacton
the environment becametoo harsh,the environment responded by having illeffects upontheir health
andwell-being. Inmodernsociety,thisnaturalcontrolsystemishowever increasingly beingdisturbed,
becauseequalemphasisisnotplacedontechnologicaldevelopmentsforenablingmantosatisfyneeds
beyondthoseassociatedwithsurvival,andontechnologicaldevelopmentsforenablingtheenvironment
to copewith increasedvolumes ofresidues.

9
Highatmospheric concentrationsofcarbondioxidearea realityofthe 1990's-withnumerousnegative
ecologicaleffects.SincethephotosyntheticprocessisanettconsumerofC0 2 , large-scaleinternational
incentives should bedevisedto promotethecultivationof "C02-hungry"plants.

10
It isbetterto solveawelldefined problem halfway, thanto solvea halfdefined problem infull.

Stellingen behorende by: GOUWS,J.: TheSystematic Developmentofa MachineVision BasedMilkingRobot.
Ph.D. proefschrift, LandbouwuniversHeHWagoningen, Nederland, 19Januari 1993.

ABSTRACT
GOUWS, J. (1993): The Systematic Development of a Machine Vision Based Milking Robot. Ph.D.
dissertation,WageningenAgriculturalUniversity,TheNetherlands,xvi + 180pages;50figures;26tables;
469 references; 5 chapters; 8 appendixes; summaries in English, Dutch,and Afrikaans.

Agriculture involves unique interactions between man, machines, and various elements from nature.
Therefore the implementation of advanced technology inagriculture holds different challenges than in
other sectors of the economy. This dissertation stems from research into the application of advanced
technologyindairying-focusingonthesystematicanalysisandsynthesisofconceptsforarobotic
milking machine for cows. The main subsystems of the milking robot are identified as a machine
perception subsystemandamechanicalmanipulatorsubsystem.Themachineperception subsystem
consists of one or more sensors and a signal processor; while the manipulator subsystem typically
consists of a robot arm; a robot hand; actuators; and a controller. After the evaluation of different
sensor concepts interms of a defined set of technical performance requirements, television cameras
are chosen as a suitable sensor concept for a milking robot..Therefore the signal processor is only
concernedwith image processingtechniques.Theprimarytaskofthemilking robot's image processor
isto derivea computerized description ofthe spatial positionsoftheendpoints ofa cow's four teats, in
terms of a pre-defined frame of reference (calledthe world coordinates). This process iscalled scene
description; and based onextensiveexperimental results,three-dimensionalscenedescription -making
useofastereo-vision set-up -isshownto befeasibleforapplication aspart ofa milking robot. Different
processes are involved in stereo machine vision - such as data reduction, with the minimum loss of
imageinformation (forwhichtheSobeledgeenhancement operator isused);theaccurate localisation
of target objects in the two stereo images (for which the parabolic Hough transform is used); and
correlation of features inthe two stereo images.Theseaspectsarealladdressedfor the milking robot,
bymeansofconcept analysis,trade-offs,andexperimentalverification.Fromatrade-off, basedonaset
of performance requirements for the manipulator subsystem, a cartesian robot arm is chosen as a
suitable configuration for the milking robot; while sealed direct current servo motors arechosen asa
suitable actuator concept. A robot arm and its actuators are designed by means of computer-aided
designtechniques; and computer simulation resultsarepresentedforthedynamic responseofthe arm
and its actuators. A suitable robot hand is also designed - based on systematic trade-offs for different
parts of a robot hand. From an analysis of the desired controller functions, and of different control
concepts, it is concluded that a positional controller, making use of on-line obstruction avoidance,
isrequiredforthemilkingrobot.Becausethisresearchprojectinvolvedsystematicconceptexploration,
there are still some details to be sorted out ina follow-up development phase. The basic principles of
a machine vision based milking robot are however established; and the work in this dissertation
represents a suitable baselinefor further development.
Kev identifiers:agricultural automation; automated dairying; edge enhancement; image processing;
machine vision; milking robot;parabolic Houghtransform;robotics; sensor-based robotics; Sobel edge
enhancement operator; stereo correlation; stereo machine vision; systematic concept exploration;
technical performance requirements; trade-off studies.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The implementation of advancedtechnology in
agriculture, poses different challenges than in
other sectors of the economy. Reasonsfor this
includethefactthatanagricultural environment
is in general less structured than, for example
an industrial environment; and because
agricultureinvolvesuniqueinteractionsbetween
man, machines, and various elements from
nature. The specific challenges posed by the
application of advanced technology In
dairying gave riseto this research project.
At the start of this research project, it was
concluded that attachingteatcupstoa coWs
teats was the most important activity to be
automated before completely automated
dairying could become a reality. For this
purposeamilkingrobotisrequired-consisting
of a machine perception subsystem (one or
more sensors and a signal processor), and a
manipulator subsystem (robot arm, robot
hand, actuators, and a controller). There are a
number of research institutions where the
development of milking robots are in advanced
stagesalready. (Anoverviewofthestate-of-theart is presented in this dissertation.) The
reasons why specific system configurations
were chosen, are however not always clear
fromtheavailableliterature.Thereforethefocus
of this research is on the systematic analysis
and synthesis of concepts for a robotic
milking machinefor cows.
Before the analysis and synthesis of a milking
robot, a number of introductory topics are first
addressedinthedissertation.Theseinclude:the
required level of robotic performance for the
implementation of a milking robot; some
important changes required to a dairying
environment in order to accommodate milking
robots; effects of milking robots on milk
production levels; effects on animal health;
effects on the socio-economic system; and
effects on the environment.
Different concepts for the sensors, the signal
processor, the robot arm, the robot hand, the
actuators, and the controller, are identified,
analyzed, and evaluated in the dissertation. In
order to evaluate and compare the concepts, a
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number oftechnical performance requirements
are identified for each segment of the milking
robot. Based on the performance parameters,
trade-offs are performed, from which the best
combinationofconcepts ischosen.Themilking
robot configuration suggested in this
dissertation is unique in the sense that it is
based on a systematic definition of
performance requirements, a systematic
identification and analysis of concepts, and
research and development of specific
technical issues regarding the chosen
concepts.
In the dissertation, a balance Is maintained
between reporting on the feasible and the
unfeasible concepts. Extensive experimental
results obtained with an experimental machine
perception subsystem are presented; and a
detailed design of, and computer simulation
results for the manipulator subsystem are also
included.
Fromatrade-off study,televisioncamerasare
chosen as the best sensor concept to satisfy
the performance requirements defined for a
milking robot's main sensor. Because of this
sensor choice, the signal processor is only
concernedwithmachinevisionandwithimage
processingtechniques.Theprimarytask ofthe
milking robot's image processor is defined as
deriving a computerized description of the
spatial positions of the endpoints of a cow's
four teats, in terms of world coordinates. This
process iscalledscene description. Itisshown
experimentally that two-dimensional scene
description, by viewing the udder from below
with one camera, is not a feasible concept for
the milking robot, sincethere istoo little colour
contrast between the teats and the udder of
most cows. The teats can therefore not be
distinguished from the udder.
Three-dimensional scene description - making
use of a stereo-vision set-up - is shown to be
feasible;andextensiveexperimental resultsare
presented. Before a cow's teats can be
localised in terms of three-dimensional world
coordinates, by means of scene description,
they must first be localised accurately in the
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stereo images ofthe udder (i.e.intermsoftwodimensional image coordinates). The first step
inthisprocess isto reducethe massiveamount
of data contained in a grey-scale image, to a
moremanageableamountofusefulinformation.
This can be done by means of edge
enhancement. Forthe milkingrobot,theSobel
edgeenhancementoperatorischosen-based
on a qualitative analysis of different operators,
and based on the results obtained by other
researchers inthis regard.
Sincetheedgeenhancedimagesofcows'teats
(viewedfrom the side) resemble parabolas,the
parabolic Hough transform is investigated
experimentally for localising a cow's teats in
terms of image coordinates. This technique is
suitable for the detection of multiple parabolas
(of any orientation) in an image, and can
therefore calculate the image coordinates of a
cow'sfourteat endpoints.Theparabolic Hough
transform is insensitive for gaps in an edge
enhancedimage;andgoodresultsareobtained
- both for the teats in images of an artificial
cow's udder, and in images of different real
cows' udders.
Stereocorrelation(i.e.matchingimagepointsin
two stereo images) is one of the most difficult
tasks in stereo machine vision. For the milking
robot,thistaskishoweversomewhatsimplified,
becauseoftheapriori knowledgethatthereare
only four teats in each image. A stereo
correlation method for objects not necessarily
appearing inthe sameorder inthetwoimages,
isproposed,andevaluatedexperimentallyinthe
dissertation. The proposed method (based on
two-dimensional cameramodels) renders good
results - provided that no occlusion of teats
occur.
A number of practical problems still exist with
the implementation of the parabolic Hough
transform for localisation of a cow'steats inan
edge enhanced image; with three-dimensional
scenedescription basedonstereo images;and
withthe useoftwo-dimensional camera models
for stereo correlation. These techniques are
however demonstrated to possess all the
characteristics requiredfor successful imple-
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mentation of a machine perception subsystem
for a milking robot.
Although robotic technology is already
developed to such an extent that an existing
manipulator could possibly be used as part of
amilkingrobot,acustom-made manipulatorwill
much bettersatisfythepeculiar requirementsof
a dairying environment. A cartesian robot arm
(i.e. an arm with independent movement of its
endpoint's x-, y-, and z-coordinates), is chosen
as a suitable robot arm configuration for the
milking robot application; while direct current
servomotors (providedthattheyaresealed,to
preventwateranddirtfromentering)areshown
to be a suitable actuator concept. A robot arm
and the actuators are designed in one of the
appendixes; and its dynamic response is
verified by meansofcomputer simulations.The
design of asuitable robot hand - incorporating
two scissor-action fingers - isalso presented.
From an analysis of the desired controller
functions, of different control concepts, and of
the milkingrobot's environment, it is concluded
that a positional controller, making use of
on-line obstruction avoidance, isrequired for
the milking robot.
Because this research project involved
systematic concept exploration,therearestill
some details to be sorted out in the next
development phase. The basic principles of a
machinevisionbasedmilkingrobotarehowever
now well established; and the work in this
dissertationrepresentsasuitablebaseline,from
where further development can commence. In
thisspirit,suggestionsforfurtherwork, required
in order to implement an advanced
development model of the proposed milking
robot, arealso presented inthedissertation.
A number of aspects addressed in the
dissertation are elucidated in the appendixes.
The second last appendix contains a list of
subjects, and appropriate literature references,
related to this research - in order to facilitate
future research in related fields; while an
extensive list ofliterature references is included
inthe last appendix.
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SAMENVATTING
In de landbouw geeft de invoering van
geavanceerde technologieSn andere
uitdagingen dan in overige sectoren van onze
economie.Redenhiervoorisondermeerdateen
landbouwkundige omgeving in het algemeen
minder gestruclureerd is dan een industriele
omgeving. Bovendien bestaan er in de
landbouw unieke interacties tussen metis,
machine en verschillende elementen uit de
natuurlijkeomgeving.Despecifieke uitdagingen
die samehangen met de toepassing van
geavanceerdetechniekenindemelkveehouderij
vormden aanleiding voor dit onderzoek.

worden dan de verschillende, mogelijke
concepten beoordeeld. Tenslotte wordt met
behulp van een afwegingsmethode op een
systematische wijze de optimale combinatie
samengesteld. Op deze wijze ontstaat een
ontwerpvoorstel voor een AMS dat uniek is.
Immers, er wordt uitgegaan van een volstrekt
systematische wijze gedefinieerd programma
van eisen, evenzo gevdentificeerde en
geanalyseerde concepten en - ten slotte en
daarmeesamenhangend-hetonderzoek ende
ontwikkeling van kenmerkende technische
elementen.

Hetlangsautomatischewegaanbrengenvande
tepelbekers bij melkkoeien is de nog
ontbrekende schakel inde praktische realisatie
vandevolledig geautomatiseerde melkveehouderij.Daarvooriseenautomatischmelksysteem
(AMS) nodig. Dit bestaat in de kern uit een
perceptiedeel (te weten een of meerdere
sensoren en een signaalverwerkingsgedeelte),
en een manipulatordeel (robotarm, robothand
en -vingers, actuator en een besturingssysteem). Op een aantal (onderzoek)instituten
isde ontwikkelingvan eenAMS ineen meer of
mindervergevorderdstadium.Indit proefschrift
wordtdehuidigestandvanzakenweergegeven.
Uit de literatuur wordt niet duidelijk waarom
voor bepaalde systeem-configuraties wordt
gekozen. Daarom ligt in dit onderzoek het
zwaartepunt op de systematische analyze en
synthese van mogelijke concepten voor een
AMS. Daartoe wordt in de inlekJing van dit
proefschrift eerst kort aandacht besteed aan
een aantal relevante aspecten terzake van de
noodzakelijke ontwikkelingsgraad van de
robotica; wijziglngen in de structuur van de
melkveehouderij die nodig zijn voor de
implementatievaneenAMS;mogelijke effecten
op de melkproductie en de dieregezondheid;
sociaal-economische aspecten en mogelijke
milieu-effecten.

In dit proefschrift wordt met betrekking tot de
rapportage een evenwicht gehandhaafd tussen
bruikbare en minder bruikbare concepten. Er
wordt een overzicht gegeven van de veelheid
van(experimentele)resultatendieverkregenzijn
met een experimenteel, gemechaniseerd
perceptiesubsysteem. Verder worden een in
detail uitgewerkt manipulatorsubsysteemende
computersimulaties hiermee,besproken.

In dit proefschrift worden verschillende
uitvoeringsvormen van sensoren, signaalverwerkingssystemen, robotelementen en
besturingssystemen nader bekeken. Om de
verschillende uitvoeringsvormen te kunnen
evalueren wordt eerst voor elk onderscheiden
subsysteem een aantal technische eisen
gedefinieerd. Tegen de agtergrond daarvan
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Uit de methodologische ontwerpstudie komt
naar voren dat een of meerdere televisiecamera's het beste voldoe(t)n aan de
ontwerpeisenzoalsdiegedefinieerdzijnvoorde
hoofdsensor van het AMS. Daarom is de
signaalverwerklng dan ook afgestemd op het
toepassen van digitale beeldverwerking. De
hoofdtaak van het beeldverwerkingsgedeelte
kan worden omschreven als zijnde het
vaststellen van ruimtelijke coordinaten, waaruit
de positie van de uiteinden van de tepels kan
worden berekend. Dit proces wordt "scene
description",ofwelbeschrijvingvandeopnameomgevinggenoemd.Erkanwordenaangetoond
dattweedimensionale "scenedescription",door
met een camera opnamen te maken van de
onderkant van de uier, niet voldoet. Er is
onvoldoende (kleur) contrasttussende spenen
en de uier, waardoor het onderscheiden
vermogen te gering is. Driedimensionale
beeldopnametechnieken-waarbijgebruikwordt
gemaakt van stereo-opstellingen - zijn wel
bruikbaar.
De experimentele resultaten worden op
uitgebreide wijze beschreven. Voordat de
speenposities kunnenwordenvasgelegdineen
driedimensionaal coordinatenstelse), moeten
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dezeeerst nauwkeurigwordengelokaliseerdin
de tweedimensionale stereo-opnamen van de
uier, (d.w.z. inde vorm van tweedimensionale
beeldcoordinaten). De eerste stap van dlt
proces bestaat uit het verkleinenvan de grote
hoeveelheid grijswaarden gegevens tot meer
handzame informatie. Dit kan gebeuren door
het z.g. opscherpen van de beelden.Voor het
AMSwordtgebruikgemaaktvanhetz.g.Sobel
filter. Deze is gekozen op grand van een
kwalitatieve analyse van mogelijke operatoren
en op grand van bestudering van de
onderzoekresultatenvananderen.
Aangeziendealdusverkregenafbeeldingenvan
de spenen (van opzij gezien) een parabolisch
verioophebben,wordtdeHoughtransformatie
nader onderzocht als middelvoor localisering
vandespeenposities.Dezetechniekisgeschikt
voor het vaststellen van multiple paraboie
functies (inelkerichting)vaneenafbeeldingen
derhalve voor het berekenen van de
beeldcoordinaten van de uiteinden van de
spenen. De Houghtransformatie isongevoelig
voor gaten in beelden die opgescherpt zijn.
Zowel de experimenten met een kunstuler
alsook die met echte uiers gaven goede
resultaten.
Stereocorrelatie (d.w.z. de correlatie tussen
overeenkomstige punten van stereoafbeeldingen) is een van de moeilijkste
elementen in de driedimensionale
beeidverwerking. Bij de ontwikkeling van het
AMSligtditwateenvoudiger, erisimmersdea
priori kennis dat er vier spenen in een
afbeelding aanwezig moeten zijn. In dit
proefschrift wordt het gebruik van een stereocorrelatiemethodevoorgesteldvoorobjectendie
nietnoodzakeHjkerwIjzeindezeHdevolgordeop
tweeafbeeldingenvoorkomen.Devoorgestelde
methode, (die gebaseerd is op tweedimensionale cameramodellen) levert goede resultaten
op, mits alle vier spenen op belde beelden
zichtbaar zijn.
Er blijvenechter nogsteeds enkele praktische
problemen bestaanzowel bijde implementatie
vandeHoughtransformatievoorhetlokaliseren
vandespeenpositiesineenopgescherptbeeld,
alsook bij driedimensionale beekJbeschrijving,
gebaseerd op stereo-opnamen en bij het
t o e p a s s e n van t w e e d i m e n s i o n a l e
cameramodelleninstereo-correlatie-technieken.
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Er wordt niettemin aangetoond dat al deze
technieken de karakteristieke eigenschappen
bezitten, die nodig zijn voor een succesvolle
implementatie van een machinaal perceptlesubsysteemvoor eenmelkrobot.
Hoewel de robottechnologie zover is
ontwikkeld,dateenbestaandemanipulatorzou
kunnen worden gebruikt in een AMS, zal een
speciaal aan de in de melkveehouderij
heersende omstandigheden aangepaste
manipulator, beter voldoen. Een Cartesiaanse
robotarm (d.w.z. een arm met onafhankelijke
bewegingenvandeeindpunten ineenx-,y-en
z coordinatenstelsel), isgekozenalszijndeeen
geschikte robotarmconfiguratie in het AMS.
Voor de bewegingwordt gebruik gemaaktvan
waterdichte gelijkstroom-servomotoren. Een
ontwerp van een dergelijke robotarm wordt
besproken in Appendix F. Door middel van
simulaties is de dynamische respons
onderzocht. Eveneens wordt het ontwerp van
een robothand metvingersweergegeven.
Uit de analyze van het programma van eisen
van de gewenste regelaar (tegen de
achtergrond van de werkomgeving van het
AMS) komt naarvorendat een positieregelaar,
waarbij gebruikgemaaktwordtvaneenon-line
besturingomobstakelstevermijden,vereistis.
Omdat dit onderzoek zich met name richt op
eensystematischeverkenningvandemogelijke
concepten, blijven er nogenigedetailaspecten
over, die onderdeel moetenzijnvan studiesin
een volgende ontwikkelingsfase. Echter, de
basisprinclpes van een melkrobot, die
gebaseerdisopeenbeeldverwerklngssysteem,
zijn welomschreven. Het werk in deze
dissertatiebiedteenbruikbarebasisvanwaaruit
de verdere ontwikkeling kan beginnen. Tegen
deze achtergronden worden aanbevellngen
gedaan voor de implementatie van een
geavanceerd experimenteel model van een
dergelijke melkrobot.
Eenaantalaspectenwaarnaarinditproefschrift
wordt gerefereerd, wordt in de bijgevoegde
appendices nader toegelicht. De voorlaatste
bevat een uitgebreide lijst met trefwoorden en
onderwerpen die verband houden met
dergelijke onderzoek, waardoor toekomstig
werk kanwordenvergemakkelijkt.
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OPSOMMING
Implementering van gevorderde tegnologie in
die landbou bled ander uitdagings as in ander
sektore van die ekonomie. Redes hiervoor is
onder andere diefeit dat 'n landbou-omgewing
In die algemeen minder gestruktureerd is as
byvoorbeeld'nindustrieleomgewing;enomdat
landbou unieke interaksies tussen die mens,
masjiene, en verskeie natuurelemente behels.
Die spesifieke uitdagings wat spruit uit die
toepassing van gevorderde tegnologie in
melkboerdery, netaanleidinggegeetot hierdie
navorsingsprojek.
Kort na die aanvang van hierdie
navorsingsprojek is die aanhegting van 'n
melkmasjien se speenhulse aan 'n koei se
spene geidentifiseer as die belangrikste
aktiwiteit wat geoutomatiseer moet word
voordat ten voile geoutomatiseerde
melkboerdery 'n realiteit kan word. Vir hierdie
doel word 'n melkoutomaat (of robotiese
melkmasjien) benodig - bestaande uit 'n
masjienpersepsie substelsel (een of meer
sensors, en 'n seinverwerker), en 'n
manipuleerder substelsel (robotarm,
robothand,aktueerders, en'n beheerder). Daar
is 'n aantal navorsingsinstellings wat reeds in
gevorderde stadiums van melkoutomaatontwikkeling is.('n Oorsigvandiehuidigestand
van die tegnologie word in die proefskrif
aangebied.) Die redes waarom bepaalde
stelselkonfigurasies gekies is, is egter niealtyd
duidelikuitdiebeskikbareliteratuurnie.Daarom
is die fokus van hierdie navorsing gerig op die
sistematieseanaliseensintesevankonsepte
vir 'n melkoutomaat vir koeie.
Voor die analise en sintese van 'n
melkoutomaat, word 'n aantal aspekte eers
kortliks ter inleiding bespreek in die proefskrif.
Dit sluit in: die benodigde vlak van robotiese
ontwikkeling vir die implementering van 'n
melkoutomaat;wysigingsbenodigin'nmelkeryomgewing ten einde melkoutomate te kan
akkomodeer; effekte van melkoutomate op
melkproduksie; effekte op dieregesondheid;
effekte op die sosio-ekonomiese stelsel; en
effekte op die omgewing.
Verskillende konsepte vir die sensors, die
seinverwerker, die robotarm,dierobothand,die
aktueerders, en die beheerder word in die
proefskrif geidentifiseer, en geeValueer. Ten
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eindedieverskillende konseptete kanevalueer
en te vergelyk, word 'n aantal tegniese
werkverrigtingsparameters vir elke segment
vandiemelkoutomaat gedefinieer,waarteendie
verskillende konsepte gemeet word. Op grond
vandiewerkverrigtingsparametersworddaarvir
elke segment van die melkoutomaat 'n
afspeelstudie gedoen, en word 'n geskikte
kombinasie van konsepte gekies. Die
melkoutomaat konfigurasie wat in hierdie
proefskrif voorgestel word, is uniek in dig sin
datditgebaseer isop 'nsistematiesedefinisie
van werkverrigtingsparameters, 'n
sistematiese identifikasie en analise van
konsepte, en navorsing en ontwikkeling van
spesifieke tegniese aspekte ten opsigte van
die gekose konsepte.
In die proefskrif word 'n balans gehandhaaf
tussendi§konseptewatwerkbaar bevind is,en
die wat nie werkbaar bevind is nie. 'n Wye
verskeidenheid eksperimentele resultate - soos
verkry met behulp van 'n eksperimentele
masjienpersepsie substelsel -word aangebied.
Verder word 'n gedetaileerde ontwerp, en
resultatevanrekenaarsimulasiestenopsigtevan
die manipuleerder-substelsel ook aangebied.
Deur middel van 'n afspeelstudie word daar
bevind dat een of meer televisiekameras die
mees geskikte is om die gedefinieerde
w e r k v e r r i g t i n g s p a r a m e t e r s van die
melkoutomaat se hoofsensor te bevredig. Dit
Impliseer dat masjienvisie die aangewese
konsep is, endat beeldverwerking die hoofrol
speel indie seinverwerker. Die primSrefunksie
vandiemelkoutomaat sebeeldverwerker isom
'n rekenaar-beskrywing af te lei van die
ruimtelike posisies van 'n koei se spene. Die
proses word toneelbeskrywing genoem. Daar
word eksperimenteel aangetoon dat tweedimensioneletoneelbeskrywing-waar 'nkoeise
uier en spene van onder af beskou word deur
middel van een kamera - nie 'n werkbare
konsep vir die melkoutomaat is nie. Die
belangrikste rede hiervoor is die gebrekkige
kleurkontras tussen die uier en die spene van
die meeste koeie - wat veroorsaak dat die
spene nievan die uieronderskei kanword nie.
Daar word eksperimenteel aangetoon dat driedimensioneletoneelbeskrywing-waar'nkoeise
uier van die kant af beskou word met twee
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kameras - 'n werkbare konsep is. Voordat 'n
koei se spene egter in terme van driedimensionelewSreldkoordinategelokaliseerkan
word deur middel van stereo-visie, moet die
spene eers akkuraat gelokaliseer word in die
twee beelde (m.a.w. in terme van tweedimensionele beeldkoordinate). Die eerste stap
in hierdie proses is om die groot hoeveelheid
data wat in 'n grysvlak-beeld vervat word, te
verwerk na'nmakliker hanteerbare hoeveelheid
inligting. Dit kangedoenword deur middel van
randverskerping. Vir die melkoutomaat word
die Sobel randverskerpingsoperator gekies op grond van 'n analise van verskillende
operators; en op grondvanander navorsers se
resultate.
Aangesien die twee-dimensionele beelde van
koeie se spene (van die kant af gesien)
parabolies is, word die paraboliese Hough
transformasie eksperimenteel ondersoek vir
lokalisering van die speenpunte in terme van
beeldkoordinate. Hierdie tegniek is geskik vir
deteksievan meervoudige parabole (met enige
orientasie) in'n beeld. DieHoughtransformasie
is nie sensitief vir gapings in 'n randverskerpte
beeld nie; en goeie eksperimentele resultate
wordbehaal-beidevirlokaliseringvanspenein
randbeelde van 'n kunsuier, en in randbeelde
vanwerkiike uiers.
Stereokorrelasie (m.a.w. korrelasie van
ooreenstemmende punte in stereo-beelde) is
een van die moeilikste take in stereomasjienvisie. 'n Eenvoudige tegniek vir
stereokorrelasie van voorwerpe wat nie
noodwendig in dieselfde volgorde in die twee
beelde verskyn nie, word in die proefskrif
voorgestel en eksperimenteel geverifieer. Die
voorgesteide metode (gebaseer op tweedimensionele kameramodelle) lewer goeie
resultate - mits alvier spene sigbaar is in beide
beelde.
'n Aantal praktiese probleme bestaan steeds
met die implementering van die paraboliese
Houghtransformasievirlokaliseringvan 'n koei
se spene in 'n randverskerpte beeld; met driedimensionele toneelbeskrywing gebaseer op
stereo beelde; en met die gebruik van tweedimensionele kameramodelle vir stereokorrelasie. Daar word egter in die proefskrif
aangetoon dat hierdie tegnieke oor al die
nodige eienskappe beskik om dit geskik te
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maak vir gebruik as deel van 'n melkoutomaat.
Alhoewel robottegnologiealreeds inso 'n mate
ontwikkel is dat 'n bestaande manipuleerder
moontlik gebruik kan word as deel van 'n
melkoutomaat, sal 'n doelgemaakte
manipuleerder die unieke vereistes van 'n
melkery-omgewing baie beter bevredig. As
wegspringpunt vir die ontwikkeling van die
manipuleerder-substelsel, word 'n karteslese
robotarm gekiesopgrondvan'nafspeelstudie;
en gelykstroom servomotors word as 'n
geskikte aktueerdertipe gekies. (Ten einde te
voldoenaanomgewingsvereistes, salverseelde
motors gebruik word.) Die volledige ontwerp
van 'n kartesiese robotarm en sy aktueerders,
word in 'n aanhangsel aangebied; en die
dinamiese gedrag daarvan word deur middel
van rekenaarsimulasies geverifieer. Na 'n
analise van verskillende konsepte, word 'n
robothand, met twee vingers wat 'n sk6rbeweging uitvoer, gekiesas'ngeskiktekonsep
vir die melkoutomaat; en die ontwerp van die
handword ook getoon.
Uit 'n analise van die verlangde
beheerderfunksies, van verskillende
beheerderkonsepte, en van die melkoutomaat
se omgewing, word 'n posisiebeheerder -wat
gebruikmaak van intydse obstruksievermyding -gekiesvir die melkoutomaat.
Aangesien hierdie navorsingsprojek die
sistematiese ontleding van konsepte behels,
isdaarsteedsdetailaspektewat uitgesorteersal
moet word, in 'n volgende ontwikkeiingsfase
van die melkoutomaat. Die basiese beginsels
van'nmasjienvisie-gebaseerdemelkoutomaatis
egter behooriik gevestig; en diewerk in hierdie
proefskrif verteenwoordig 'n geskikte basislyn
vanwaar verdere ontwikkelingswerk kan begin.
In hierdie gees word enkele voorstelle vir
verderewerk ook indie proefskrif aangebied.
Sommige aspekte wat in die proefskrif
aangespreek word, word in die aanhangsels
verder toegelig. Die tweede-laaste aanhangsel
bevat 'n lys van onderwerpe, en
literatuurverwysings, wat verband hou met
hierdie navorsing - ten einde toekomstige
navorsing in verwante velde te vergemaklik. 'n
Uitgebreidelysvanliteratuurverwysingsword in
die laasteaanhangsel ingesluit.
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CHAPTER 1
GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND
Implementation of advanced technology in
agriculture holds different challenges than
implementationofadvancedtechnologyinother
sectors of the economy. Reasons for this
includethefactthatanagricultural environment
is in general less structured than an industrial
environment for example; and because
agricultureinvolvesuniqueinteractions between
man, machines, and various elements from
nature. The specific challenges posed by the
application of advanced technology in
dairying gaverisetothis researchproject.This
decision was reinforced bythe following:
a. Dairy farming is labour intensive, on a
seven-days-per-week basis. In the course
of economic development in any country,
there is a migration of labour from the
primarysectorsoftheeconomy (agriculture
and mining) to the higher sectors - refer to
SINGELMANN(1978)forstatistics.Thefirst
agricultural operations which are affected
by this migration of labour, are the labour
intensive ones - such as dairying. The
labour needscausedbythismigration,can
however be overcome through the
enhancement and replacement of human
workers by technological elements.
b. Besides being sensitive to changes in the
labourstructure,dairyfarmingalsorequires
substantial management attentionfromthe
farmer/dairy manager. By means of
advanced sensor and computer systems,
the amount of direct observation and
information processing required from the
farmer can be reduced - and can also be
done at times which are not necessarily
dictated bythe milking schedule.
c. TwoFrenchagriculturaleconomists(BYE&
CHANARON (1986)) undertook a study
concerning the economic prospects of
technology inagriculture. Fromtheir study
it was concluded that dairy farming was
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one of the most important areasfor future
application of advanced technology.
At the start of this research project, it was
concluded that attaching teatcups to a cow's
teats was the most important activity to be
automated before completely automated
dairyingcouldbecomea reality. (Thisaspect is
addressed in more detail in Section 2.2.)
Therefore thefocus ofthis researchfalls onthe
development of robotic milking machines for
cows.

1.2 GOALS OF THIS RESEARCH
There are a number of groups - mainly in
Europe -which areactively busywith research
and development on robotic milking machines.
(Anoverviewofthe state-of-the-art is presented
inSection2.7.) Although someareinadvanced
stages ofdevelopment already,the grounds on
which specific system configurations were
chosen, are not very clear from the available
literature (which is rather scarce though). This
study therefore aims at thefollowing:
a. To systematically define appropriate
performance parameters for a robotic
milking machine.
b. To systematically identify, analyze,
compare, and trade-off different concepts
for the development of a robotic milking
machine's subsystems.
c. To make academic as well as practical
contributions in the engineering field of
sensor-based robotics. This should be
done by researching,and solving some of
the outstanding technical issues regarding
the chosen milking robot configuration.

1.3 PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THE
DISSERTATION
The purpose of this dissertation isto present a
discussion and an evaluation of the actions

takeninordertosatisfythedefinedgoalsofthis
researchproject.Thisdissertationdoesnotonly
contribute to the better understanding of
machine perception, and robotics; but also of
someoftheimplicationsofmergingengineering
theory and equipment, with the agricultural
sector asthe field of application.
During the discussion of the milking robot,
concepts which were found not suitable (or
perhaps only partially suitable), are also
included. This information is considered very
important for future research inthis field.
Sinceagricultural engineering usesresultsfrom
a wide variety of fields, it was impossible to
cover all areas to the same depth in the
dissertation. Itwas however anaimto maintain
a balance in this regard, and to compile the
dissertation suchthat it can act as a primer for
further research in specific areas - in order to
fully realize the potential of robotic milking
machines.

1.4 COMPILATION AND LAY-OUT
OFTHE DISSERTATION
Chapter 1containsageneral introductiontothe
dissertation;the goals of the research;and the
purpose, compilation and lay-out of the
dissertation.
InChapter2asystematicanalysisisperformed
of the tasks and the associated equipment
necessary to automate the milking of a cow.
From this analysis, a milking robot and its
subsystems are defined. The chapter also
addresses the level of robotic performance
required for the implementation of a milking
robot; some important changes required to a
dairying environment inorderto accommodate
milking robots; some important consequences
of milking robots; comments on the life cycle
cost of a milking robot; and a summary of the
state-of-the-art regarding milking robots.
In Chapter 3. the machine perception
subsystemof a milkingrobot isaddressed.For
each of its two main segments (sensors and
signal processor) technical performance
parameters aredefined,and different concepts
are identified and analyzed. After different
trade-offs it was decided to focus on stereo
machine vision as the basis for the milking
robot's machine perception subsystem. The
chapter contains experimental results obtained
from investigating different machine vision

concepts.
In Chapter 4. the mechanical manipulator of a
milking robot isaddressed. For each of itsfour
main segments (robot arm, robot hand,
actuators, and controller), technical
performance parameters are defined, and
different concepts are identified and analyzed.
From trade-offs it was decided to focus on a
cartesian robot arm, with electrical actuators.
Although an experimental manipulator
subsystem was not constructed as part of this
project, detailed designs and computer
simulations are presented.
Chapter 5 contains a summary of the results
obtained, and the conclusions reached;
suggestions for further work regarding the
robotic milking of cows; and the overall
conclusions.
Appendix Acontainsdetailsofthe experimental
machine perception subsystem used for this
research project.
Appendix B contains an overview of data
reduction techniques suitable for the signal
processor of the milking robot's machine
perception subsystem. This appendix focuses
on techniques for reducing sensor data, while
maintaining the information content. For an
image processing system, this is done by
enhancing the edges in the image, and
discarding the rest of the data.
Appendix Cdescribesandillustrates (bymeans
ofexamples)theHoughtransformfor detecting
andlocalisingcurvessuchasparabolasinedge
enhanced images. This technique is used in
Chapter 3 for detecting cows' teats in edge
enhanced images.
Sincethisresearchcoversanumber ofdifferent
areas,Appendix Dcontainsabrief"dictionaryof
terms*. Some of the explanations might differ
somewhat from those found inthe literature or
incommon use.This isdone In order to adapt
to the specific context in which the terms are
used inthe dissertation.
Appendix E contains brief summaries of the
different computer programs which were
developed and used during this research
project. (The program listings - which are
obtainable from the author - are not included,
sinceitwould makethedissertationtoo bulky.)
Appendix F contains the constructional details
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of the mechanical design for the manipulator
subsystem of the milking robot. (The appendix
isthusa close companion of Chapter 4.)
Appendix Gcontainsa bibliography - classified
accordingto subjects relevant forthis research
project. Under each subject title, only the
surnames of the authors and the dates of the
relevant publications are given. Full details are
contained inAppendix H.
Appendix Hcontainsthe completedetails ofall
the references cited (by means of the authors'
surnames and the publication dates) in the
dissertation and inthe bibliography.

1.5 GENERAL CONTEXT
MILKING ROBOTS
Figure 1.1 summarises the general context of

Chapter 1:GeneralIntroduction

OF

Milking Robots. Whenthediagram Isreadtopdown, it representstheanalytical approach, by
whichasystemisdividedintosubsystems,and
the subsystems are further divided until
manageable entities (such as those shown on
the lowest level of the diagram) are reached.
When the diagram is read bottom-up, it
represents the systems approach, by which a
system is considered in consecutive higher
layers of Its intended environment.
For the detailed design of a system, the
analyticalapproachisnecessary;butinorderto
ascertain that the system can be merged with
itsintendedenvironment,thesystemsapproach
is necessary. Since the two approaches are
complementary,Chapter2addressesaspectsof
the milking robot in its environment, while the
topics on the lowest level in Figure 1.1 are
addressed indetail in Chapters 3 and 4.
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CHAPTER 2
ADVANCEDTECHNOLOGY IN DAIRYINGFOCUSON ROBOTIC MILKING MACHINES

usedto perform the tasks identified.

2.1 INTRODUCTION
Asafirst stepintheinvestigation intotheuseof
advanced technology indairying,the actions
necessary in order to automate the process of
milkingacowareidentified.Theidentifiedtasks
are then matched with available equipment where possible. A milking robot is then
conceptualized inorder to perform those tasks
for which no existing equipment can be used.
From this investigation, the major subsystems
for a milking robot aredefined.
The level of robotic performance required for
the implementation of a milking robot is
discussed in Section 2.3; while Section 2.4
indicates important changes required to a
dairying environment inorder to accommodate
milking robots.
Some important consequences of milking
robots - e.g. potential effects on production
levels,onanimal health,onthe socio-economic
system,andontheenvironment-arepresented
inSection2.5;whilecomments onthelifecycle
cost ofa milkingrobotaremade inSection2.6.
BeforetheconclusionofChapter2,thestate-ofthe-art regarding milking robots is summarized
inSection 2.7.

2.2 AUTOMATED
COWS

MILKING

OF

Thefollowing strategywasfollowed during this
researchprojectfortheidentification of needs
inthe field of automated milking of cows:
a. Identify and analyze the primary tasks
which have to be performed in order to
extract milk (other than by a calf) from a
cow.
b. Identify existing equipment which can be

c. Identify tasks which cannot be performed
by existing equipment, and conceptualize
appropriate equipment
d. Develop new equipment and systems
where necessary, and integrate these with
existing equipment, in order to form a
systemto reducethedirect involvement of
humans inthe process of milking cows.
2.2.1 IDENTIFICATION OF REQUIRED
EQUIPMENT FOR THE REALIZATION OF A
ROBOTIC MILKING MACHINE
Thissection presentsdetailsofan investigation
which was undertaken at the beginning of the
research project, in order to identify tasks and
correspondingequipmentforautomatedmilking
of cows. The discussion covers the first three
steps of the above strategy, while the fourth
step ofthe strategy is addressed InChapters 3
and 4 of thedissertation.
(Althoughthediscussioninthissectioncontains
well-known information, the intention was to
provideawellstructuredmethodologybywhich
dairying tasks could be allocated to different
technological elements, in order to automate
dairying.)
a. Acow's entry intothemilkingpoint,canbe
automated in severalways:
i. By milking her on every visit to an
automatic feeding station - e.g. as
discussed by ROSSING et al (1985).
ii. By using anautomated selection gate
at a point through which the cows
often move, e.g. on their way to drink
water -referto METZ-STEFANOWSKA
et al (1989) and KETELAAR-DE
LAUWERE (1989).
iii. By calling a cow to the stall at
pre-programmed times, by means of
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anelectronicsignallingdeviceattached
to her ear - e.g. WIERENGA &
HOPSTER (1987).
b. Identificationofthecowcanbeautomated
by an electronic identification system - of
which there are several available
commercially. (Refer to Electronic
Identification ofAnimals inAppendix G for
a list of literature on the subject.)
c. Stimulation (for improved letdown of the.
milk through secretion of the hormone
oxytocin - DE VILUERS (1978)), and
cleaning of the udder before milking, can
beautomated bymeansofrotatingbrushes
and bysprayingwater ontothe udder(e.g.
LUSIS & GARANCH (1987) and FARMERS
WEEKLY (1990)).
d. It should be possible to use a machine
perception system (sensors and a signal
processor) for confirmation that a cow's
udder is present within the working space
(i.e. recognition).
e. Itshouldalsobepossibleto useamachine
perception system for localisation of a
cow'sfourteats,withinapre-definedframe
of reference.
f.

A machine perception system should also
besuitablefor inspectionofacow's udder
and teats, in order to ascertain that they
are clean and healthy. (Inspection can
either be an integral part of the system's
functions, or the system can store
informationwhichcanlaterbeinspected by
a human operator -at a convenient time.)

g. It should be possible to attach the four
teatcups to the teats by means of a
mechanical manipulator -basedontheteat
positionsderived bymeansofthe machine
perception system.
h. Withdrawal of the milk from the cow's
udder Isachieved bythe pulsating suction
of a milking machine - MATON &
DAELEMANS (1976), and CASTLE &
WATKINS (1979). (The stimulation of the
cow's udder atthisstage,byapplying high
frequencyvacuum pulses ontheteatliners,
is also a possibility - e.g.WORSTORFF et
al (1987).)
i.

Monitoring and noting of parameters

suchasmilk yieldand udder healthcan be
performedbyincorporatingvarioussensors
into the teatcup. (Examples of such
sensors are discussed by WHEELER &
GRAHAM (1986a), ORDOLFF (1987), and
TOTH&ESZEKI (1987).)
j.

Removal of the teatcups from the teats,
oncethe milk flow rate hasdropped below
a certain threshold can be effected by an
automatic vacuum release system, which
allows the teatcups to drop off when the
milk flow rate drops below a pre-set
threshold. (ARTMANN& SCHILLINGMANN
(1990) present brief details of some
mechanisms to take care of the teatcups
once they havedropped off.)

k.

Rinsing and disinfecting of the teatcups
and of the teats can be automated by
meansofsprayingwaterand a disinfectant
onto it after the cow has beenmilked.

I.

Acow'sexitfromthe milkingpoint,can be
automatedbymeansofanautomatedgate,
and electrically charged chains, lowered
ontothe cow's back when she must leave.
(WIERENGA&HOPSTER (1987) hadfound
in experiments with such a system that
cows quickly learned to respond to the
noise of the moving chains, without the
chains eventouching them.)

From the above investigation it became clear
thatthereweretwocategories ofdairyingtasks,
stillrequiringfurtherdevelopmentofappropriate
technological elements in order to realize fully
automated milking of cows:
a. Therecognition,localisation,andinspection
of the cow's teats; and
b. Attachment of the milking machine's
teatcups to the teats.
It was hypothesized that the technological
elements required for these two categories of
tasks are a machine perception system and a
mechanical manipulator system -which can be
combined to form amilking robot.
2.2.2 THE SUBSYSTEMS OF A MILKING
ROBOT
A high leveland general definition of a milking
robot is:"An apparatus to recognize, locate,
and inspect theteats of a cow; and to attacha
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FIGURE 2.1: Generalized blockdiaqram representation of a milking robot

milking machine to the cow's teats'. A
generalized servomechanism blockdiagram
representing a milking robot consisting of a
machine perception subsystem and a
manipulator subsystem, isshown in Figure 2.1.
(The system as shown in Figure 2.1 can be
tailored to suit specific requirements - e.g. by
choosingdifferent values of k, andk2withinthe
ranges shown inthe figure.)
2.2.2.1 THE
SUBSYSTEM

MACHINE

PERCEPTION

mechanisms, and signal processing principles
for this purposeare discussed in Chapter 3.
(Statistical data obtainedfrom lactation curves,
the number of days into the lactation period,
and previous teat positions can be used to
complement thedata derivedfrom the sensors
and the signal processor, but it is not
considered as a suitable perception technique
on its own. More is said about this issue in
Section 2.3 below.)
2.2.2.2 THE MANIPULATOR SUBSYSTEM

For the milking robot, the machine perception
subsystem isdefinedto consist of one or more
sensors and a signal processor. The sensors,
aimed at the cow's teats, provide rough data
concerning the teat positions, to the signal
processor.ThisJata isprocessed bythe signal
processor, such that the teat positions (within
certain tolerances) can be derived, and
provided to the manipulator's position
controller. Different sensors, sensing

The manipulator subsystem is used for
attaching the teatcups to the cow's teats. This
subsystem typically consists of a controller,
actuators, a robof arm, and a robot hand (or
endeffector).Thecontroller'sactionsarebased
on the position reference values generated by
the machine perception subsystem; and on
positionfeedback values generated by different
sensors - refer to Figure 2.1. The different
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segments of the manipulator are discussed in
more detail in Chapter 4.

2.3 LEVEL OF R O B O T I C
PERFORMANCE REQUIRED FOR
IMPLEMENTATION OF A MILKING
ROBOT
2.3.1 COMMON LIMITATIONS OF ROBOTIC
SYSTEMS
The three dimensional localisation of a cow's
teats, and the attaching of a milking machine's
teatcups to the teats, involve various practical
problems, which are only addressed in the
design of the most advanced robotic systems.
A common practice in the design of industrial
robots isto adaptthe environmenttothe robot.
This is not always possible in an agricultural
environment.
Many industrial robots only make use of
two-dimensional observations in specially
adapted environments. Consider the sorting of
objects for example: The target objects' sizes
and shapes are known beforehand, and the
objects move at a known speed along a
constrainedtrajectory.The objects canthus be
locatedtwo-dimensionallybymakinguseofone
sensor, while the third dimension of object
position is known from the system
configuration. (Examples are: manipulation of
spare parts on a conveyer belt -ASEA (1983);
and candling, sorting and packing of eggs BOURELY etal (1986).) Similar constraints can
obviously notbedesignedintoarobotic milking
system's environment.
Anothertechniqueoftenused,isto makeuseof
stored information about target objects. Since
thesizes,shapes,andpositionsofacow'steats
differfor variouscows,andevenvaryfrom day
to day for the same cow, the use of a priori
information hasdefinitelimitationsinthemilking
robotcase.Gascoigne-Melotte isone company
who implemented this technique in an
experimentalmilkingrobot.FARMERSWEEKLY
(1990)describes aproblem experienced during
ademonstrationofthissystem:"inonecasethe
different Interval between milkings meant that
the cow's teats had changed their relative
positions.Sothememorisedco-ordinateswere
nowwrong anda human handhadto helpwith
the final guiding."
Yetanothertechniquewhichisoftenused,isto
observe a stationary target object

two-dimensionally.Themanipulatorthenmoves
towards thetarget, untilatactile sensor senses
that the manipulator has reached the object e.g.theautomaticfruitpickingrobotsdiscussed
by COPPOCK (1983) and by D'ESNON et al
(1986). The construction of a teatcup is
necessarilysuchthattheteat mustmoveintoit.
Tactile sensors can therefore not be used in
exactlythe same rollas it isused inthecaseof
the fruit picking robot. Furthermore, twodimensional observation of an object requires
contrast between the object and its
background.This isa problem when viewing a
cow's teats and udder from below - as
discussed in more detail in Section 3.4.3.1.
2.3.2 ROBOTIC LEVELS
NEUHEUSER (1989) defines four "levels of
robotlsation" (based on the robot's level of
performance):
a. Preliminary stages of robots, which are
remotely controlled operator-driven
manipulators. THRING (1983) calls these
mechanismstelechirs,whichliterallymeans
remote hands.
b. First-generation robots, programmed (or
data-base-driven) to operate in simplified
environmental conditions, and to perform
simplerepetitivetasks.THRING(1983)calls
these machines senseless robots, which
will try to carry out their tasks, even if the
target object is not there, or if something
gets in the way. Examples are given by
HWANG&SISTLER (1985),and KUTZetal
(1986) (transplanting of seedlings); and
GELBGRAS et al (1984) (automated
welding and spray painting).
c. Second-generationrobots,operatinginwell
structured environments, withthe ability to
adapt its movements as a result of simple
sensory observations. Examples are the
manipulation of spare parts on a conveyer
belt - ASEA (1983); and the candling,
sorting,andpackingofeggs-BOURLEYet
al (1986).
d. Third-generation robots, operating in
natural environmental conditions, making
use of high-performance perception
systems. Examples are given by KEY &
ELFORD (1983) (a sheep-shearing robot);
and by GERRISH & SURBROOK (1983)
and CROWLEY (1985) (mobile robots).
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2.3.3 MILKING ROBOT REQUIREMENTS
Telechirs are obviously not suitable for the full
automation ofdairying,because oftheneedfor
an operator. Attempts to derive position
referencevaluesfor amilking robot purelyfrom
stored data regarding a cow's teat positions,
represent first-generation robotics; and such
systems are not suitablefor thefull automation
ofdairying, because of its inabilityto cope with
environmental uncertainties and changes.
Second-generation robotsarealso not suitable
for the full automation of dairying either,
because of the need for a structured
environment, and the limited sensory abilities.
Third-generation robots car; play a role in the
full automation of dairying, because of its
adaptabilitytotheenvironment bymeansofthe
machine perception systems used. It should
however be clear that these systems make use
of advanced equipment, and that they require
extensive design effort.

amount of environmental uncertainties which
can be handled by a robotic system, and its
"intelligence" and sensingabilities.In designing
a robot which can attach teatcups to a cow's
teats, both the robot's abilities and the
uncertainties in the dairying environment will
require intensive design attention, in order to
match each other. This section focuses on
some aspects of adairying environment where
changes can largely enhance the feasibility of
robotic milking.
2.4.1 GENERAL CHANGES REQUIRED
Since the sensor and the manipulator of a
milking robot are precision products, care
should betakento limit dirt, dust, andwater in
the vicinity of these elements. This requires
special care with the placement of the sensor
andthe manipulator, andwiththe design ofthe
stall's lay-out.

In order to fully utilise the adaptability of thirdgeneration robots, the milking robot concept
envisaged for this project is:

Automated entry of the cows into the stall
requiresspecialattentioninorderto ensurethat
each cow is regularly milked. (Refer to the
discussion in Section 2.2.1.a above.)

a. The machine perception subsystem must
be able to localise a cow's teats in realtime. Limited cow movements should thus
not prevent the systemfrom operating.

A special system for handling the teatcups
before its manipulation by the robot, and after
milking the cow is required - refer to 2.3.3.d
above.

b. The machine perception subsystem must
not be disturbed by one or more teatcups
alreadyattachedtoacow'steats-i.e.once
one or more teatcups had been attached,
the perception system must still be able to
localise the remaining teats in real-time.

Inanautomateddairyingsystem,largeamounts
of information has to be gathered, processed,
interpreted,andstored.Amaster computerised
controlsystem,connectedtoothersystemsvia
a communication network, will be required in
order to ascertain that there is coordination in
the execution of tasks such as automatic
feeding; health monitoring; production
monitoring; robotic milking; and data logging.
(Logging and processing of data is of special
importance, inordertoascertainthat eachcow
is regularly milked.)

c. The manipulator subsystem must be fast
enoughto attach ateatcuptotheteat of a
cow - even if she moves around (within
certain limits).
d. The teatcups must be held in a retainer
rackwhichcanmovetowardsthecow,and
from where they can be taken by the
manipulator to be attached to the teats.
Once milking is completed, the vacuum
release system (Section2.2.1.J) can let the
teatcups drop back into the module, and
the modulecan moveoutofthewayagain.

2.4 REQUIRED CHANGES TO THE
MILKING ROBOTS ENVIRONMENT
There is a direct relationship between the

2.4.2 CONSTRUCTION OFTHE STALL
In order to attach a milking machine to a cow
by meansof a robotic system,the cow's udder
must bewithinawell-defined region ofthestall;
and the cow must stand as still as possible.
(Thefasterthe sensing speed ofthe perception
subsystem and the reaction speed of the
manipulator, the less rigid will the requirement
be that the cow must stand still.) One or more
ofthe different mechanisms availableto centre
a cow in the stall and to limit her movements
(e.g. moving stall sides - MONTALESCOT &
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MECHINEAU (1987);orafloorwhich isarching
upwards between the cow's hind legs, or
restraining bars which are moved in between
the legs and the udder whilethe cow stands in
the stall - FARMERS WEEKLY (1990)) will thus
have to be implemented. A stall with a moving
front end(e.g.MONTALESCOT &MECHINEAU
(1987)),will also haveto be usedto providefor
cows of various lengths.
2.4.3 CONSTRUCTION OF THE MILKING
MACHINE
Some cows have very large udders, with teats
far apart and protruding to the sides. In such
casesthepipesofthemilkingmachine'scluster
(connectingthedifferentteatcups) areoftennot
long enough.When a human milker attaches a
milking machine to such a cow, he has to
manipulatetheteatswith hisone hand,inorder
to reach it with the teatcup in his other hand.
Since suchmanipulation isnot includedas part
of the milking robot's functions, this problem
must be solved inanother way.
A possible solution is to redesign the milking
machine in order to have four unconnected
teatcups - eachwith its own vacuum-and milk
carrying pipes. Besides the easier robotic
manipulation of the teatcups of such a
redesigned milking machine, the milking
machine could also be adapted to be used as
an individual quarter milking machine (refer to
the definition inAppendix D).
In order to allow for a robotic system's
inaccuracies in the positioning of teatcups
relative to a cow's teats, teatcups withwiderthan-normal mouths are used by the company
Gascoigne-Melotte. Once the teat has dipped
into the teatcup, the brim is inflated by means
ofair, inordertotraptheteat inthecentre.This
scheme allows for differences of up to 30 mm
between the teat and teatcup centreline FARMERS WEEKLY (1990). Since positional
accuracy of a milking robot is an important
issue-asdiscussed inChapters3and4-wider
teatcup openings definitely enhance the
feasibility of robotic milking.
2.4.4 LIMITATIONS ON UDDER SHAPES
AND SIZES
Another option to overcome the problem of
excessive udder sizes and teats which are far
apart and protruding,isto eliminate such cows
from the herd, by means of a selection and
breeding program. Good results obtained with
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selection and breeding for easier robotic
milking, were reported by POLITIEK (1987).

2.5 CONSEQUENCES OF ROBOTIC
MILKING MACHINES
2.5.1 INFLUENCE ON MILK PRODUCTION
LEVELS
When milking with a robotic milker, it will be
possible to milk all the cows in the herd more
thanthe conventional twice per day. ROSSING
et al (1985) and IPEMA et al (1987)
conceptualizedtheinstallationofamilkingrobot
in an automatic feeding station, in order to
investigate the feasibility of this concept, a
milking machine was installed nextto afeeding
box, and operated manually on a 24 hour per
day basis.Thefollowing resultswere recorded:
a. Cows visited the feeding station voluntary
onaverage3,9timesperday,andcouldbe
milked on every visit.
b. The higher milking rate resulted in an
averageincreaseinmilkproductionof14%,
over the full lactation period (compared
with the control group).
c. A mass increase in the order of 10%
occurred inmilkfatand protein production,
over the full lactation period (compared
with the control group).
d. No negative effects on reproduction
performance of the cows, or on teat and
udder health,were recorded.
e. No negative effects were
regarding milk quality.

recorded

GRIMM & RABOLD (1987) recorded milk
production increases cf upto 20%when cows
were milked four or more times per day. The
use of milking robots make this milking
frequency possible.
From the abovementioned results obtained by
other researchers, it is evident that the use of
milkingrobotscanresultinsignificant increases
in milk production levels. Increased total
productionishowever not necessarily desirable
- due to over-production and quotas in many
countries. Ifthe same milk production volumes
can however be reachedwith lessanimals, the
advantages are obvious.
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2.5.2 INFLUENCE ONANIMAL HEALTH
When advanced technology such as milking
robots, is implemented as part of an animal
production system, one of the most important
questions is concerned with its influence on
animalhealth.Sincelittledirectfeedbackcanbe
obtained fromthe animals, regarding a specific
system's influence on them,the designer must
take full responsibility for this aspect. The
analysis ofthe man-machine interface isavery
important part in the design of systems to be
used by human operators (e.g. KEIRN &
AUNON (1990); SHERIDAN&FERRELL(1974);
SINGLETON (1978); and WICKENS et al
(1989)). In similar fashion, machine-animal
interfaceaspectsshouldberatedveryimportant
in the value system when systems are
conceptualizedanddesignedfortheautomation
of animal production.
Remote sensing and automatic animal
identificationformthebasisforarobotic milking
system. This requires an electronic receiver/
transmitter ("transponder") tobeattachedtothe
animal. Although the electromagnetic radiation
associated with such devices apparently have
no negative effects on animals, differences of
opinion still exist asto the long-term effects of
such devices on bodytissue. Only an in-depth
investigation-whichisbeyondthescopeofthis
research however - can answer this question.
Attaching transponders to animals is done in
variousways-e.g.implantedcapsules,orasan
eartag, or on a strap around the animal's neck,
or on a strap around its body. It is sometimes
noted that animals continuously move their
ears, becausetheeartags hinderthem. Inother
cases the transponder's neck band hurts the
animal's neck. Since automatic animal
identification isessentialfor robotic milking,the
above aspects represent indirect negative
consequences of milking robots - which must
be prevented.
Stressisanimportantaspect influencingadairy
cow's production, and her health. GIESECKE
(1983, p.23) correlates cow stress and the
occurrence of mastitis: The stress exposure of
cow and udder [...] eventually terminate in
mastitis [...]". In many cases, the close
interaction with human milkers cause stressfor
dairy cows. SEABROOK (1972) carried out
some work inwhich it was shownthat a cow's
stress level and milk yield are related to the
cowman's personality. Specifically, an introvert
personalityappearsmoresuitableforsuccessful

milking and herd husbandry. With automated
dairying,theamount of interaction betweenthe
cows and the cowman is reduced, which will
lead to less human induced animal stress; and
thus to increased milk production, and to
improvedanimalandudderhealth.Ontheother
side of the coin however, is the possible
increased stress levels due to a cow's
interaction with machines such as a feeding
station,amilking machine,andamilking robot.
From available literature it seems that this
aspect has not yet received much research
attention. Itwill definitely haveto be addressed
in future research - possibly along the lines of
the man-machine interface studies mentioned
above.
Although less interaction between a cowman
and his animals can lead to decreased stress
levels for the animals, it also results in
decreased human monitoring of the animals,
which can have negative effects on animal
health.However,thedatagatheredbymeansof
different sensors can be processed faster, and
more consistently by means of the automated
system's computer. Furthermore, the sensors
andprocessorsofanautomated systemshould
be available continuously - which is not the
casewith human monitoring of the animals.
Mastitis control is probably one of the most
important tasks in modern dairying. With more
regular milkingofthecows,andwith automatic
mastitis detection, udder health can be well
monitored ina robotic milking system.A major
cause of mastitis is an udder not being milked
out completely, and the subsequent long time
before the next milking. With more regular
milking, this problem should be reduced.
Increased production levels cause larger and
heavier udders.This can inturn cause hip and
leg problems with some cows - due to the
heavy loads which have to be carried for the
long periods between milkings. With the more
regular milking which is possible when using
milking robots, the problem of heavy udders
can be considerably reduced.
Fromtheabovediscussion,itcanbeconcluded
thattheuseofadvancedtechnological elements
in animal production systems can have both
negative and positive effects on animal health.
The potential negative effects can however be
avoided by the designer through adequate
design techniques, and by the farmer through
adequate management practices; while the
positive effects can be very advantageous to
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both thefarmer and his animals. MONCASTER
& PARSON (1987) summarise it as follows:
"Sincethere ismoretimefor cowmento attend
tothecows,greateropportunitytomonitortheir
performance and state of health automatically,
and also the possibility of tailoring the milking
process to suitthe needs of individual animals,
welfare of the cows could be improved."
2.5.3 SOCIO-ECONOMIC EFFECTS
The significance of automation cannot be
asserted in terms of its engineering
characteristics alone. Therefore some of the
socio-economic effects of robotic milking
machines are briefly discussed inthis section.
An often heard argument against the
implementation of agricultural robotics is the
possible negative influence on the number of
jobs available. As far back as 1968, IRVING's
research had however indicated that
appropriatelymanagedautomationincreasethe
gross domestic product of a country. That in
turn contributes to the creation of more jobs,
andto economic growth.KRUTZ (1983) quotes
figures from the (American) Society of
ManufacturingEngineers(SME),forecastingthat
about twenty thousand Americans could lose
their jobs in the 1980s due to robots. On the
other hand, an estimated seventy- to one
hundredthousand newjob opportunities could
becreated bythe robotics industryatthe same
time.
An important aspect in the use of advanced
technology inagriculture,istheimprovementof
working conditions for farm workers. NITZAN
(1985) considers avoidance oftasks which are
undesirable for humans asthe most important
driver for automation. In the dairying context,
the use of milking robots can relieve people
frommonotonoustasks(e.g.repetitiveattaching
of milking machines to cows), continuous hard
work (e.g.seven days per week, all-year round
milking of cows), and dangerous work (e.g.
handling bad tempered cows).
FALKENA (1979)consideredtheconsistent use
of technology as one of the main factors
making high levels of agricultural productivity
(ratio of yield to input costs) possible - with a
significant influence on the macro-economy.
Productivity is often linked only with the skills,
attitudes, and knowledge of workers. Although
people play a central role, all the production
factors (natural resources, human resources,
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money, entrepreneurship, and technology)
must be used well, in order to optimize
productivity.
2.5.4 ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS
In the Netherlands for example, disposal of
animalwasteisamajor problem,havingalarge
impact on theenvironment. Ifthe required milk
production volumes can be reached with less
animals, less animal waste will be produced;
and the use of milking robotswill thus havean
indirect positive influence on the environment.

2.6 COMMENTS ON LIFE CYCLE
COST AND ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS OFMILKING ROBOTS
From a commercial viewpoint, and in order to
ascertain the feasibility of milking robots, it is
importantto compareitslifecyclecostwiththat
of conventional milking machines. However, a
pure cost comparison will not provide the full
picture,for thefollowing reasons:
a. There are differences in the functions and
inthe technological complexity of the two
systems. The two systems are therefore
appropriate for differently developed
societies.

b. There are differences in the direct and
indirect costs and savings for the two
systems. (Refer to POTTER (1983) for the
importance of this issue when deciding to
automate a process or not.)
In order to restrict the scope of the research,
and to maintain focus on the exploration of
technical concepts, it was decided not to
perform extensive investigations into a milking
robot's life cycle cost, or its economic
implications - such asthat presented by ECKL
(1988),NIJSSENetal(1988),andMONCASTER
& PARSON (1987). Suffice it to quote the
following conclusion reached bythe latter: "For
herd sizesof 40cows or more,the numbers of
automatic milking units required are betweena
quarter to half of the number of stalls required
in a conventional milking system. Thus,
although the fully automatic system requires
components which are more expensiveto buy,
run and maintain than those of conventional
milkingsystems,thetotalcostsfor agivenherd
size are not markedly different."
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2.7 OVERVIEW OF THE STATE-OFTHE-ART IN MILKING ROBOTS
Inthis section,anoverview isgivenofthestateof-the-art regarding milking robots -based ona
literature survey. There are a number of
research institutions and companies (from the
available literature, they seem to be mainly in
Europe) which are actively involved in the
developmentofdifferent milkingrobotconcepts.
Because of the commercial value of such
developments, most ofthiswork ishowever not
yet made public; andthereforetheliterature on
the subject is rather scarce.

By making use of information presented by
ARTMANN & SCHILLINGMANN (1990);
ORDOLFF (1983); KLOMP et al (1990);
MARCHANT et al (1987); ROSSING (1988,
1989);and SWORMINK (1991),the summary in
Table2.1couldbecompiled.Fromtheavailable
literature it seems that the milking robot
developments in the Netherlands are currently
the most advanced. Although SWORMINK
(1991) states that "it will still be some years
before milking robots can be bought from the
local corner shop', several developers are
confident that they are on the right track with
their work.

TABLE 2.1: Summary ofthe state-of-the-art regarding milking robots

DEVELOPMENT CENTRE
AFRC, Silsoe,
Kingdom

United

SENSOR CONCEPT
CONCEPT 1: (accordina to
ROSSING (1989))
Two ultrasonic sensors for
localisationofteats(accuracy
about 60 mm)
Cone shaped teatcups, with
tactile sensors

ROBOTARM CONCEPT
Pneumatically actuated robot
arm, with two rotating wrists
and one linearly moving axis
(spherical arm) - with an
accuracy in the order of 5
mm
All four teatcups taken
simultaneously to the udder

CONCEPT 2: (accordina to
ARTMANN & SCHILLINGMANN
(1990))
Tactile sensors for coarse
localisation of the cow; and
data base of teat positions
Array of light beams for fine
localisation of teats
Bundesforschungsanstalt
fur Landwirtschaft,
BraunschweigVolkenrode, Germany

CONCEPT1:
Array of ultrasonic sensors
for coarse localisation of
teats
Two ultrasonic sensors for
fine localisation of teats
CONCEPT 2:
Laser diode and one television
camera for localisation of teats
(mounted on robot arm)
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Electrically actuated robot
arm, with four degrees of
freedom: three linearly
moving axes (cartesianarm),
which can also rotate about
itsvertical axis
Teatcupsconsecutivelytaken
to the udder
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DEVELOPMENT CENTRE
CEMAGREF,
France

Antony,

SENSOR CONCEPT
Scannedlaserdiodeandone
television camera forcoarse
localisationofteats
Array of light beams on the
teatcup, for fine localisation
ofteats

Separate robot arm foreach
teatcup
Electrically actuated robot
arms

Otterberg,

Data base of teat positions,
for approximate localisation
ofteats
One scanned ultrasonic
sensorforcoarselocalisation
ofteats
Array of light beamsforfine
localisation ofteats

Electrically actuated robot
arm, with three linearly
movingaxes (cartesianarm)
Adapted industrial robotarm
Teatcupsconsecutivelytaken
tothe udder

Gascoigne-Melotte, The
Netherlands

Positioningofthe cow in the
stall, by means of moving
stallsidesand-front
Data base ofteat positions,
and wider-than-normal
teatcup openings

Electrically actuated robot
arm,withtwolinearlymoving
axes, andonerotating wrist
(cylindrical arm)
All four teatcups taken
simultaneously to theudder
(ina module)
Teatcup positions in the
horizontal plane are
individuallycontrollableinthe
module
Teatcupsapproachtheudder
from behind, and move in
betweenthe hindlegs

Predion,TheNetherlands;
inter alia in co-operation
with:
IMAG, Wageningen,
The Netherlands
Manus Holland,
Z u t p h e n , The
Netherlands
Delft University of
Technology, The
Netherlands

Two ultrasonic sensors for
coarse localisationofteats
One rotating ultrasonic
sensorforfinelocalisation of
teats

Electrically actuated robot
arm,withthreerotatingwrists
(articulatedarm)
All four teatcups taken
simultaneouslytothe udder
Teatcups attached fromthe
sideofthe cow

Duvelsdorf,
Germany

FromtheinformationinTable2.1 itisclearthat
there are at least as many milking robot
concepts as there are developers. From the
literature,itishowevernotclearwhattheexact
requirements are which each developer has
used as the driver in order to choose his
specificconcept.Norisitalwaysclearwhyone
conceptwaspreferredoveranother.Therefore
thegoalsofthisresearchproject-asidentified
in Chapter 1 - are centred around the
systematic definition of performance
parametersfor arobotic milking machine;the
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ROBOT ARM CONCEPT

systematic identification, analysis,
comparison, and trade-off of different
concepts for a robotic milking machine's
subsystems; and research and development
ofchosenconcepts.

2.8 CONCLUSIONS
Froman investigationofthetasksperformedby
ahuman,whenmilkingacow, thetechnological
developmentsrequiredinordertoautomatethis
processwereidentified.Fromthisinvestigation
it was concluded that the main outstanding
TheSystematicDevelopment ofa Machine VisionBased Milking Robot

activity in order to completely automate the
milkingofcows,isthedevelopment ofamilking
robot - consisting of a machine perception
subsystem for localising the teats, and a
manipulator subsystemforattachingthemilking
machine to theteats.
Fromthediscussion in Section2.3 onthe level
of robotic performance required for the
implementation of a milking robot, it was
concluded that a third-generation robot making use of a high-performance perception
systeminordertoadapttotheenvironment -is
required for locating a cow's teats, and for
attaching teatcups to them. Such robots
however makeuseofadvancedequipment,and
they require extensive design effort - as will
become evident inthe next two chapters.
Anumberofchangestoadairyingenvironment,
which will greatly enhance the feasibility of
robotic milking,were addressed inSection2.4.
Generalaspectsaddressedincludedtheplacing
of the sensor and the manipulator; automated
entry of the cows into the stall; handling the
teatcups before the robot attaches it, and after
milking;restrictionofthecow'smovements;and
the need for an extensive information
management system, to coordinate the
execution ofdifferent automated dairyingtasks.
Changes to the construction of a milking
machine - such as a milking machine with
longer-than-normal pipes attached to the
teatcups; and teatcups with wider-than-normal
mouths - will also enhance the feasibility of
robotic milking. The issue of selecting and
breeding cows for easier robotic milking, was
also briefly addressed inSection2.4.
Some important potential consequences of
milking robots-including effects on production
levels; effects on animal health; effects on the
socio-economic system; and effects on the
environment - were presented in Section 2.5.
Different researchers recorded increased milk
production levelswhenmilkingcows morethan
the conventional twice perday. Since a robotic
milkercanincreasethemilkingfrequency, itcan
lead to better productivity (e.g. the same
production from less cows); less animal waste

to behandled;andto lighter loads inthe cows'
udders. Automated milking leads to less
interaction betweena cowmanand hisanimals.
This canleadtodecreased stresslevelsfor the
animals, but it also results in a decreased
human monitoring of the animals. The
automated system is however part of a
computerizedinformationmanagementsystem,
by which the data gathered by means of
different sensorscanbeprocessedfaster, more
consistently, and probably continuously. An
important social advantage ofrobotic milkingis
the improvement ofworkingconditionsforfarm
workers; while increased agricultural
productivity has economic advantages over a
wide front.
Inordertofocusontheexploration of technical
concepts, it was decided not to perform
extensive investigations into a milking robot's
life cycle cost, or its economic implications.
Section 2.6 was therefore restricted to some
reasons why milking robots and conventional
milkingmachinesshouldnotbecomparedoneto-one on economic grounds;andto providing
some literature references containing detailed
studies ofthe economic implications of robotic
milking.
Basedonaliterature-survey onthestate-of-theart regarding milking robots,it seemsthatthere
are at least six main centres in Europe where
specific milking robot configurations are at
different stages of research and development.
(For eachofthesethere isamaindeveloper, in
collaborationwithdifferentuniversities,research
institutions, and companies.) Since it was not
clear from the available literature which
decision-criteriaandconceptswere considered
by the different developers, it was decided to
systematically address these issues in this
research project. The milking robot
configuration presented in this dissertation is
therefore uniqueinthe sensethat it isbased on
a systematic definition of performance
requirements, a systematic identification,
analysis, and trade-off of concepts, and
research and development regarding the
chosen concepts. The details of this process
are presented inthe following chapters.
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CHAPTER 3
MACHINE PERCEPTION FORA
ROBOTIC MILKING MACHINE

3.1 INTRODUCTION
3.1.1 BACKGROUND
PERCEPTION

3.1.2PURPOSEANDSCOPEOFCHAPTER
ON

MACHINE

Machine perception can broadly be defined as
the process whereby a computer derives
information about a scene, based on signals
fromoneormoresensors.Theprimaryfunction
of a milking robot's machine perception
subsystem is to determine a cow's teat
positions, in real-time, with respect to a fixed
frameof reference. Recognition (inthesenseof
distinguishingdifferentobjectsinthescene)and
inspection of the cow's teats are secondary
functionsofthemachineperceptionsubsystem.
Machine (or computer) perception consists of
two main processes, namely:
a. Feature transformation, which involves the
conversionofphysicalfeaturesinasceneor
an environment (such as light intensity,
temperature,force,etc.)to electricalsignals,
by means of sensors.
b. Signal processing, for data reduction, data
analysis (e.g.object localisation interms of
the sensor's frame of reference - so-called
sensorcoordinates), andscene/environment
description (e.g.object localisation interms
of a specifically defined fixed frame of
reference -so-calledworld coordinates).
The effective design of a machine perception
system is based onthe optimal implementation
oftheabovementionedtwoprocesses. (Referto
SANDERSON & PERRY (1983, p.858), and to
NITZAN (1985, p.6) for more detailed
discussions of these processes.) The
implementationoftheseprocessesforaspecific
application, does not only involve the correct
choice of sensors and of signal processing
techniques, but also requires a well structured
information interpretation system.
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Different concepts for the sensors, and the
signal processor of the machine perception
subsystem for a milking robot, are identified,
analyzed, and evaluated in this chapter. In
order to evaluate and compare theconcepts, a
number oftechnical performance requirements
are identified for each of the segments; while
each concept is then evaluated against its
requirements. From this evaluation, a
combination of concepts ischosen, inorder to
design a suitable machine perception
subsystem for a robotic milking machine.
In the presentation of research results, a
balance should be maintained between
reporting on aspects and schemes which did
not work, and reporting on those which did
work. (This approach provides important
guidelines for future researchers In the same
field.)Thischapterthereforecontains analytical
discussions of numerous machine perception
concepts.Explanationsarepresentedregarding
thoseconceptswhichwerefound unfeasiblefor
the milking robot; while experimental results
obtained with the feasible concepts, are
presented.

3.2 ANALYSIS OF THE MAIN
SENSOR FORA MILKING ROBOT
3.2.1 T E C H N I C A L
PERFORMANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE SENSOR
In this section a number of technical
performance requirements which must be
satisfied by the sensor of a milking robot, are
definedandcomparedwitheachother inorder
to determine their relative importance. The
parameters defined are necessarily based on
the author's own experience in the fields of
system design and dairying. The defined
parameters are the most important ones, and
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arenot intendedto bethealphaandtheomega
ofmilkingrobot requirements.Alsonotethatlife
cycle cost and acquisition schedule are not
includedinthisdiscussion,sincethefocusison
the exploration of technical ability.
Thesensorcannot meettherequirementslisted
inthissection,onitsown,but itdependsonthe
signal processor to do so. However, the
sensor'ssensitivityandresolution,aswellasthe
type and amount of information that can be
gathered by it, play avery important role inthe
machine perception process.
The different requirements against which the
sensor concepts are evaluated, influence each
other. Although the requirements can thus not
be considered in isolation, the aim is to
decouple them as far as possible, and to
analyze the 'sensor concepts against one
requirement at atime.
3.2.1.1 DEFINITION
REQUIREMENTS

OF

PERFORMANCE

The most important technical performance
requirements which must be satisfied by the
sensor of a milking robot, are:
a. Recognition of objects. The first tasks
performed by a human milker when a cow
enters the stall to be milked, is to confirm
that the udder is present within the working
space; and to distinguish the udder and
teats from other objects - such as pipes within the working space. With a human
milker, detection and distinction take place
automatically, but these functions
(collectively called recognition here), must
be designed into a milking robot's machine
perception system. (The main reason for
consideringthisaspectto bevery important,
is for the milking robot to distinguish
between teats and milking machine pipes
and teatcups, once one or more teatcups
had been attached.)
b. Localisation ofobjects.Themainpurposeof
the machine perception subsystem of a
milking robot isthe accurate localisation of
the cow's teats, in order to provide position
reference values for the manipulator
subsystemofthemilkingrobot. (Asindicated
in Figure 2.1, the machine perception
subsystem could possibly also be used to
helpwith localisation ofthe robot hand.This
option will however not be investigated
during this research.)
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c. Inspection of objects. An important human
function to be taken over by the milking
robot, isinspection of the udder and teats,
in order to ascertain that they are without
ulcers or cuts on the teat surface. This can
either be an integral part of the system's
functions, or the system can store
information which can later be inspected by
a human operator - at a convenient time.
(Inspection of the milking machine and the
manipulator can also be included.)
d. Sensor simplicity. In order to ascertain
simple operation, low cost, high reliability,
and easy maintenance of the machine
perception subsystem, the sensor's
operating principle must be as simple as
possible.Furthermore,thedatageneratedby
the sensor should not require a very
complex signal processor.
e. Environmental compatibility. The milking
environment (especially when milking in a
feedingbox-asdiscussed inChapter2)can
beadverse.Forthis reasonthesensor must
bewater-,dust-,dirt-,andshockresistant;or
it must be mounted such as to ascertain
thesetraits.
f. Sensing speed. The machine perception
subsystem must perform real-time
observations in order to enable the system
to attach the milking machine to the teats.
Thereforethesensor must havetheabilityto
transformscenefeaturesto electricalsignals
in real-time. The complexity of the data
generated by the sensor, and of the signal
processing required,alsodetermine sensing
speed.
g. Interfacing. In order to minimize cost and
overall system complexity, the sensor's
Interfacing with the signal processor and
data storage units must be as simple as
possible.
3.2.1.2 WEIGHTING
REQUIREMENTS

OF

PERFORMANCE

InTable3.1thedifferenttechnical performance
parameters for the sensors (as defined in
Section3.2.1.1) are compared with each other,
inorderto determinetheir relative importance indicated bythe weight factor. (Remember that
life cycle cost and development schedule are
not used as performance parameters here,
since the focus is on the technical
appropriateness of the different concepts.) In
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while in the third column, Localisation of
Objects is compared with the last five
parameters; etc.) Depending on the perceived
importance ofthe parameter listed atthetop of
the column, relativeto the one listed left of the
specific row, a number between 0 and 10 is
allocated inthe specific cell.The mirror images
ofthecells (i.e.abovethediagonal) getthe 10's
complement ofthenumbersallocatedbelowthe
diagonal. After all the pairs have been
compared and rated (and the mirror images
allocated the 10's complements), the ratings
within each column are added to provide the
total rating for each of the parameters listed at
the top of the columns. These ratings are then
rounded,andexpressedaspercentages (called
the weight).

Table 3.1, 21 pairs of performance parameters
arecompared with eachother. Foreachpairof
parameters, a total rating of 10 is allocated.
That allows for six levels of relative importance
(10+0;9 + 1 ; 8+2;7+3;6+4;5+5).Ifparameter
A isconsidered just as important as parameter
B,then each isallocated 5. ifA isslightly more
important than B,thenA isallocated6,while B
;4; etc.
The comparison is done cell by cell in each
column (staying below the diagonal). In each
cell, the parameter listed at the top of the
column is compared with the parameter listed
left of the specific row. (For example, in the
secondcolumn(firstnumericalcolumn)ofTable
3.1, Recognition of Objects is compared with
the other six defined performance parameters;

Recognition

Localisation

Inspection

Sensor
simplicity

Environmental
compatibility

Sensing
speed

Interfacing

Recognition

-

6

6

3

5

6

2

Localisation

4

-

2

2

4

3

1

Inspection

4

8

-

4

7

5

2

Sensor
simplicity

7

8

6

-

8

6

5

Environmental
compatibility

5

6

3

2

-

4

1

Sensing speed

4

7

S

4

6

.

1

Interfacing

8

9

8

5

9

9

-

Sum of
components

32

44

30

20

39

33

12

Weight (%)

15

21

14

9

19

16

6

TABLE 3.1: Determination of relative weights for sensor trade-off parameters

3.2.2 IDENTIFICATION
CONCEPTS

OF

SENSOR

There is a large number of sensor concepts
whicharecommonly used inthefieldof robotic
control.(RefertoSANDERSON&PERRY(1983)
for a broad discussion of this topic.) The
primaryfunctionofthemainsensor (orsensors)
in the machine perception subsystem of a
milking robot, is to provide information about
the scene containing the cow's udder, to the
signal processor, in order that the cow's teat
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positions can be determined. This section
contains discussions of sensors which can
possibly fulfil this task.
3.2.2.1 TELEVISION CAMERA
Inthe human sensory system,two thirds of the
roughlythree million information carryingfibres
connected to the brain, come from the eyes YOUNG (1973,p.23) andWOOLDRIDGE(1963,
p.34). It istherefore clear that the eyesare the
most important human sensing organs. With
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two eyes (or one moving eye), threedimensionalobjectlocalisationispossible.Ofall
the human senses, vision proves the best for
perceiving the presence of objects, for object
recognition,andforinspection(typicallythrough
imagefeaturessuchasshapeandtexture). For
these reasons,atelevisioncamera (aspart of a
machine vision system) Is very popular for
machine perception applications.
3.2.2.2 ARRAY OF LIGHT BEAMS
One or more light rays aligned with light
detectors can be used to detect the presence
or absence of objects within a certain space.
ORDOLFF (1983) describes the use of such a
systeminordertodetectthepresenceofacow
inthe stall, andto find thefront of her udder.
This technique is rather simple to Implement,
but its scope in machine perception
applicationsislimited,becauseitmerelydetects
the presence or absence ofobjects. Itdoes not
have the ability to derive extensive information
about the scene (e.g.for inspection purposes).
An extension of the technique is the use of
structured light, which is commonly used to
augment machine vision. By illuminating a
scenewith a single light stripe or with patterns
of orthogonal light stripes, and by studying the
resultinglightpatternsinanimageofthescene,
a lot of scene information can be derived.
Various discussions of this technique are
presented inthe literature - e.g. LE MOIGNE &
WAXMAN (1988); MITICHE & AGGARWAL
(1983); SATO et al (1982); SHIRAI (1972);
SHIRAI & TSUJI (1972); and STOCKMAN et al
(1988).
3.2.2.3 ULTRASONIC SENSOR
Ultrasonic sensors are widely used for ranging
applications - making it suitable for localisation
of objects. While it can also be used for
low-level recognitionofobjects,itisnotsuitable
for the detail characterisation of imagefeatures
(inspection of objects). A problem with
ultrasonic sensorsisthescatteringof ultrasonic
energyawayfromthereceiver,whenthe object
planeisnotperpendicular totheacoustic beam
- referto BROWN (1985, p.191),JARVIS(1983,
p.135), and GREENLEAF (1983).
Based on extensive research, ACAMPORA &
WINTERS (1989) concluded "[...] that the
approach [of ultrasonic sensing] offers promise
as a complement to or replacement for a
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conventional optical system [...]." From their
research it is evident however that ultrasonic
machine perception systems arenot yet onthe
samelevelof development as optical systems.
3.2.2.4 TACTILE SENSOR
Tactile sensors are mainly used to detect the
presence of objects by touching them; or to
measure distributions of forces over a surface.
It is commonly used in feedback loops for the
control of robot hands - e.g. D'ESNON et al
(1986), HARMON (1982), JACOBSEN et al
(1988),andTZAFESTAS(1988).Verylittlescene
features can however be detected by this type
of sensor.
3.2.2.5 INFRARED SENSOR
An infrared sensor forms an image of a scene,
based on the amount of infrared light (heat)
emitted by each object in the scene. Only
limitedimagefeatures(forinspectionofobjects)
can bedetected bythistype of sensor.
Infrared sensors are often used in military
applications, where the target is normally the
onlylargeheatsourceinthearea.Forexample,
the infrared image produced by the exhaust
plume of a fighter aircraft is unique, when
viewed against a clear sky as background. For
military applications, the required localisation
accuracy is typically in the order of a few
metres.
For a milking robot, high accuracy is required;
and the targets (four teats) are close together,
and in the vicinity of other heat sources (e.g.
the cow's body and udder). ORDOLFF (1983)
found that absolute temperature could not be
usedfordetection ofacow'steats by meansof
infrared imaging,sincetemperaturesdiffered to
a largeextentfromonecowtoanother. Neither
could temperature differences (between teats
and udder, and between udder and body) be
used, because it was impossible to find typical
differences.
3.2.2.6 MINIATURE RADAR AND LIDAR
Miniatureradar,andlidar (thelightequivalent of
radar) are often usedfor ranging applications e.g. inmilitary systems. (Laser beams are often
used for lidar ranging. Lasers normally have
very high energy densities, which might be
dangerousfor humansandanimals - especially
fortheeyes.Thereforeso-calledeye-safelasers
mustbe usedintheseapplications.) Radarand
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lidar are very similar to the ultrasonic sensor
which was discussed in Section 3.2.2.3 above.
Both also have the problem that the energy
incident on the target is reflected in many
different directions. (Referto YOUNG (1973)for
a discussion of miniature radar in machine
perception applications; or to SKOLNIK (1962)
for a general discussion of radar principles.)
3.2.3 ANALYSIS OF SENSOR CONCEPTS
This section contains a qualitative as well as a
quantitative analysis of the different sensor
concepts identified in Section 3.2.2. (CROSS
(1989) and STARKEY (1988) describe similar
analysis and trade-off procedures.) The
following points are very important regarding
the analysistechnique used:
a. It isby no means claimedthatthe technique
used can provide absolutely accurate
answers. It mainly servesto indicatetrends;
to ensure that adequate thought was given
totherequiredperformanceparameters;and
to ensure that different concepts are
measured against the same standards.
b. The choice ofa sensor concept isbased on
the specific technical performance
requirements defined inSection 3.2.1.1;and
does not hold for any machine perception
system ingeneral.
The ability of each concept to meet the
requirements signified by the performance
parametersdefined inSection3.2.1,isanalyzed
in Tables 3.2a through 3.2f. Based on the
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qualitative analysis presented in the third
column of the table, for each performance
parameter, the concept is rated with a value
between 0 and 5 - as shown in the fourth
column of the table. The following ratings are
used:
0: theconcept is completely inadequate to
satisfythe requirements;
1: the concept is a very poor solution to
satisfy the requirements;
2: the concept is a poor solution to satisfy
the requirements;
3: the concept is a reasonable / tolerable
solution to satisfy the requirements;
4: the concept is a good solution to satisfy
the requirements;
5: theconcept isanidealsolutionto satisfy
the requirements.
The second column of eachtable contains the
weight - as allocated to each performance
parameter inTable3.1.Thelastcolumn ofeach
table contains the weighted ratings, which are
the ratings in column 4, weighted by the
parameter weights in column 2. The weighted
rating = weightx (rating/5). (Inthisformula,the
rating is divided by the maximum rating 5, in
order to normalize the answers.)
In order to remove possible bias of the author
towardscertainconcepts,anotherengineerwith
extensive experience in such trade-off studies,
was asked to repeat the complete trade-off
process independently. The two sets of results
were very similar, and were combined to form
the results shown inTable3.2.

TheSystematicDevelopment of a Machine VisionBased Milking Robot
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3.2.4 CONCLUSIONS FROM THE SENSOR
ANALYSIS
Fromthe results of the trade-off presented in
Section3.2.3,it isconcludedthat atelevision
camera isthemostsuitablesensorconceptto
satisfy the specific technical performance
requirements, defined in Section 3.2.1 for a
milkingrobot's mainsensor.
From the results it is clear that an ultrasonic
sensor, or an infrared sensor should also
provide good resultsinsucharoboticsystem.
The maindifferences betweenthethree"best"
sensor concepts (refer to Table 3.3) are inits
recognitionanditsInspectioncapabilities. Both
these characteristics are considered to be
secondary requirements however (refer tothe
first paragraph of Chapter 3). This finding
explains the good results obtained by other
researchers making use of ultrasonic sensors
(refertoTable2.1).
FromTable3.3,thefollowing conclusionsare
reached regarding the other three sensor
concepts:
a. Thearrayoflight beamsisrejectedmainly
because of its poor abilities for accurate
localisation, and for its lack of inspection
capabilities.
b. Thetactile sensor fared theworst, and is
rejected mainly because of its poor
localisation abilities, it lack of inspection
abilities, and the requirement to make
contactwiththetargetobject.
c. Miniature Radar & Lidar - althoughbetter
than the latter two concepts - have poor
inspection capabilities, and recognition
capabilities.
Inordertobestsatisfythedefinedperformance
requirements,atelevisioncamerawill beused
asthebasisfortherestofthisresearchproject.
(In follow-up work, one or more of the other
sensor concepts might be useful as auxiliary
sensorsforthemilkingrobot.)
3.3 COMMENTS ON THE USE OF
TELEVISION CAMERAS
FOR
MACHINE PERCEPTION
A television camera can be characterized in
termsoftwotransformations:
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a. Ageometric transformation,whichconsists
of a transformation from the threedimensionalcoordinatesofpointsinascene
(world coordinates), to a two-dimensional
projectionofthepoints(imagecoordinates).
In order to characterise the geometric
transformation, the frames of reference
(world-andimagecoordinates) mustfirstof
all be well defined. Secondly, a camera
model must be defined, and the camera
mustbecalibratedwithinthechosenframes
ofreference,involving:
i. The development of a mathematical
model of the camera's geometric
transformationcharacteristics;and
ii. The determination of the parameters of
thecameramodel.
b. An electronic transformation, involving a
transformation from light Intensity, to an
arrayofelectronicsignals-typicallya512x
512arrayof8bitgreyscalevalues.(Referto
FLORY (1985) and the Electro-Optics
Handbook of RCA (1974), for detailed
discussionsoftheelectronictransformation
intelevisioncameras.)
Appendix Acontains a brief description of an
experimental machine perception subsystemmakinguseoftelevisioncameras-foramilking
robot. The system described there was used
extensively for experimental verification of
differentconcepts.
3.4 THE SIGNAL PROCESSOR
3.4.1 INTRODUCTORY
PROCESSINGCONCEPTS

SIGNAL

Sinceatelevision camerawaschosenasthe
main sensor for the machine perception
subsystem of the milking robot, only image
processing concepts are discussed in this
section.Theprimarytaskofthemilkingrobot's
image processor (implemented by means of
computerhardwareandsoftware)istoderivea
computerizeddescriptionofthespatialpositions
oftheendpointsofacow'sfourteats,interms
of some frame of reference (the world
coordinates). This process is termed scene
description -whichcanbeconsidered asthe
inverse of the sensor's image formation
process.
Theinputsforthescenedescriptionprocessare
theimagecoordinatesofcertainfeaturesinone
or more images of a real-world scene. (The
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imagecoordinatesaredeterminedasdescribed
inSection3.4.4 below.) Theoutput ofthescene
description process is a computerized
description of the pre-defined scene features in terms of either two-dimensional, or
three-dimensional world coordinates. For a
milkingrobot,themanipulator's controller (refer
to Section 4.5) will command the manipulator,
based on the scene description results.
3.4.2 EFFECTS OF ERRORS IN A MILKING
ROBOT'S SCENE DESCRIPTION
Before scene description and its related
processesarediscussed,theeffectsoferrorsin
the calculated positions of the teat endpoints
(i.e.of errors inthe scenedescription process),
on the functioning of a milking robot, are first
addressed.
Consider the possible errors in the calculated
positionsofacow'steatendpoints,asshownin
Figure 3.1.

allowtheteat to besucked intotheteatcup.
b. If the position reference value for the
manipulator and the teatcup is point B in
Figure 3.1,thenthemanipulator willtakethe
teatcuptoolow initially,andtheteatwillonly
besuckedintotheteatcup ifthe error inthe
horizontal plane is not too large, and if the
teatcup is moved upwards by the
manipulator.
c. If the position reference value for the
manipulator and the teatcup is point C in
Figure 3.1, and if the manipulator takes the
teatcup's opening straight to that point, the
teat will not enter the teatcup. (Unless the
teatcup's starting point is exactly below the
teat.) Therefore, no errors resulting in the
calculatedpositionofateat'sendpointbeing
higher than the real position, can be
tolerated in the machine perception
subsystem.
d. A very important aspect which becomes
clear from this analysis is that a two-stage
manipulator action is required: it must first
bring the opening of the teatcup to (just
below) the teat's endpoint; and then it must
move upwards inorder that the teat can be
sucked in by the teatcup. (This aspect is
addressed again in Chapter 4.)
In order to determine the tolerance in the
horizontal plane (i.e. the maximum horizontal
deviationofpoint BinFigure3.1,fromtheteat's
centreline),someexperimentswerecarriedout:
a. Twenty Friesian cows indifferent lactations,
and in different stages of their lactations
were randomly chosenfrom a herdof about
300 cows. (That provided a good sample of
different teat shapes,sizes,and orientations.
Thesecharacteristicsarehoweverdifficult to
record or describe scientifically.)

WORLD REFERENCE
POINT

TOLERANCE
FOR x AND y
FIGURE 3.1:Possible errors In the
calculated teat position
If the position reference value for the
manipulator and the teatcup (i.e. the
calculatedcoordinatesoftheteat'sendpoint)
ispoint A inFigure 3.1,thenthe manipulator
will take the teatcup to the right initial
position. The teatcup must however still be
moved upwards from point A, in order to
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b. For each teat it was tried to attach a
vertically held teatcup, with a difference of
20 mm in the horizontal plane, between the
teat's centreline and that of the teatcup. If
this attempt was unsuccessful, it was
repeated with a difference of 15 mm. If this
attemptwasunsuccessful, 10mmwastried;
then5mm;andeventually0mm. (Distances
were measured with an accuracy of about
2 mm, by means of a measuring tape.)
c. Thefollowing results were obtained:
i. no teatcups could be attached

with
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differences in the horizontal plane of 20
mm;
ii. for9teats,theteatcupcouldbeattached,
with a difference of 15 mm in the
horizontal plane;
iii. for 67 teats, the teatcup could be
attached, with a difference of 10 mm in
the horizontal plane; and
fv. for 4 teats, the teatcup could only be
attached,withadifferenceof5 mminthe
horizontal plane.
d. Furthermore, ft was found that the teatcups
could be attached with differences in the
centreline orientations inthe order of about
45°. (This isdueto the typicaltapered form
of a cow's teats, and due to the suction of
the milking machine's vacuum system.)
Based on the above results, it was decided to
allow for an error of up to 10 mm in the
horizontal plane, during the design process.
Since the errors due to the milking robot's two
subsystems (machine perception and
manipulator) are completely independent, the
total milking robot error will be the root-sumsquare value of the individual errors. (Refer to
DOEBEUN (1983, p.63) for the theory of error
calculations.) An elaborate error budget (which
is normally done as part of the design of
accuratecontrolsystems),wasnotdoneforthe
milking robot. The error of the manipulator
subsystemcan(ideally) beeliminatedbyproper
design of the arm and its control system
(exceptfor smallerrorsasdiscussed inSection
4.2.1.4). It is therefore anticipated that the
machineperceptionsubsystemwillbethemain
contributor to the overall system error. If an
allowable error of 9 mm is allocated to the
machine perception subsystem, an error of 4,3
mm can still be tolerated for the manipulator,
before the total root-sum-square error
(9* + 4.32)172 becomes 10mm.
3.4.3 SCENE DESCRIPTION CONCEPTS
FOR THE MILKING ROBOT
3.4.3.1 TWO-DIMENSIONAL
DESCRIPTION

a. Cheaper equipment is required (only one
camera, and one image processor).
b. Faster imageprocessing ispossible (simpler
algorithms).
c. Itwasconcluded inSection3.4.2abovethat
no calculation errors resulting in the
calculatedpositionofateat'sendpoint being
higher than the real position, can be
tolerated; and that the teatcup will have to
be moved upwards in any case after the
teat's endpoint had been reached.Should it
be possible to localise a cow's teat
endpoints intwo dimensions (i.e.only inthe
horizontal plane), the manipulator could be
used to move the teatcups to the correct
positionsinthe horizontal plane,andthento
move it upwards, until the teats are sucked
inbytheteatcups.Thissituation issimilar to
that for points A and B in Figure 3.1; while
the problem associated with point C in
Figure 3.1 iseliminated.
(Occlusion of teats by teatcups already
attachedtothecow's other teats, isa potential
problem. This is true for any type of sensor
however. Since the teats will be viewed from
belowwith two-dimensional scene description,
the problem of occlusion can be alleviated by
attachingtheteatcups inawelldefinedorder.If
the manipulator isonthe right hand sideof the
stall - i.e. the teatcups' pipes extrude to the
cow's right, then a suitable order for attaching
the teatcups can be: right rear, right front, left
rear, left front.)
3.4.3.1.2 Experimental results obtainedwith
two-dimensional scene description

SCENE

3.4.3.1.1 Background
Two-dimensionalscenedescriptionisdefinedas
the transformation from the two-dimensional
imagecoordinatesofapoint,toadescriptionof
the point in terms of two-dimensional world
coordinates (i.e. one dimension in the world
coordinate system -for example scenedepth-
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is discarded). Two-dimensional scene
description makes use of the image derived
from a single camera. Two-dimensional scene
description holds a number of important
advantages, which led to the feasibility of this
concept being investigated for the milking
robot:

In order to verify the approach discussed
above,sometwo-dimensionalscenedescription
experiments were performed with a number of
points in a plane. As a first approach, it was
assumed that a cow's teat endpoints are
nominally inthe same horizontal plane. A very
simplerelationshipbetweenthetwo-dimensional
world coordinates (x,y) of points inaplaneand
their corresponding two-dimensional image
coordinates (U,V),was derived empirically:
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x = m t U + c,
y = m2V + c2

calibrate the camera, rendering the following
relationship betweenthetwo-dimensional world
coordinates (x,y) of a point, and its
corresponding two-dimensional image
coordinates (U,V):

(3.1)
(3-2)

In order to characterise the two-dimensional
cameramodel (i.e.todeterminem „ m2,c „ and
c2),ninepointswere markedonaflatplate,and
thetr two-dimensional world coordinates
determined.The bottom left corner of the plate
was chosen as the reference point for the
two-dimensionalworldcoordinates.Inthiscase,
the x-coordinate was defined to the right, while
the y-coordinate was defined upwards.

Thelastfive points inTable3.4werealso used
in the PC-MATLAB program CAL2D.M
(Appendix E) to verify the camera model in
(3.3).Theresultsofthisverification processare
shown inTable3.5 -withthefollowing symbols
being used inthetables:-

Thepointsmarkedontheplatewerefilmedwith
atelevisioncamera (withitsimageplaneparallel
to the plate), and each point's image
coordinates were determined from a video
image of the points. The top left corner of the
videomonitorwaschosenasreferencepointfor
the Image coordinates. The U-coordinate was
definedto the right, whiletheV-coordinate was
defined downwards. (The image coordinates
weredeterminedbymeansofamovablecursor
on the graphics screen.) The results of this
process areshown inTable3.4.The measured
world and image coordinates of the first four
points inTable3.4 (Measurementpoint number
1, 2, 3,4)were used ina PC-MATLAB program
(CAL2D.M - refer to Appendix E), in order to

Measurement
point number

(3.3a)
(3.3b)

x = 1,1526 U-108,0972
y = -0,7574V + 242,4592

Um
Vm
xc
x„,
x.
ye
ym
y,
d

Measured world coordinates [mm]

measured U-coordinates-Table 3.4
measured V-coordinates -Table 3.4
calculatedx-coordinates [mm] -eq.(3.3a)
measuredx-coordinates [mm] -Table3.4
difference between calculated- and
measured x-coordinates:x. = x,.- x„,
calculatedy-coordinates [mm]-eq.(3.3b)
measuredy-coordinates [mm] -Table3.4
difference between calculated- and
measuredy-coordinates:y. = yc -ym
absolute position error in the x-y plane
[mm]; d = (x.2 + y. 2 )" 2

Measured image coordinates
[pixels]

*m

ym

um

vm

1

228

104

290

182

2

100

100

181

188

3

152

43

226

262

4

322

70

374

230

5

360

178

404

90

6

230

159

292

110

7

237

212

297

41

8

115

192

192

71

9

38

246

129

0

TABLE 3.4: World- and image coordinates of nine two-dimensional points
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Measurement
point
number

[pixels]

[pixels]

[mm]

[mm]

[mm]

[mm]

[mm]

y.
[mm]

d
[mm]

5

404

90

358

360

-2

174

178

-4

4,47

6

292

110

228

230

-2

159

159

0

2,00

7

297

41

234

237

-3

211

212

-1

3,16

8

192

71

113

115

-2

189

192

-3

3,61

9

129

0

41

38

-3

242

246

-4

5,00

Xc

X.

TABLE3.5:Evaluationofthetwo-dimensionalcameramodelderivedin(3.3)
FromtheresultsinTable3.5Itisconcludedthat
two-dimensional localisation of objects by
means of machine vision (under laboratory
conditions),rendersgoodresults.
3.4.3.1.3 Experimentalresultsobtainedwith
two-dimensionallocalisationofacow'steats
With the good results obtained by means of
two-dimensional object localisation under
laboratory conditions, the approachwastried
on a cow's teats. The first problem was to
obtain imagesfromdirectly belowtheudders.
By making use of an inclined mirror, this
problem could be overcome. Under practical
conditions, this solution will have certain
problemsassociatedwithpositioningthemirror,
and with keeping it clean. At this stage no
attemptwasmadetoproposefinalsolutionsto
these problem areas, since another more
serious problem occurred with the twodimensionallocalisationofacow'steats:forall
thecowsusedfortheexperiment,themachine
visionsystemcouldnotdistinguishbetweenthe
teats and the udder. This is dueto the cows
having udders and teats of the same colour.
Variations in lighting was tried as a possible
solutiontothisproblem.Theshadescastbythe
teats onto the udders could under certain
conditionsbeusedtolocalisetheteatroots(i.e.
the positionswhere theteats are attached to
the udder). The use of shades was however
found unsatisfactory - and was therefore
discarded-forthreereasons:
a. The(x,y)coordinatesoftheteatrootsdonot
necessarily correspond to that of the teat
endpoints.
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b. Too many uncertainties are introduced,
because the shades depend on many
variables-suchastheshapesandsizesof
theteats;thepositionofthelightsource;the
spatial attitude of the cow; the cow's leg
length;etc.
c. Itislimitedtocowswithwhiteornear-white
udders, because the teats' shades are
invisibleondarkudders.
3.4.3.1.4 Conclusions on the feasibility of
two-dimensional scene description for the
milkingrobot
Two-dimensional scene description holds
several advantages, and was found to be
accuratefor the localisation of objects intwo
dimensions (under laboratory conditions, and
dependingonthe natureofthe objects). The
concept - making use of a television camera
andanimageprocessor -washoweverfound
unfeasiblefortwo-dimensionallocalisationofa
cow's teats. The main reason for this isthe
difficulty experienced by the machine vision
system to distinguish between a cow's teats
andher udder(duetotheteatsandtheudder
beingthesamecolour),whenviewingtheudder
andteatsdirectlyfrombelow.
Theconceptoftwo-dimensionallocalisationof
acoWsteatsbymeansof machinevisionwas
thus discarded (after many unsuccessful
attempts to implement it). Because of its
potential advantages, the concept should
however not be written off completely, but it
shouldberesearchedfurther infuture.
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3.4.3.2 THREE-DIMENSIONAL
DESCRIPTION

SCENE

3.4.3.2.2 Mathematical models for threedimensional scene description
In order to evaluate three-dimensional scene
description for the milking robot, different
models for the geometric transformation
performedbytelevisioncameras,wereanalyzed
(refer to GOUWS (1989b)). The models
analyzed included triangulation (e.g. DUDA &
HART (1973, pp.398-401)); and the camera
models presented by BALLARD & BROWN
(1982, p.484); DUDA & HART (1973,
p p . 3 8 2 - 3 9 2 ) ; and YAKIMOVSKY &
CUNNINGHAM (1978).Fromtheanalysisofthe
different techniques, it was decided to
concentrate on the method proposed by
BALLARD&BROWN(1982)-mainly becauseof
itsrelativesimplicity. (Thedetailsofthismethod
is discussed below - more elaborately than the
discussion by BALLARD & BROWN though.)

3.4.3.2.1 Background
Three-dimensional scenedescription isdefined
asthe transformation from two different sets of
two-dimensional imagecoordinatesofapoint(a
stereo pair), to a description of the point in
terms of three-dimensional world coordinates.
Three-dimensional scene description isderived
from two cameras (or one moving camera, or
onecamera plusanextrasensor).This process
combines the outputs of two two-dimensional
scene descriptions, in order to form one three
dimensional scene description - and is often
based onthe principles of human stereovision.
(Refer to JORDAN & BOVIK (1988); KANADE
(1983); MARR & POGGIO (1979); SHAH et al
(1989); VILLEE (1977, p.538); WAXMAN &
DUNCAN (1986); and YAKIMOVSKY &
CUNNINGHAM (1978) for discussions on
human vision.)

3.4.3.2.2.1 Simple image formation
A simple image formation process is shown in
Figure 3.2 - with the imaging plane artificially
placed between the object and the camera's
focus point (forthesakeof clarity).Fromsimple
trigonometry, the relationship between the
object'sworldcoordinates (x,y,z)and its image
coordinates (U,V), isthefollowing:

Themainadvantageofthree-dimensional scene
description is that both the position and the
orientation of an object can be described in a
three-dimensional frame of reference. Due to
the need for two cameras and two signal
processors, the equipment for this method is
relatively expensive, however.

V = z.f/(f + x)
U = y.f/(f + x)

(3.4a)
(3.4b)

9 u
FRONT IMAGE PLANE

FIGURE 3.2: Simple image formation
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Since division by (f + x) is used in (3.4), the
two equations do not represent a linear
relationship between image and world
coordinates.These equationscan belinearised
however, by making use of homogeneous
coordinates. Homogeneous coordinates of an
object with world coordinates (x,y,z), are
defined as (x\y\z',w) - referto NEVATIA(1982,
pp.31-37) and ROBERTS (1965) -suchthat:

writtenasinequation(3.6a) -whichrepresents
a simple linear relationship (mathematical
cameramodel)betweentheimagecoordinates
(U,V) and the world coordinates (x,y,z) of an
object. Equation (3.6b) represents a more
conciseform ofthe cameramodel.

x = x'/w
y = y'/w
z = z'/w

The camera model shown in (3.6a) makesuse
ofthesamereference pointfor boththewortdandtheimagecoordinates (refertoFigure3.2).
This is often unpractical. A more general
camera model can however be derived,which
describes a television camera's geometric
transformation,froma three-dimensional world
point (x,y,z) - measured in terms of a world
reference point; to a two-dimensional image
point (U,V) - measured in terms of an
independentimagereferencepoint.Inthiscase,
matrix Q as defined in (3.6a) and (3.6b), is
generalized to the form shown in (3.6c). The
twelvecameraparametersin(3.6c) incorporate
scaling, and relative rotation and translation
between the two frames of reference. The
elements Cm in (3.6c) therefore consist of
directional cosine terms - GOLDSTEIN (1978,
p.99); as well as terms accounting for relative
translationbetweenthetwoframesofreference.

3.4.3.2.2.2 Generalized
formation

(3.5a)
(3.5b)
(3.5c)

The homogeneous coordinates ofthe object's
imagepoint-withimagecoordinates(U,V)-are
defined as (u.v.t), suchthat:
U = u/t
V = v/t

(3.5d)
(3.5e)

Becauseofthedefinitionsin(3.5),thevaluesof
w and f can be arbitrarily chosen. A common
choice is w = 1 - resulting in homogeneous
coordinates(x,y,z,1).Thevalueoffcanthenbe
chosen such as to linearise the camera's
equations -which isthe case Ift = (f + x)/f Is
chosen, andsubstituted intoequation (3.4).
From this chosen value of f, the Image
formation process showninFigure3.2, canbe

00 1
I* V z 1]

u

Ut

1 0 0

s

0 1 0

vt
t

s

model

of

image

(3.6a)

V

t

0 0 1

u

[x y z l ] C

(3.6b)

v
t

c, cs ce
^2 C„ C 1 0

(3.6c)

c, c7 c„
c, c9 c„
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Equations (3.6b) and (3.6c) can then be
expanded and manipulated asfollows:
xC, + yC2 + zG, + C4 = u = Ut
xC5 + yCe + zG, + C8 = v = Vt
xC s + yC,0 + zC„ + C12 = t

(3.7a)
(3.7b)
(3.7c)

By substituting the expression for t, in (3.7c),
into (3.7a) and (3.7b), the following two
equations arederived:
xC, + yC2 + zC3 + C4- UxC„- UyC„
- UzC„ - UC12 = 0

(3.8a)

xC 5 + yC 6 + zG, + C 8 -VxC e -VyC10
- VzC„ -VC 12 = 0

(3.8b)

In order to determine the values of the twelve
elements in matrix C (i.e. to "calibrate the
camera"), twelve equations - in the form of
(3.8a) and (3.8b) -are required.From (3.8) it is
obvious that there are two equations resulting
for each transformation from a world point
(x,y,z), to an image point (U,V). In order to
derive twelve equations, the world- and image
coordinates of six points in a scene must thus
be known.
If a number of equations such as (3.8) are
written inmatrixformat suchas (3.9),itisnoted
that H = Q - representing a homogeneous
matrix equation. Standard matrix techniques
cantherefore not be usedto solve forQ.
F £ =H

KREYSZIG (1979, p.810) suggests the use of
Jacob! iteration or Gauss-Seidel iteration for
solvingasystemof linear equations inthe form
of (3.9),with H = Q.Inorder to ensurethat the
iteration will converge, there are specific
requirements regarding the choice of initial
values for the iteration process. In this project,
the author was unable to find suitable initial
valuesto ensurea converging iteration.
It is suspected that a similar problem was
experienced by BALLARD & BROWN (1982),
who solved the problem through scaling of
matrix C such that C,2 = 1. This scaling is
allowable,sincethethreeequationsin(3.7)can
be divided by C12,without changing the nature
of the equations. This is a characteristic of the
homogeneous coordinate system, where the
scale factor is arbitrarily chosen - refer to
ROBERTS (1965) and SID-AHMED & BORAIE
(1990). Equations (3.8a) and (3.8b) can be

rewritten to (3.10). (The subscripts 1,2 n
indicate n world points, which are transformed
to their corresponding image coordinates
through equation (3.10).)
In order to calibrate a specific camera (i.e. to
determine the elements of C), the camera is
usedtotransformthe knownthree-dimensional
world coordinates ofat least sixworld points to
their corresponding two-dimensional image
coordinates. After determination of the image
coordinates, thevalues of (x,y,z) and (U,V) are
substituted into (3.10).

(3.9)

x, y, z, 1 0 0 0 0 -Us, -l/,y, -l/,z,
0 0 0 0 x, y, z, 1 -V,*, -Vy, -V,z,
x2 y2 z2 1 0 0 0 0 - U ^ -lA^ -UjZ2
0 0 0 0 x 2 y 2 z 2 1 -VJXJ, -V#2

xn y„ zn 1 0 0 0 0 -Uj<n -Uyn

-V&

c,

u,

0

V,

fij

(',
=

u?
v2

(3.10)

-U^„

0 0 0 0 x„ y„ z„ 1 -Vjcn -V„y„ - V „

c„

V

[c»\
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Matrix F - as defined by (3.9) and (3.10) - is
however not square, and consequently £
cannot bedetermined from £ = E"1H. Inorder
to overcome this problem,the pseudo-inverse
F* of a rectangular matrix F is defined as in
(3.11).

E' = GfD'E 7

(x,y,z)) cannot bedonecompletely bymeansof
only one camera. Ifanother camera is however
added - in a stereo vision setup -this problem
is overcome.
Once the camera parameters C,, C2
C,,
(remember, through appropriate scaling
C12 = 1) had been determined, three possible
routescanbefollowedinordertodeterminethe
world coordinates (x,y,z) of a point, from a
stereo pair of image coordinates. (In the
following equations, the symbols a and 0 are
used for the left and the right camera's
parameters£ , while subscripts /andr are used
in order to distinguish between the two
cameras' image coordinates.)

(3.11)

This definition is then used in order to
determine the camera parameters £ = F" H,
from (3.10). (If morethan six setsof (x,y,z) and
(U,V) are used, it results in an overdetermined
set of linear equations, which can also be
solved by means of the pseudo-inverse
technique.)

a. Route 1. Rewriteequations suchas (3.8) for
both cameras, into equation (3.12), and
make use of the definition of the
pseudo-inverse of a rectangular matrix (3.11) -to determine (x,y,z) from (3.13).

3.4.3.2.2.3 Scene description
The aim of the camera calibration process was
to determine the camera parameters £ , from
which the world coordinates (x,y,z) of a point
can be calculated - if the point's image
coordinates (U,V) are known. Since the
geometrictransformationisthree-dimensionalto
two-dimensional, information is lost during the
televisioncamera'stransformationfromaworld
point (x,y,z), to an image point (U,V). Due to
this lost information,the reversetransformation
(from an image point (U,V) to aworld point

b. Route 2. Reduce equation (3.12) into
equation (3.14), and determine (x,y,z) from
(3.15).
c. Route 3. Rewrite equation (3.12) into
equation (3.16), and determine (x,y,z) from
(3.17).

(o^-Ogl/,) (a2-a,0U)

(a3-auU)

U,-a4

(a.-o.V; (a8-a10V,) (a7-a„V,)

(3.12)
U,-St

<fi,-£JJ) (S,-.*,oW <fi*-*,M
(&5-£9Vr) ( v * , < M <fi,-*«vi

(a,-a„U,) (a2-a,0Ui (a3-a„U,)
(a5-a9V,) (a6-a,0V,) (a7-a„V,)

(3-13)

(V4M) (V*,<M <A»-*M
(*S-4M (*.-*,«M (fir-Wi

(a,-aaU!) (a2-a10U,) (a3-a„U()
(a8-a9V,) (a8-a,0V,) (a7-a„V,)
(fi,-*JJ) ( V * « M (*»-*,,".)
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X

U,-a4

y =
z

v,-».
u-&t

(3.14)
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(a,-a 8 U,) (a2-amU,)
(a9-a9V)

(a3-auU,)

U,-at
(3.15)

(a 6 -a 10 V,) (a 7 -a„V,)

(&,-&sU,) (&2-&M

(a,-aaU) ( a 2 - a 1 0 U , ) (a3-a„U) a 4
( Q B- a 9 V /) ( a e-°10 V /) ( " T " 0 ! ! ^

(fii-tJJ) {&2-&M (fit-SM

a

s

&t

(S.-4M (V*„M <fir-*,M &a

(<*,-a»U} (at-anU)

u,-&t

(A,-*M

(a3-a„U)

u,
v,
y
—
z * u,
[1
v,
X

(3.16)

aA

(a5-a9V,) (a6-a)0V,) (ar-a„V,) a 8
( V W (S,-Jf„M) <fi,-*nU)
(h-SP) (fii-Wi {&7-&„V,)

3.4.3.2.3 Experimental determination
camera models ina stereo vision set-up

of

(3.17)

&4
JS8

i. x-axis: horizontal and forward;
ii. y-axis: horizontal and to the right; and

In order to experiment with three-dimensional
scenedescription,twelvesharppointedvertical
sticks were mounted onto a plank (referto
Figure 3.3). The three-dimensional coordinates
of theendpoint of each vertical stick were
accuratelydetermined (measured in [mm] from
the one corner ofthe plank). Two television
cameras (about 300 mm apart, and about 2 m
from theplank) were used to make video
recordings of these sticks; andthe
corresponding image coordinates were
determined for each of the twelve stick
endpoints-measured interms of pixels on the
video images of the sticks. (The image
coordinates weredetermined by making useof
a movable cursor onthe graphics screen -part
of the program IMPROC.PAS, of which a
summary is included inAppendix E.)
The frames of reference chosen for this
experimental set-up,were:
a. World coordinates.The reference point was
chosen at onecorner ofthe plank;whilethe
axeswere defined asfollows, relativeto the
cameras:
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iil. z-axis:vertical and downwards.
b. Image coordinates.The reference pointwas
chosen astheupper left corner of the
computer monitor on which the image was
displayed. The U-axis was chosen tothe
right; while the V-axis was chosen
downwards.
Table3.6showstheworld coordinates, andthe
corresponding image coordinates asderived
from the two cameras-with subscripts/andr
designating the left andthe right camera
respectively.(Thez-valuesarenegativebecause
the positive z-axis was defined downwards,
while the sticks point upwards.)
The odd numbered measurement points in
Table 3.6 (hereafter referred to asthe
calibration coordinates) wereusedtodetermine
the camera parameters (C 12 ,, in matrixC)
from (3.10); while the even numbered
measurement points in Table 3.6 (hereafter
referredtoastheverification coordinates) were
used to test the camera models.
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FIGURE 3.3:Twelve vertical sticks mounted ona Plank,for scene description experiments

Measured world
coordinates [mm]

Measurement
point
number

Measurec image
coordina es (left
camera) pixels]

Measured image
coordinates (right
camera) [pixels]

X

y

z

u,

v,

ur

vr

1

247

69

-175

121

66

121

58

2

96

151

-191

165

53

152

46

3

430

156

-234

158

22

175

16

4

293

235

-136

211

91

206

85

5

125

302

-194

251

49

233

42

6

378

340

-163

252

70

260

63

7

205

403

-154

297

78

289

71

8

46

445

-131

339

99

312

93

9

400

500

-197

318

46

335

37

10

246

533

-60

350

136

364

145

11

100

600

-185

409

52

394

45

12

329

654

-121

388

93

420

92

TABLE 3.6:World- and stereo image coordinates ofthetwelve sticks shown In Figure 3.3
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Thetwocamera models,asshowninequations
(3.18) and (3.19),were determined from (3.10)
and (3.11), by means of the PC-MATLAB
program CAL6.M (refer to Appendix E):

3.4.3.2.4 Verification ofthe camera models
Three steps were taken in order to verify the
camera models derived by means of the
PC-MATLAB program CAL6.M; and the details
of these steps are described inthe rest of this
section.

a. Left camera
a, = 1,2481.10"'
a 2 = 6,1501.10"'
a 3 = 3,0841.10"'
a 4 = 1.0908.102
a 5 = 4,5637.10"2
a e = 1.8181.103
a 7 = 8,9405.10"'
a„ = 2.1542.102
aa = 8,4021.10"*
a 10 = 2.4893.10"4
a „ = 9,3766.10"4
a 12 = 1,0000

3.4.3.2.4.1 Comparingthemeasuredcalibration
image coordinates with calculated image
coordinates
(3.18)
Oncethe parametersoftheleft cameraandthe
right cameraweredetermined by means of the
program CAL6.M,the processwas reversed,in
thesameprogram.The(x,y,z)calibrationvalues
were usedtogether withthe camera models, in
order to calculate image coordinates.
Theoretically these calculated image
coordinates should be identical to the original
calibration values of (U„V,) and (Ur,V,). Slight
differences do occur however - due to
numerical inaccuracies.

b. Riaht camera
/3, = 1,5694.10"'
& = 5,9486.10"'
03 -1,0882.10"'
04 4,8600.10'2
A ' 1.8542.10" s
P, -1,6505.10
07 8,6937.10"'2
0S 2.1952.104
A = 5,0628.10"
0,0 -5,5604.10*

The differences between the calculated values
and the original calibration image coordinates,
are shown inTable3.7. It isevident that all the
differenceshavevaluesveryclosetozero.Ifthe
differences were rounded in order to give it in
terms of pixel errors, all the errors but two,
wouldbezero.Theseresultsclearlyindicatethe
validity of the camera models.

(3.19)

0„ = -5,5614.10"4
/912 = 1,0000

Right camera

Left camera
Measure
-ment
point
number

1

Measured
image
coordinates

Calculated
image
coordinates

Calculation
error

Measured
image
coordinates

Calculated
image
coordinates

Calculation
error

u,

v.

u,'

V,'

U,'-U,

vr-v,

Ur

vr

IV

v/

u,'-ur

vr'-vr

121

66

121,03

66,34

0,03

0,34

121

58

121,01

58,12

0,01

0,12

3

158

22

157,97

22,13

-0,03

0,13

175

16

174,99

16,05

-0,01

0,05

5

251

49

251,01

48,32

0,01

-0,68

233

42

233,00

41,75

0,00

-0,25

7

297

78

296,96

77,85

-0,04

-0,15

289

71

288,99

70,94

-0,01

-0,06

9

318

46

318,03

45,82

0,03

-0,18

335

37

335,01

36,93

0,01

-0,07

11

409

52

409,08

52,53

0,08

0,53

394

45

394,00

45,21

0,00

0,21

TABLE 3.7: Measured calibration image coordinates: and image coordinates calculated
from the camera models and the calibration world coordinates
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3.4.3.2.4.2 Comparingthemeasuredcalibration
world coordinates with world coordinates
calculated from the camera models and the
calibration image coordinates

the world coordinates calculated by means of
Route 3 are much larger.
It is qualitatively expected that Routes 1and 3
should produce better results than Route 2,
becausethelatter usesonly 3oftheavailable4
image coordinates for calculation of the world
coordinates of a point.The reasonforthe poor
performanceofRoute3isattributedtothelarge
condition number of the matrix that is inverted
in equation (3.17). (For the specific camera
parameters in (3.18) and (3.19),and thevalues
inTable3.6,thevaluesinthelastcolumnofthis
matrixisupto 10stimesthatofthoseinthefirst
three columns.) Based onthe resultsobtained,
it is decided that only Route 1 shall further be
used.

Thenextsteptoverifythevalidityofthecamera
models, was to use the calibration image
coordinates (of both cameras) and the two
cameramodels,to calculateworld coordinates.
Forthisstepintheevaluationprocess,thethree
routes to calculate world coordinates from two
camera models and a stereo pair of image
coordinates (Section 3.4.3.2.2.3), were
implemented in the PC-MATLAB program
THREE_D.M (refer to Appendix E). The three
possible calculation routes could thus also be
evaluated.
Thedifferences betweentheworld coordinates
calculated bymeansof (3.13),(3.15) and (3.17)
respectively, and the calibration world
coordinates (fromTable3.6)areshowninTable
3.8. From Table 3.8 it can be seen that the
errorsintheworldcoordinatesofthecalibration
points (as calculated by means of Calculation
Route 1),haveabsolutevalues smallerthan0,8
mm - Indicating the accuracy of the derived
camera models and. of Calculation Route 1.
(These errors are due to numerical
inaccuracies.) The errors in the world
coordinatescalculatedbymeansofRoute2are
slightly larger (< 1,2 mm);whilethe errors in

Measurement
point
number

Measuredworld
coordinates [mm]
(calibration points)

3.4.3.2.4.3 Making use of verification points to
evaluatethe camera models
By making use of the camera models derived
by means of the program CAL6.M, and the
verification points in Table 3.6, the program
THREED.M was used to calculate a set of
world coordinates (xc,yc,zc) by means of
equation (3.13) -i.e. Calculation Route 1.Table
3.9 shows the measured world coordinates
fc„.ym,zm); the calculated world coordinates
(Xc.yc.zJ; and the differences (x,,y.,zj =
&,y<A) - (Xm.ym.zJ-

Calculatedworld
coordinates [mm]
("Route 1")

Calculation error [mm]
("Route 1")

*m

ym

Zm

Xc

y«

Z.

V*m

Jclm

Zc-Zm

1

247

69

-175

246,35

69,07

-175,30

-0,65

0,07

-0,30

3

430

156

-234

429,22

156,09

-234,11

-0,78

0,09

-0,11

5

125

302

-194

125,47

301,97

-193,45

0,47

-0,03

0,55

7

205

403

-154

204,69

403,01

-153,87

-0,31

0,01

0,13

9

400

500

-197

400,18

499,97

-196,82

0,18

-0,03

0,18

11

100

600

-185

100,37

600,10

-185,45

0,37

0,10

-0,45

TABLE 3.8a: Differences between calculated world coordinates (Calculation Route 1and
calibration image coordinates), andthe measured calibration world coordinates

Measurement
point
number

Calculation error [ m m ]
("Route 2")

Calculated world
coordinates [mm]
("Route 2")

Measured world
coordinates [mm]
(calibration points)
*n,

ym

Zm

*c

y=

2=

Xc-Xm

Yc-Ym

VZm

1

247

69

-175

245,87

69,14

-175,45

-1,13

0,14

-0,45

3

430

156

-234

429,32

156,09

-234,15

-0,68

0,09

-0,15

5

125

302

-194

125,39

301,94

-193,20

0,39

-0,06

0,80

7

205

403

-154

204,71

403,01

-153,80

-0,29

0,01

0,20

9

400

500

-197

400,09

499,95

-196,73

0,09

-0,05

0,27

11

100

600

-185

100,63

600,16

-185,67

0,63

0,16

-0,67

TABLE 3.8b: Differences between calculated world coordinates (Calculation Route 2 and
calibration image coordinates), and the measured calibration world coordinates

Measurement
point
number

Measured world
coordinates [ m m ]
(calibration points)

Calculated world
coordinates [mm]
("Route 3")

Calculation error [ m m ]
("Route 3")

Xm

ym

Zm

Xc

yc

Zc

Xc-Xm

Jc'Jm

Zc-Zm

1

247

69

-175

245,74

70,85

-170,97

-1,26

1,85

4,03

3

430

156

-234

283,00

220,30

-91,38

-147,00

64,30

142,62

5

125

302

-194

143,46

297,72

-204,29

18,46

-4,28

-10,29

7

205

403

-154

208,26

402,55

-155,51

3,26

-0,45

-1,51

9

400

500

-197

408,62

499,49

-200,29

8,62

-0,51

-3,29

11

100

600

-185

82,45

599,90

-178,00

-17,55

-0,10

7,00

TABLE 3.8c: Differences between calculated world coordinates (Calculation Route 3 and
calibration image coordinates), and the measured calibration world coordinates

3.4.3.2.5 Errors in the three-dimensional
scene description process
TheresultspresentedinSection3.4.3.2.4above
indicate that the error probability along the
depth axis during three-dimensional scene
description is larger than that along the other
two axes. From the simple image formation
process described by Figure 3.2 and by
equation (3.4), it is obviousthat an error in the
measured U image coordinate will have an
influence on both the calculated x and y world
coordinates; while an error in the measured V
imagecoordinatewillhaveaninfluenceon both
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the calculated x and z world coordinates. This
isalsotruefor thegeneralized imageformation
process described by equation (3.6b) and
(3.6c).Thecalculatedx coordinate of apoint is
thus influenced by errors along both image
coordinates,ofbothcameras.Furthermore, itis
very obvious that errors inthe camera models
will have an effect on the calculated world
coordinates of a point.
In this section, the above two error sources in
three-dimensional scene description by means
of stereo-vision, are investigated. With stereovision,the relative placement of the cameras
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Measure
-ment
point
number

Measured world
coordinates [mm]
(verification points)

Calculation error [mm]
("Route1")

Calculated world
coordinates [mm]
("Route 1")

*m

ym

Zm

*c

Yc

Zc

Xe*m

y c -y m

Zc-Zm

2

96

151

-191

97,28

150,84

-190,76

1,28

-0,16

0,24

4

293

235

-136

294,39

235,38

-136,17

1,39

0,38

-0,17

6

378

340

-163

384,45

340,54

-162,73

6,45

0,54

0,27

8

46

445

-131

43,59

444,12

-130,58

-2,41

-0,88

0,42

10

246

533

-60

244,83

532,69

-59,52

-1,17

-0,31

0,48

329

654

-121

335,61

655,36

-120,50

6,61

1,36

0,50

12

TABLE3.9:Measured-andcalculatedworldcoordinatesforthesixverificationpoints,withthe
resultingcalculationerrors("CalculationRoute 1")

alsohaveaninfluenceontheaccuracyofscene
description. This aspect is also briefly
addressedinthissection.
3.4.3.2.5.1 Sensitivity of calculated world
coordinatesfor relativeplacementofcameras
Fromthe experimentalwork itwasfoundthat
thethree-dimensionalscenedescriptionprocess
issensitiveforchangesintherelativepositions
ofthetwocamerasinastereo-visionset-up.To
illustrate this, consider thefollowing simplified
three-dimensionalscenedescriptionprocess:
Thecentrepointsoftheimagingplanesoftwo
camerasareahorizontaldistancekapart. The
imaging plane of camera #1Is parallelwitha
planeonwhichaworldpoint(x,y,z)issituated.
The line from the world point intersects the
imagingplaneofcamera#1 atitscentre,andis
atarightanglewiththeimagingplane.Theline
fromtheworldpointalsointersectstheimaging
plane of camera #2 at its centre. The angle
betweenthesetwo lines (measuredatthetwo
lines' intersectionattheworld point) ise.The
distancefrom camera#1totheworld pointis
x = k/ tan6;which simplifiestox = k/8, for
small8.Thevalueofkisrelatedto,andcanbe
determined from the values of the image
coordinates in the two images. Assume
S = 0,1rad,thenasmallerror ink (i.e.inthe
measured image coordinates of one of the
images),willresultin10timesthaterrorinx.
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From the above simplified description it is
evidentthatthetwocamerasshouldnotbetoo
close together (i.e. 6 must not be toosmall).
On the other hand, if they are too far apart,
stereocorrelation(refertoSection3.4.5below)
canbecomeaproblem.
Itseemsthatthereshouldbeanoptimumvalue
for displacement of the two cameras in a
stereo-vision set-up. Since the experimental
results obtained were satisfactory for the
purposes of this project, and since a full
investigation into this subject can be an
extensive exercise, this issue will not be
investigatedfurtherhere.(Itisinsteadincluded
inthe list of suggestions forfurther research,
presentedinChapter5.)
3.4.3.2.5.2 Sensitivity of calculated world
coordinates for errors in measured Image
coordinates
Inorderto practically investigatetheinfluence
oferrorsinthemeasuredimagecoordinates,on
theaccuracyofworldcoordinatescalculatedby
means of the camera models In (3.18) and
(3.19),thefollowing extensionswere madeto
theprogramTHREED.M(refertoAppendixE):
a. Fixed errors (positive or negative) can be
specifiedbytheprogramuser,tobeadded
in both images, to the measured Licoordinates, or to the measured V-
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points derived from both cameras.

coordinates, or to both. (The images are
thus shifted alongthe U-, ortheV-, or along
both image axes, by a certain number of
pixels).

This sensitivity analysis was concluded by
means of a Monte-Carlo type analysis performed by the PC-MATLAB program
MONTE.M (Appendix E).First random errorsof
between-2% and +2%ofthe image coordinate
values, and then random errors of between
-10%and +10%ofthe imagecoordinatevalues
were added to each verification image
coordinate - for both images. From the two
camera models, and these "corrupted"
verification image coordinates, the world
coordinates weredetermined (with Route 1).In
each of the two cases, the process was
repeated 100times,andtheaveragevaluesand
the standard deviations determined for the
calculated x-, y-, and z-coordinates. Table3.11
showsthe measuredworld coordinates of each
verification point (from Table 3.6); the average
Ou) and the standard deviation (a) of the 100
calculated values; as well as the calculation
errors.

b. Random errors (positive and negative within bounds specified by the program
user) are added individually to each of the
image coordinates - in a similar fashion as
that described in (a) above. (Because of the
random nature of the errors added to the
image coordinates in this case, the results
thus obtained will differ each time the
program is executed.)
Table 3.10a shows the errors in the calculated
world coordinates, caused by a fixed bias of
+10 pixels added to each ofthe U-coordinates
(horizontal) of the verification image points (as
indicated in Table 3.6) derived by means of
both cameras.Table 3.10b shows the errors in
the calculated world coordinates, caused by a
fixed biasof +10 pixelsaddedtoeachoftheVcoordinates (vertical) of the verification image

Measurement point
number

Measured world
coordinates [mm]
(verification points)
*m

2

96

Calculation error [mm]

Calculated w arid
coordinates [r nm]
("Route 1")

Ym

Zm

Xc

yc

z=

x.

y.

z.

151

-191

113,25

167,85

-190,48

17,25

16,85

0,52

4

293

235

-136

288,66

255,78

-135,98

-4,34

20,78

0,02

6

378

340

-163

374,47

361,62

-162,54

-3,53

21,62

0,46

8

46

445

-131

37,19

461,50

-130,48

-8,81

-16,50

0,52

10

246

533

-60

224,36

550,11

-60,57

-21,64

17,11

-0,57

12

329

654

-121

315,18

672,83

-120,89

-13,82

18,83

0,11

TABLE 3.10a: Differences between calculated and measured world coordinates (verification
imaoe coordinates of both cameras shifted with +10 pixels along U-axis)
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Measurement point
number

Measured world
coordinates [mm]
(verification points)
*m

Calculation error [mm]

Calculated world
coordinates [mm]
("Route 1")

ym

zm

*e

ye

Zc

x.

y.

z.

2

96

151

-191

120,83

148,17

-178,52

24,83

-2,83

12,48

4

293

235

-136

307,43

233,95

-121,87

14,43

-1,05

14,13

6

378

340

-163

389,36

339,44

-148,09

11,36

-0,56

14,91

8

46

445

-131

37,98

442,75

-118,72

-8,02

-2,25

12,28

10

246

533

-60

230,67

529,41

-46,88

-15,33

-3,59

13,12

12

329

654

-121

319,77

650,92

-106,68

-9,23

-3,08

14,32

TABLE 3.10b: Differences between calculated and measured world coordinates (verification
image coordinates of both cameras shifted with +10 pixels along V-axis)

Measurement
point

Measured world
coordinates [mm]
(verification points)

*m

ym

z

Calculated world coordinates [mm] ("Route 1');
average (*•)and standard deviation (a) - as calculated
from 100 Monte-Carlo runs

x

m
"X

2

96

151

-191

4

293

235

6

378

340

8

46

445

z

Yc

c
"x

"y

*y

fz

c

2

.

x.

y.

1,28

-0,25

0,29

"z

150,75

2,71

44,64

235,24

3,13

-136,07

1,77

1,23

0,24

-0,07

51,54

340,37

4,65

-162,64

1,16

6,65

0,37

0,36

35,99

443,91

6,02

-130,48

1,75

-2,51

-1,09

0,52
0,61
0,63

97,28

32,43

-136

294,23

-163

384,65

-131

43,49

-190,71

Calculation error [mm]
(average calculated
values (p) minus
measured values)

0,49

10

246

533

-60

244,40

47,01

532,36

8,50

-59,39

3,84

-1,60

-0,64

12

329

654

-121

335,81

53,72

655,10

12,63

-120,37

2,36

6,81

1,10

TABLE 3.11a: Measured world coordinates (verification points), and world coordinates calculated
from 100 Monte-Carlo runs (-2%< e< +2% random errors addedto both cameras'
U- and V-verification image coordinates)
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Measurement
point

Measured world
coordinates [mm]
(verification points)

xm

ym

z

Calculation error [mm]
(average calculated
values (p) minus
measured values)

Calculated world coordinates [mm] ("Route 1");
average (p) and standard deviation (a) - as calculated
from 100 Monte-Carlo runs

>c

m
"x

2

96

151

-191

86,04

4

293

235

-136

6

378

340

-163

v

"x

"y

*e

c

*.

y.

z

.

"z

°z

13,59

-190,79

2,51

-9,96

0,82

0,21

"y

141,29

151,82

279,98

191,43

235,88

17,98

-136,67

8,40

-13,02

0,88

-0,67

372,96

223,12

340,49

25,95

-162,95

5,76

-5,04

0,49

0,05

8

46

445

-131

33,03

154,33

443,11

30,98

-131,04

8,23

-12,97

-1,89

-0,04

10

246

533

-60

231,32

199,98

530,90

41,47

-60,59

9,81

-14,68

-2,10

-0,59

12

329

654

-121

325,57

232,01

653,61

60,15

-120,93

9,00

-3,43

-0,39

0,07

TABLE 3.11b: Measured world coordinates (verification points), and world coordinates calculated
from 100 Monte-Carlo runs (-10% < e< +10% random errors added to both cameras'
U- and V-verification image coordinates)

On comparing the results in Tables 3.10 and
3.11, with that in Table 3.9, the following
conclusionsarereached (forthespecific stereo
vision set-up used to derive the data in Table
3.6):
a. With errors of 10 pixels added along the U
(horizontal) axisofthetwo images,errorsof
up to 22 mm in the calculated x world
coordinates; errors of up to 22 mm in the
calculated y world coordinates; and errors
less than 1 mm in the calculated z world
coordinates occur.
b. With errors of 10 pixels added along the V
(vertical) axisofthetwo images,errorsof up
to 25 mm in the calculated x world
coordinates; errors of up to 4 mm in the
calculatedyworldcoordinates;anderrorsof
up to 15 mm in the calculated z world
coordinates occur.
c. With random errors of between -2% and
+2% added along both the U and the V
axes of the two images, the average values
of the calculated x-, y-, and z world
coordinates are similar to the values shown
in Table 3.9. The standard deviations are
large however (and that of the calculated x
coordinates are typically an order of
magnitude larger thanthat of the calculated
y and z coordinates), indicating that some
calculated values differ largely from the
measured values.
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d. With random errors of between -10% and
+10% added along both the U and the V
axes of thetwo images,the average values
of the calculated x-, y-, and z world
coordinates are also similar to the values
shown in Table 3.9. With the error bounds
increased by 5times (from 2%to 10%),the
averagevalues remained inthe same order,
butthe standard deviations arealsoabout5
times larger.
e. Overall, it is evident that the depth axis of a
three-dimensional scene description system
is the most sensitive to errors in the
measured image coordinates. In order to
ensureaccurateobjectlocalisationbymeans
of three-dimensional scene description, it is
essential to measure the image coordinates
inthe stereo images very accurately.
3.4.3.2.5.3 Sensitivity of calculated world
coordinates for errors in camera models
The accuracy of the camera parameters in
(3.18) and (3.19) was evaluated in Section
3.4.3.2.4 above; and the results obtained
indicated thevalidity of the camera model,and
of the parameters. Inthis sectionthe sensitivity
ofcalculatedworldcoordinates for errors inthe
camera calibration process (i.e. errors in
camera parameters) is investigated, in order to
emphasise the importance of accurate camera
calibration.
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Measurement
point

Measured world
coordinates [mm]
(verification points)

*m

2

96

ym

151

z

Calculated world coordinates [mm] ("Route 1");
average (p) and standard deviation (<r)- as calculated
from 100 Monte-Carlo runs

m

"c

Calculation error [mm]
(average calculated
values (n) minus
measured values)

*c

Vc

*.

y.

*.

"x

"x

"y

*y

"z

"z

-191

92,34

73,71

150,54

6,84

-190,96

1,16

-3,66

-0,46

0,04

4

293

235

-136

288,24

92,58

234,65

6,67

-136,69

3,56

-4,76

-0,35

-0,69

6

378

340

-163

378,00

97,88

339,23

9,60

-163,09

2,19

0,00

•0,77

-0,09

8

46

445

-131

38,99

84,48

442,26

14,49

-131,12

3,95

-7,01

-2,74

-0,12

10

246

533

-60

239,10

98,07

530,36

19,43

•60,44

8,15

-6,90

-2,64

-0,44

12

329

654

-121

329,52

101,92

652,38

25,99

-121,09

4,52

0,52

-1,62

-0,09

TABLE3.12:Measuredworldcoordinates (verificationpoints),andworldcoordinatescalculated
from100Monte-Carloruns(-5%< e < +5%randomerrorsaddedtobothcameras'parameters)
Table 3.12 shows the calculation errors
obtained from a Monte-Carlotype analysis,if
each camera parameter (for both camera
models) is corrupted by a random error
between-5%and +5%ofthetruevalueofthe
camera parameter. (The average and the
standard deviation were determined after the
calculation process was repeated 100times.)
Althoughtheaveragevaluesofthecalculated
x-,y-,andzworldcoordinatesaresimilartothe
values shown in Table 3.9, the standard
deviations are large, indicating that some
calculated values differ largely from the
measuredvalues. Fromthis results it isagain
evidentthatthelargestsensitivityisexperienced
along the depth (x-) axis. These results also
make it very clear that accurate camera
calibration is essential for successful threedimensionalscenedescription.
3.4.3.2.6 Conclusions on the feasibility of
three-dimensional scenedescriptionforthe
milkingrobot
FromTable 3.9 it is evident that errors inthe
horizontal plane of lessthan 7 mm could be
attained(withthespecificexperimentalmachine
perception set-up described in Appendix A),
when using two calibrated cameras, and the
image coordinates In two stereo images, to
calculate the world coordinates of objects.
These errors are smaller than the specified
9 mm for the milking robot's machine
perception subsystem (referto Section3.4.2).
(Althoughaccuratemeasurementoftheimage-
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and the world coordinates for the calibration
and the verification points are aspectswhich
require special attention,the results shown in
Table3.9were obtainedwithout extremecare
beingtakeninthisregard.)
For the milking robot, inaccurate threedimensionalscenedescription-especiallyalong
the depth axis - is a problem. It can
neverthelessbeconcludedthattheprincipleof
three-dimensionalscenedescription,bymaking
useofthecameramodelasdefinedinequation
(3.10),isafeasibleconceptfor implementation
aspartofamilkingrobot.
However,beforeacow'steatscanbelocalised
intermsofworldcoordinates,theymustfirstbe
localised accurately inthe two images of the
udder (i.e. interms of image coordinates). In
the experiments described above, the image
coordinates were determined manually, by
means of a movable cursor on the graphics
screen. This process must however be
automated - giving rise to a very important
question: Howaretheimagecoordinates of
specific pre-defined features found in an
image ? Different techniques exist for this
purpose, and the most important ones are
discussedinSection3.4.4.
A second very important question deals with
howtoascertainthatthesameobjectislocated
inbothimages.Theso-calledstereocorrelation
problem is very relevant in the milking robot
context,anditisaddressedinSection3.4.5.
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3.4.4 FINDING
IMAGES

SCENE

FEATURES

IN

In this section, the most important
characteristics of a number of techniques for
finding scenefeatures inimages,arediscussed
qualitatively. Based on this discussion, one of
the concepts is investigated in detail - both
theoretically and by means of suitable
experiments.
3.4.4.1 TEMPLATE MATCHING
Template matching is one of the most
elementary forms of locating pre-defined
features inanimage.Theimages (templates) of
pre-defined objects are compared with the
image in which certain features must be
located. This is done by comparing individual
pixels of the template,with all the pixels of the
image. (Referto HALL (1979,p.480);andDUDA
& HART (1973, p.276).) The main disadvantage
of this technique - restricting its suitability for
use as part of a milking robot's machine
perception system -is:Unlessthetemplate isa
good representation (in shape, size, and
orientation) of the object searched for,
correlation betweenthetemplateandtheobject
isdifficult. Differenttemplatescan be compared
pixelby pixelwiththe image, butthis method is
very computer intensive.
3.4.4.2 CONTOUR FOLLOWING IN A BINARY
IMAGE
Different algorithms existfortracing contours in
images. An algorithm for following the contour
of a binary image (where background pixels
have the value 0, and non-background pixels
have the value 1) is defined by DUDA & HART
(1973, p.291) as follows:
Scan the image until pixel value = 1is found
(and mark it as "starting pixel');
Then repeat until reaching the starting pixel
again:
Ifpixel value = 1, thenturnleftandmoveon to
next pixel;
Else if pixel value = 0, then turn right and
move on to next pixel.
(Refer to Figure 3.4 for an illustration of the
algorithm.Inthis picture,allthepixels enclosed
bythe contour are 1's,whileallother pixelsare
O's. All pixels have the same colour in the
picturehowever,onlyinorderto clearly indicate
the path of the contour follower.)
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The above algorithm is suitable for tracing the
closed contour of a single object in an image;
but itcanalsobeadaptedtotracethe contours
of morethanoneobjectinthesameimage,and
totracethevisiblecontoursof objectswhichgo
beyond the limits of the display unit.
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FIGURE 3.4: Contour following in a
binary image
Forlocating the endpoints ofa cow's teats,the
algorithm must be adapted to record a turning
point inthe contour - making it a special case
of pattern recognition, as discussed in Section
3.4.4.4 below. Although the algorithm seems
simple, it is not a trivial task to implement it.
During experimentation with this technique, a
number of important practical aspects were
identified:
a. Becauseofimagenoise,afalsestartingpixel
was oftenfound - even ina binary image in
which single edge points (noise) were
removed by means of an image filter. This
resulted inthe edgefollower moving around
this one pixel continuously -thus appearing
to stand still at one point.
b. A suitable background colour must be
provided to have enough contrast between
theudderandteats,andthebackground -in
order to obtain a suitable binary image of
the teats. (This can pose a problem when
there is much variety in the udder and teat
colours of the cows to be milked; but such
a problem can be solved by adapting the
background colourfor individualcows,once
the cow has been identified.)
c. Some cows have dark spots on light
coloured teats (or vice versa), resulting in
binary images with discontinuities in the
edges, or in the images of the teats. This
can cause false pointsto be marked asteat
endpoints.
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d. A threshold must be chosen for converting
the grey-scale image to a binary image
(procedure binaryJmage in the program
IMPROC.PAS - refer to Appendix E). Greyscale histograms are commonly used for
determination of binary thresholds, but this
process relies on a distinctive colour
difference between image and background.

determines the magnitude of the intensity
gradientata point (i,j) inan image,bymeansof
equation (3.20),andthe direction of a possible
edge by (3.21):
2

m(i,j)= = [Sx + s y T

/2

(3.20)

e(i,j) = arctan(Sx/Sy)
Fromthe aboveanalysis ofcontourfollowing in
a binary image, it is clear that there are many
negativeaspects,restrictingthefeasibilityofthis
concept as part of a milking robot.

(3.21)

w'rth:-

s» = [f(i+1.H) + 2.f(i+l,j) + f(i+1,j

+ 1)]-

P0-1J-1) +2.f(i-1,j) + f ( H J+1)]
3.4.4.3 LINE FOLLOWING IN AN EDGE
ENHANCED IMAGE

(3.22)
Sy = [f(i-1,j+1) + 2.f(i,j

3.4.4.3.1 Edge enhancement

[f(i-1,j-1) + 2.f(i,j-1)

ATTNEAVE(1954)foundinexperimentswiththe
human visual system, that objects could often
be adequately recognised from a rough outline
sketch. Fromthisfinding it was concluded that
the most information about an image is
contained inandaroundtheedgesofobjects in
an image. Over many years, a large number of
algorithms have been developedfor enhancing
edges in images,andfor discarding the rest of
the data. Appendix B contains a discussion of
a representative sample of algorithms for this
purpose. One class of edge enhancement
operators determine possible edges in a
digitized image - with image coordinates (i,j)
and grey-scale valuesf(i,j) -bydetermining the
spatial gradients (or intensity changes) in the
image. This is done similar to the detection of
changes in algebraic functions - i.e. by
differentiation.
Appendix B contains results of an analysis
performed by CHRISTIANSEN (1990), in order
to compare the performance of different edge
enhancement algorithms. CHRISTIANSEN
(1990) concluded that the Sobel operator was
the most suitableto beused inimages suchas
the udders of cows.This conclusion correlated
with the author's own qualitative analysis which involved inspection of edge enhanced
images obtained by means of different
algorithms. (ELSTER&GOODRUM (1991) have
also evaluated several edge enhancement
algorithms,aspartofresearchonanautomated
eggsorter.Their conclusionwas:The use ofa
Sobel convolution operator enhanced the
image better than other methods investigated

The Sobel edge enhancement
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operator

f1) + f(i+1,j + 1 ) ] + I0+1J-1)]
.(3.23)

(Referto Figure B.1for adepiction of pixel (i,j)with intensity f -and its eight neighbours.)
3.4.4.3.2 Line following
Similar to contour following in a binary image,
line following can also be done in an edge
enhanced version of an image. Different
algorithmsforthispurposearedescribed inthe
literature - e.g. LAI & SUEN (1981); MER<3
(1981);and SHIPMAN etal (1984).
The main problem with this type of edge
follower isthat it experiences difficultieswhen it
reaches a discontinuity inthe edge image; but
McKEE & AGGARWAL (1975) have developed
an algorithm to overcome this problem. Their
algorithm includes edge marking (edge
enhancement bymeansofoneofthe operators
discussed in Appendix B); edge refining (edge
thinning - e.g. ARCELLI & Dl BAJA (1985), or
MATSUMOTO et al (1990)); edge tracing; and
edge completion. During experimentation, the
algorithm of McKEE &AGGARWAL (1975) was
howeverfoundverycomplexto implement;and
consequently it is also computationally slow.
From the above analysis of line following inan
edge enhanced image, it isclear that there are
also negativeaspects,reducing itsfeasibilityas
part of a milking robot.
3.4.4.4 PATTERN RECOGNITION
Theterm patternrecognition isoften usedasa
generic term for the process of finding scene
features in an image. In this dissertation, the
term will however be used in a more specific
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sense. Pattern recognition corresponds to
templatematching,inthesensethatpre-defined
patterns are searched in an image. It differs
from template matching however, inthe sense
that the searched patterns are only defined in
broad terms. (The literature under Pattern
Recognition inAppendix G,contains extensive
discussions on this topic.) Pattern recognition
for the milking robot was only investigated
qualitatively, and not experimentally. The most
important principles of the technique are
however discussed because similar principles
apply to other techniques which were
investigated more thoroughly - and which are
discussed later inthe chapter.
3.4.4.4.1 Syntactic pattern recognition
Syntactic pattern recognition is based on the
concepts of structure analysis found in formal
language theory. The fundamental aspect of
syntactic pattern recognition is the
decomposition of patterns into subpatterns or
primitives. Figure 3.5 shows a possible
decomposition of a cow's teat in terms of
typical primitives.

FIGURE 3.5: Typical primitivesfor syntactic
representation of a cow's teat
Inorderfor an image object to beclassified as
a cow's teat, a number of primitives must be
found inthe image,andtheir positions must be
related to each other, such that it is described
bythe syntaxbbbabbb (asper Figure3.5). NEL
(1987) used this technique for localising a
human eye in an investigation of machine
enabled communication systems for severely
disabled patients. Different patterns could be
recognised - such as a fully open eye; an eye
with its top half covered by the eye lid; etc.
SHELMAN (1970) used a similar technique for
the analysis offingerprints, andfor the analysis
of chromosomes in microscope images.
3.4.4.4.2 Semantic pattern recognition
Semantic pattern recognition makes use of the
"meaning" of the subpatterns in an image.
Although primitive a in Figure 3.5 can occur
with different orientations in an image of a
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cow's udder, it can only represent a cow's teat
if it points nominally downwards.
3.4.4.5 THE HOUGH TRANSFORM APPLIED
TO AN EDGE ENHANCED IMAGE
HOUGH (1962) suggested a technique for
locating lines in a digital image (typically an
edgeenhanced image-refertoAppendix B),by
mathematically detecting collinear points. The
method involves the transformation from one
parameter space (in this case two-dimensional
image coordinates) into another parameter
space; and is commonly used for detection of
straight lines in edge enhanced images. (The
basic principles ofthe methodareillustrated by
means of several examples inAppendix C.)
From the inspection of numerous edge
enhanced images of cows' teats, it was
concluded that such images resembled
parabolas; andthat itshould be possibleto use
theHoughtransformtolocalisetheseparabolas
in images of cows' udders. Inorder to test this
hypothesis,theparabolic Houghtransformwas
applied to edge enhanced images of cows'
teats.Although itisarather intricate problem to
detect parabolas by means of the Hough
transform (refer to Appendix C), the method
holds a number of important advantages,
Including:
a. Iftherearedistinctive parabolas inanedge
enhanced image, the Hough transform will
detect such parabolas irrespective of the
distances between the individual pixels on
theparabola.Thisfeaturemakesthe Hough
transform insensitive for gaps in edge
enhanced curves in images. (Sensitivity for
edge gaps is a problem with most other
methodsfor finding scenefeatures in edge
enhanced images - unless the complex
processof edgecompletion (e.g.McKEE&
AGGARWAL (1975)) is performed.)
b. Forthe same reason,the Hough transform
is not very sensitive for image noise and
discretisation noise in an edge enhanced
image.
c. TheHoughtransform candetect numerous
curves (even overlapping) in the same
image (as illustrated in Section C.2, where
two crossing lines are detected); and a
specified curve inthe presence of another
type of curve (as illustrated in Section C.4,
where a parabola is detected in an image
with a line crossing the parabola.)
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FIGURE 3.6a: Grev-scale image of an artificial cow's udder
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FIGURE 3.6b: Edge enhanced image of an artificial cow's udder
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tried on the image of an artificial cow's udder.
A grey-scale image and an edge image of this
udder are shown in Figure 3.6a and 3.6b
respectively.

Themaindisadvantage oftheHoughtransform,
is its computer intensiveness. In the current
experimental set-up (seeAppendix A),this is a
serious drawback. Since the technique is very
suitable for parallel processing, due to the
repetitive nature of the calculations, it will
however be possible to solve the problem by
means of appropriate computer hardware.
3.4.4.5.1 First experimental results with the
Houghtransform applied tothe image of an
artificial cow's udder
After some preliminary work regarding the
Hough transform, and the successful
localisation of different rotated parabolas in
images (refer to Section C.4), the method was

From Figure3.6 it can beseenthat parts ofthe
left rear and the right front teats are occluded
byeachother.Withtheaidofamovable cursor
onanimagedisplayed onthe computer screen
(refer to Appendix A), a number of image
coordinates were determined for each teat
shown in Figure 3.6. These image coordinates
are contained in Table 3.13. (V is measured
downwards from the screen's top left corner;
and U is measured from the same point to the
right.)

Measured image coordinates of anartificial cow's teats [pixels]
Left rear teat

Left front teat

Right rear teat

Right front teat

u„

v„

uB

v»

u„

v„

U,

v„

243

210

167

129

335

94

270

151

236

230

160

169

340

124

269

191

228

237

154

209

345

164

266

216

222

230

151

239

345

184

259

225

219

219

145

249

342

214

249

220

216

199

137

255

339

218

243

210

212

169

128

245

335

222

125

235

330

217

125

205

326

212

125

165

312

174

125

135

306

151

298

111

TABLE 3.13: Image coordinates of edge points inthe image of an artificial
cow's udder (as shown in Figure 3.6b)
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Measured image
coordinates of artificial
cow's teat endpoints
[pixels]

Image coordinates of
artificial cow's teat
endpoints - calculated by
means of Hough
transform [pixels]

Calculation error [pixels]

um

vm

uc

vc

u.

v.

Left rear

228

237

230

236

2

-1

Left front

137

255

139

255

2

0

Right rear

335

222

332

215

-3

-7

Right front

259

225

257

219

-2

-6

TABLE 3.14: Measured and Hough transform calculated image coordinates of
anartificial cow'steat endpoints

Appendix E contains a summary of a
PC-MATLAB program HOUART.M, written for
detection of parabolas in the image of the
artificial udder, by making use of the data in
Table 3.13. Figure 3.7 contains the results
obtained from this experiment (plotted by
means of the program PLOTART.M).

x: Edge points:

: Calculated parabolas (artificial udder)

100 r

200

250

300

U [pixels]

FIGURE 3.7: Manually determined edge
pixels on an artificial cow's teats M and
parabolas fittedto the image (solid lines) bv
means ofthe Hough transform
For the milking robot, only the image
coordinates of the teat endpoints are of
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importance.(RefertothediscussionsinSection
3.4.2 and inthe first paragraph of Section 4.4.)
Table3.14contains a comparison of the actual
measured image coordinates of the endpoints
(measured by means of the cursor on the
graphics screen),andthe image coordinates of
the endpoints, as calculated by means of the
Hough transform. (The Hough transform
calculates the endpoint coordinates directly,
since it calculates the x-offset and y-offset of a
detected parabola's turning point - which are
the desired image coordinates.)
Even though the manually determined edge
pixels on an artificial cow's teats do not form
perfect parabolas, relatively small localisation
errors were obtained experimentally by means
oftheparabolic Houghtransform-asshown in
Figure3.7andTable3.14.Thecalculationerrors
inimagecoordinates -asshown inTable3.14are between 0 and 4% of the real image
coordinate values. Should these calculated
image coordinates thus be used to calculate
three-dimensional world coordinates (of course
a second image isnecessary forthis), errorsof
uptotwice those shown inTable 3.11acan be
expectedinsomecases.Althoughthestandard
deviations shown inTable 3.11aare large, the
averagevaluesoftheerrorsaresmall;and such
values are within tolerable limits for a milking
robot.
(Ateatcup attached to a teat will not influence
the parabolic shapes of the other teats. It is
therefore obvious that such a teatcup should
have no influence on the Hough transform's
ability to detect the parabolic shapes of the
remainingteats.)
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camerasthanthe udder-i.e.the plankwas
beyond the udder's position; while the
z-coordinates are positive since the
reference point was above the udder. This
differs from previous cases; but it was
chosenas such inorder to simultaneously
prove that a differently located reference
point can be used.)

3.4.4.5.2 Three-dimensional localisation of
teat endpoints, making use of image
coordinates derived from the Hough
transform
After using the manually determined image
coordinates of the teats on an artificial cow's
udder, the next step was to apply the Hough
transform to an edge enhanced image of the
artificial udder. The following steps were
performed for this purpose:

The Hough transform was applied to the
edgeenhancedimages(obtainedbymeans
of the Sobel operator - as described in
Appendix B) from the left and the right
cameras (program HOUART1.M), with the
resulting image coordinates of the teat
endpoints as shown in Table 3.15. (Figure
3.8 showsthe left camera's images.)

a. The artificial cow's udder was placed
between the two cameras and the plank
with the sticks mounted on it (Figure 3.3).
(The cameras and the plank were in the
same configuration than that used for
deriving the camera parameters in (3.18)
and (3.19) - i.e. the cameras were about
300 mm apart; about 2 m from the plank;
and about 1,5 m from the udder.)

The program THREE-D.M was used to
calculate the three-dimensional world
coordinates ofthe teat endpoints, from the
imagecoordinates derived by meansofthe
Hough transform. The results of these
calculations areshown inTable3.15 -from
which it is clear that the parabolic Hough
transform is a feasible concept for the
localisation of a cow's teat endpoints inan
edge enhanced image.

b. Theworld coordinatesoftheteat endpoints
ofthe artificial cow's udder were measured
relativetothe referencepoint onthe plankand recorded in Table 3.15. (The xcoordinates are negative since the
reference point wasfurther from the

Image coordinates calculated from Hough
transform [pixels]

Calculated world
coordinates
[mm]

Measured world
coordinates
[mm]

Call;ulation error
[mm]

Left
camera

Right
camera

u,

v,

ur

vr

x=

Vc

2c

Xm

Ym

Zm

x=-Xm

YcJm

Zc-Zm

330

386

171

430

-522

265

94

-528

264

91

6

1

3

400

363

270

426

-494

374

96

-493

375

96

-1

-1

0

424

354

305

419

-487

412

93

-484

414

94

-3

-2

-1

345

387

417

-504

503

87

-500

507

88

-4

-4

-1

489

TABLE 3.15: Three-dimensionalworld coordinates ofan artificial cow's udder - as calculated
from the stereo image coordinates determined bv means ofthe Hough transform

3.4.4.5.3 Practical problems experienced
during the application of the Hough
transformtothe images ofan artificial cow's
udder
A number of practical problems were
experiencedduringtheapplicationoftheHough
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transform to the images of an artificial cow's
udder.The most serious problem resulted from
the tricks' required in order to avoid a multidimensional accumulator arraywhen detecting
parabolas by means of the Hough transform
implemented in PC-MATLAB (referto Appendix
C). Because the accumulator array must be
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initialised often (due to computer memory
limitations), it iscurrently not possibleto detect
more than one parabola in the same image.
(Notethat this isa computer memory problem,
and not a problemwith the Houghtransform which will definitely be solved in future by the
rapid developments in computer abilities.) For
experimental purposes, the edge image of the
udder was segmented manually, in order to
analyze the four teats individually. The results
were then combined later, in order to form
Figures 3.7 and 3.8(e). Although this problem
canbeovercome by improved management of
the data, and by increased memory, itwas not
further addressed during this research. This
decisionwastakensincethemainfocusof this
investigation was to illustrate the feasibility of
the parabolic Hough transform for the milking
robot.
In order to detect more than one parabola in
the same image, it is not adequate to only use
the maximumvalueoftheaccumulator array.A
threshold is required with which the
accumulator contents can be compared. Each
accumulator entry which is larger than the
threshold, is then considered to represent a
possible curve inthe picture.WHITTAKER etal
(1987) did excellent work onthe determination
of suitablethresholdvaluesfor circledetection.
This aspect will have to be researched further
for the parabolic Hough transform, in order to
ensure its successful application inthe milking
robot context.

means ofthe Sobel operator; andthe parabola
calculated by means of the Hough transform.
(Since the Sobel operator resembles algebraic
differentiation, image noise is amplified. The
blob in the top part of Figure 3.10b is due to
light reflectedfromthewetteatafter ithadbeen
washed.) It is noted that the Hough transform
performs well, even in such a noisy image.
Figure3.11ashowsthegrey-scaleimageoffour
medium sized white teats, also somewhat
protrudingto the sides. Figure3.11b showsthe
edge enhanced image of the right front teat
obtained by means of the Sobel operator; and
theparabolacalculated by meansofthe Hough
transform. (Theblob ontheteat'sendpoint isa
drop of water hanging on the teat after the
udder had been washed.)
From the results shown in Figures 3.9 to 3.11,
it can be seen that the parabolic Hough
transform performs excellent when applied to
the edge enhanced images of real cows'teats.
(Although the localising accuracy in terms of
image coordinates, cannot bedetermined very
well from Figures 3.9b, 3.10b, and 3.11b, it is
clear that the pixel errors are inallthree cases
lessthan 10pixels -which isagainwithin2-3%
from thetrue image coordinates.)

x Edgels on right rear teat;
310,
, »—,
,

Calculated parabola
,
rfl-

3.4.4.5.4 Application ofthe parabolic Hough
transform to the edge enhanced images of
real cows'teats
Althoughithadbeenconcludedthattheimages
of the artificial cow's teats could be
approximated by parabolas, an important
question remainedwhether itwastruefora real
cow's teats aswell.
Figure3.9a showsthegrey-scaleimage of four
large brownish teats, somewhat protruding to
the sides. A large part of the left rear teat is
occluded by the right front teat. Figure 3.9b
shows the edge enhanced image of the teats
obtained by means of the Sobel operator; and
the parabolas calculated by means of the
Hough transform.
Figure3.10ashowsthegrey-scaleimageoffour
small black teats, hanging close together and
straight down. Figure 3.10b shows the edge
enhancedimageoftheleft rearteatobtained by
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300

310

320

330

310

350

300

U [pixels]

FIGURE 3.8a: Edge pixels (x) on the right
rear teat of the udder In Figure 3.6
(determined by meansoftheSobel operator)
and parabola (solid line) fitted to the image
bv means ofthe Hough transform
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x Edgels on right front teat;
300

Calculated parabola

r

385

390

395

400

405

410

415

420

XEdgels on left front teal;
290 r

465

470

475

XEdgels on left rear teat;
300

Calculated parabola

405

490

495

500

U [pixels]

U [pixels]

FIGURE 3.8b: Edge pixels Ix) on the right
front teat of the udder in Figure 3.6 and
parabola fittedtotheimage bv meansofthe
Houohtransform

400

Calculated parabola

FIGURE3.8d:Edgepixels(x)ontheleftfront
teat of the udder in Figure 3.6and parabola
fitted to the Image bv means of the Hough
transform

... Edge pixels:

Calculated parabolas

r

350

400

450

U [pixels]

FIGURE 3.8c: Edge pixels 00 ontheleft rear
teat of the udder in Figure 3.6 and parabola
fitted to the image bv means of the Houoh
transform
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FIGURE3.8e: Edgepixels(...)oftheudderin
Figure3.6andparabolas (solidlines)fittedto
the image bv meansofthe Houoh transform
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FIGURE 3.9a: Grev-scale image of four large brownteats
... Sobel enhanced teals; xxx Hough transform parabolas
-2001

1

,

200

250

,

1

1

,

-250

-300

>

-350

-400

-450
150

300

350

400

450

500

U [pixels]
FIGURE 3.9b: Edge enhanced image and Hough transform parabolas of four large brown teats
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FIGURE 3.10a: Grev-scale Image of four small black teats
xxx Sobel enhanced teat;
-2401

1

1

-250

Hough transform parabola
1

—X•

r—

1

XX xxxx
KM-XXX
XX xxxx
XXXXXXX
XX ^xxx
XXX XXXi
XXX XX i
xx*x x xxi

X
xxxx

-260

-270

> -280

-290

-300

-310
270

XXXX

280

290

300

310

320

XX

330

U [pixels]
FIGURE 3.10b: Edae enhanced imageand Houohtransform parabola of left rear small black teat
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FIGURE 3.11a: Grev-scale image oftour medium sized whitish teats
xxx Sobel e n h a n c e d teat;

Hough t r a n s f o r m pnrnhola

-390

-395

-400
200

210

220

230

240

U [pixels]

FIGURE 3.11b: Edge enhanced image and Hough transform parabola ot
rightfront medium whiteteat
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3.4.4.6 CONCLUSIONS ON FINDING SCENE
FEATURES FOR THE MILKING ROBOT

abilityforfindingscenefeatures in imagesfor a
milking robot can definitely be improved.

In the aforegoing parts of Section 3.4.4, a
number of concepts for finding scene features
in an image were discussed. A qualitative
choice reduction was performed, and the
parabolicHoughtransformwasinvestigatedin
detail. From experimental results it was
concluded that this transform is definitely
feasible for localising a cow's teats in edge
enhanced images - although research is still
required in order to overcome the following
problem areas:

3.4.5 STEREO CORRELATION

a. The parabolic Hough transform is
computationally intensive, making it slow. (It
should be possible to solve this problem by
making use of parallel processing though.)
b. The parabolic Houghtransform Is computer
memory intensive. With the current
experimental set-up this problem
necessitated the manual segmentation of
images inorder to provide smaller data sets
thanthatobtainedfromafull512x 512pixel
image. (Sincethe development of computer
hardware takes place so rapidly, it is
however anticipated that computer
technology willovertakethis problem soon.)
c. The parabolic Hough transform requires a
large four-dimensional accumulator array to
be used. (Typically with dimensions in the
order of 10x 90 x 500 x 500.) Although
possible in principle, the implementation of
such an array is not an easy task. In this
researchitwasimplementedasmultipletwodimensional arrays, but with the
disadvantage that multiple parabolas in the
same image could not be localised. For a
milking robot, this ability is essential. (This
problem is related to the memory problem
discussed in (b) above; and Its solution
shouldalso comewithnewdevelopments in
computer technology.)
d. Athreshold needs to be defined in order to
classify entries in the accumulator array as
possible parabolas or not. Proper criteria
and procedures for the automatic
determinationofasuitablethreshold needto
bedefined.
None of the above problems negate the
feasibility of the parabolic Hough transform
however - as demonstrated experimentally.
Through further research and development, its
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For stereo vision it is essential that the
measured coordinates in one image of an
object must be correlated with the measured
coordinates of the same object in the other
image. Errors due to incorrect matching can
easily occur in cases where similar objects
appear intheimages.Overtheyears,anumber
of techniques had been developed for
correlatingpointsinstereoimages.Examplesof
these techniques are presented by HOFF &
AHUJA (1989) - relative displacement or
disparity in the position of objects; MARR &
POGGIO (1979) - based on human stereo
vision; MOHAN et al (1989) - disparity; and
YAKIMOVSKY & CUNNINGHAM (1978) comparison ofgreylevelsintwo stereoimages,
for correlation. (Refer to Appendix G - under
StereoVision-for alistofliterature references.)
Many researchers however agree that stereo
correlation is a rather difficult part of stereo
machine vision. Some examples of suchviews
are: '[...] the correspondence problem, has
been considered tobe thecentraland themost
difficult part of the stereo problem" - HOFF &
AHUJA (1990,p.121); The mostdifficult taskin
stereo is that of identifying corresponding
locations in the two images" - MOHAN et al
(1989, p.113);and 'Amainproblem withstereo
analysis is to detect disparities over a large
range of values"-OLSEN (1990, p.309).
3.4.5.1 STEREO CORRELATION FOR THE
MILKING ROBOT
On the one hand stereo correlation for the
milking robot is simplified bythe fact that there
areonlyfourteatsineachimage,which haveto
be matched. On the other hand it is
complicated becausethefourteatshavesimilar
features,andcaneasilybeconfused.Ideally,for
localising the cow's teats, four pairs of left
imagecoordinates,andfourpairsofright image
coordinates will bedetermined for thefour teat
endpoints, by means ofthetwo cameras. Ifthe
four teats appear inthe same order in the two
images,correspondence will beeasy,sincethe
first pair of left image coordinates can be
matched with the first pair of right image
coordinates, etc.: (UM;Vh) « (Url;Vr1); (Ue;Vl2)«•
O W * ) ; (UI3;VI3) « ( U ^ V J ; (UM;VM) «•(Ur4;Vr4).
Under such conditions, it is straightforward to
calculate theworld coordinates of thefour teat
endpoints, by making use of equation (3.13).
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The above approach fails if the teats do not
appear inthe sameorder inthetwo images, or
if one or more of the teats are occluded inone
or both the images. In the next section, a
solution forthefirst ofthe abovetwo problems
is presented.

C2
d2
a3
b3
c3
d3
a4
b4
c4
d4

Occlusion isa more serious problem,for which
there isnoeasy solution.Forthe milking robot,
the possibility of occlusion of one teat by
another is largely reduced by appropriate
placement of the cameras (e.g. byviewing the
udder slightly from below instead of
horizontally; and if the lines of sight of the two
cameras are inthe order of 45° to 60° relative
tothecow'slength).Thepossibilityof occlusion
ofteatsbythoseteatcupsalreadyattached,can
alsobereducedbyimplementingawell-defined
strategy for attaching the teatcups - as
discussed in Section 3.4.3.1.1 above. Another
potential solution to the problem of occlusion which was not investigated experimentally
during this research - can be to displace the
cameras incrementally (e.g. SCHALKOFF
(1982a,b)) untilfour teat endpoints arefound in
each image.This can however become a time
consuming and computer intensive process.
Furthermore, since the camera parameters will
change if the cameras are displaced, the
cameras will have to be calibrated in specific
positions, and the incremental displacements
willhaveto berestrictedtothesepositionsonly.

For a left and a right camera
with camera
and /31ia
, and image
parameters a,
coordinates (U„Vj and (Ur,Vr) respectively equations (3.8a) and (3.8b) can be rewritten as
in (3.24).

with:a, = a, - a„U,
b, = a 2 - a^U,
C, = Q3-<*iiU|
d, = a 4 - a^U,
aj = a 5 - aBV,
t>2= <*e -a io V i
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(325)

- A -A<M
• PM

= A>
= A,
= A,
= A.
=A= A,

• /8 1 2 U r

-AX
-AoVr

-A,v,
-A2v,

Once the Image coordinates of the target
objects (the teat endpoints in the case of a
milking robot) hadbeendetermined inboththe
Images, stereo correlation can be done as
follows:

3.4.S.2.1 Background

=0
=0
=0
=0

•«„V,

= <*e •««V,
= /8, -AM

The matrix equations in (3.26) arederived from
(3.24);andthese equations representvalues of
y and z for specific values of x (provided that
the camera parameters, and the image
coordinates are known). These (x,y,z) values
aresomewhere onthe linepassingthroughthe
image point (on the camera's imaging plane),
the camera's focus point, and the world point.
For the x value of the world point, (3.26a) and
(3.26b) will render the (y.z) values of the world
point. For any other value of x, (3.26a) and
(3.26b) will render the (y,z) values at the point
wherethelinebetweenthe image pointandthe
world point intersects the y-z plane at that
specific value of x. For example, for x = 0,
(3.26a) will determine the (y,z) values at the
point where the line between the left camera's
image point and the world point intersects the
y-z planeatthe originof theworld coordinates.
In (3.26a) and (3.26b),y,andz,will equaly,and
z,-andthesevaluesofyandzwill betheworld
coordinates of the point under consideration only if x, = x, = x (where x is the true world
coordinate of the point under consideration).

3.4.5.2 STEREO CORRELATION WHERE THE
ORDEROFOBJECTSARENOTNECESSARILY
THE SAME INTHETWO IMAGES

a,x + b,y + c,z + d,
ape + bj,y + CjZ + d 2
a ^ + bay + c3z + d 3
a4x + b4y + c4z + d 4

= «7

(3.24a)
(3.24b)
(3.24c)
(3.24d)

a. Usetheleftcamera'stwo-dimensional model
in (3.26a) and the image coordinates of the
target points in the left image, to calculate
the (y,z) world coordinates of each target
point, at x = 0.
b. Use the right camera's two-dimensional
model in (3.26b) andthe image coordinates
of the target points in the right image, to
calculatethe(y,z) worldcoordinatesof each
target point, at x = 0.
c. Comparethe abovetwo setsof (y,z)values,
in order to find possible correspondences.
(Differenceswilldefinitelyoccur,becausethe
two sets of (y,z) values are calculated for
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y.

"b, c,

'

z,

s

b4 c4

-a^-d,

(3.26a)

-a^-dt

b 2 ca

'b3 c 3 "

V,"

-1

-1

(3.26b)

x = 0, which in general is not the true xcoordinate of the world points under
consideration. (This value for x is merely a
guess - used as a starting point.)

a. Choosetypicalvaluesofx. Basedona priori
knowledge of the typical range of x, the
values 0, 100, 200, 300, 400, and 500 are
chosen.

d. Unlessa clear correspondence betweenthe
two sets of values is obtained, the above
procedure is repeated at other values of x chosen within the typical range of x.

b. Determine y M (k) and z^(k) from (3.26a);
and y ^ f k ) and z ^ k ) from (3.26b). (k = 1
to 12, because there are 12 points in Table
3.6.)

e. Through the above steps, it should be
possible to match each pair of measured
image coordinates in the left image with a
pair of measured image coordinates in the
right image. Stereo correlation can thus be
done,aslongasalltarget objectsarevisible
in both images -even ifthe order of objects
differ inthetwo images.

c. For each value of x: determine the best
correlation between a specific yrigh,and the
twelve calculated values of yteft. Repeat this
for all twelve calculated values of y ^ .
(Number of comparisonsdone:numberof x
values, times number of y ^ , values, times
number of y ^ values = 6 x 1 2 x 1 2 = 864.)

3.4.5.2.2 Experimental results with stereo
correlation by means of two-dimensional
camera models
The above stereo correlation technique was
evaluated by making use of the data In Table
3.6 (where the images of the twelve sticks did
notoccur inthesameorder inthetwo imagesascan beverified by checking thetwo images'
U-coordinates inTable 3.6). The results of this
experiment are shown in Table 3.16 determined by executing the following
procedure:
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d. DeterminetheIndexesofy ^ andy^,where
the best correlation occurs, and mark these
positions In a matrix. (The experimental
results are shown in Table 3.16a. The
markingwasdone byusingthe sixvaluesof
x.)
e. Repeat steps (c) and (d) for the calculated
z,,gh, and zM values. (The experimental
resultsare shown inTable 3.16b.)
f. The number of "votes" indicated in Tables
3.16aand3.16baresummedinTable3.16c.
From Table 3.16c the correlation between
imagecoordinates inthe left imageandthat
inthe right image is clear.
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Ytotl

(1)

Yten

(2)

yM
(3)
yM
(4)

yrfgw

ynght

Yrtghl

YngM

yright

yright

yright

yright

yright

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

0)

YcteM
(10)

0

500

100

400
500

0
100

200
300

500

(6)

200
300

400
500

y«*

1 (7)

100

200
300

200
400

200

400
500

500

0

100

200

0
100

yM

200

200

500

300
400

0
100

200
300
400
500

0

0
100

200
300
400

0
100

300
400
500

(10)

yM

400
500

0
100

yM

(n)

(12)

Yrtght
(12)

300
400

yM
(8)
yM
(9)

(H)

100
200
300
400
500

yM
(5)
YMI

Yilght

0

0
100

200
300

•

100
200

300
400
500 |

TABLE 3 . K Ja: Mate shlna of calculated v-coordlnates (left and riant Imaae).
for different values of x
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*tt*
z

l.fl
(1)

z

Mt

Z

MI
(3)

z

lefi

z

laft
(5)

z

r

f

T

IP

ir

"V

'W

'right

(fl)

Iff

0
100
200
300
400
500
0
100
200
300
400
500
100
200
3O0
400
500
0
100
200
300
400
500
0
100
200
300
400
500

z

left
(7)

0
100
200

tefl
(8)

left
(9)

T

0
100
200
300
400
500

lett
(S)

z

v

0
100
200
300
400
500

z

z

z

0

0
100
200
300
400
500
0
100
200
300
400
500

z

lefl
(10)

0
100
200
300
400
500

z

left

en

z

left
(12)

0
100
200

300
400
500

300
400
500

TABLE 3.16b: Matching of calculated z-coordinates (left and right image), for different
values ofx
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L,

R,

R2

12

1

Ra

L,

8

3

u
u,

3

7
2

R4

R5

11

2

L»
Ue

1

Re

R7

7

2

1

2

8
2

L,

9

u
L.

1

L,o

2

R„

Rio

4

2

2

1

8

1

1

1

7

R8

R,2

3

L„
L,t

n„

3

1

2

3

2
8

3

2

6

TABLE 3.16c: Matching of R = (U,.Vr) with L = (U,.V,1- based on voting inTables 3.16a and 3.16b

3.4.5.3 CONCLUSIONS ON THE FEASIBILITY
OF STEREO CORRELATION BY MEANS OF
TWO-DIMENSIONAL CAMERA MODELS
Stereocorrelationbymeansoftwo-dimensional
camera models renders good results, and the
method is relatively simple. The method is
computationally intensive though, but parallel
processingcanstreamlineit.Thereforeitcanbe
concluded that this technique is feasible for
implementation as part of the milking robot provided that no occlusion of teats occur.

3.5 CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter, machine perception was
analyzed, with the aim of using It as part of a
milking robot. The machine perception
subsystem for a milking robot was divided into
two segments, namely the sensors; and the
signal processor.
From a trade-off study, a television camera
was found to be the most suitable sensor to
satisfy the specific technical performance
requirements which were defined for a milking
robot.Atelevisioncameracanbecharacterized
in terms of two transformations, namely the
geometric transformation (from the threedimensional world coordinates of pointsto the
two-dimensional image coordinates); and an
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electronic transformation (fromlight intensityto
an array of electronic signals - used by the
signal processor). Since the exact
characteristics of the geometric transformation
are required for scene description, camera
modelling and camera calibration were
addressed in detail - both theoretically and
experimentally.
Since a television camera was chosen as the
main sensor, the signal processor is only
concernedwith image processing techniques.
The primary task of the milking robot's image
processor was defined as deriving a
computerizeddescriptionofthespatialpositions
of the endpoints of a cow's four teats, by
making use of the camera models, and of
images of the cow's udder andteats.
The main results obtained regarding the image
processor and the scene description process
are:
a. The feasibility of two-dimensional scene
description for the milking robot was first
investigated.Withthis concept the teats are
viewed from below, with the aim of
determining the endpoint positions in the
horizontal plane. The teatcups can then be
movedtothese coordinates (well below the
udder) andthenbemoved upwardsuntilthe
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teats are sucked in. From experiments with
points marked on a flat plate, it was
concludedthat this concept couldwork, but
In practice it was found that there was too
little colour contrast between the teats and
the udder of most cows. The teats could
therefore not be distinguished from the
udder, and the concept was therefore
discarded. (In view of the potential
advantages listed in Section 3.4.3.1.1, this
concept should however be investigated
further in future.)
b. The next step was to investigate the
feasibility of three-dimensional scene
descriptionforthemilkingrobot.Thecamera
model described by BALLARD & BROWN
(1982) was chosen (because of its relative
simplicity); and the geometrical
transformationparametersoftwocamerasIn
an experimental set-up, were determined.
Different calculation routes for determining
the three-dimensional world coordinates
(x,y,z) of a point - based on the camera
modelsandparameters,andastereopairof
two-dimensional image coordinates - were
defined, and verified experimentally. From
the good results obtained, itwas concluded
thatthree-dimensional scenedescriptionisa
feasible concept for useas part of a milking
robot.
c. Localisationaccuracyisofmajor importance
for the milking robot's machine perception
subsystem. The main potential contributors
to localisation inaccuracies with a threedimensionalvisionsystemwere investigated
experimentally and analytically. It was
concluded thataccurate camera calibration,
and accurate determination of image
coordinates are essential in order to ensure
acceptablelocalisationaccuracies.Theneed
for further research regarding the optimal
placement of cameras inastereo-visionsetup, was also pointed out.
d. Before a cow's teats can be localised in
terms of world coordinates through scene
description, they must first be localised
accurately (intermsofimagecoordinates) in
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the two images of the udder. After a
discussionofdifferenttechniquesfor finding
scene features, itwas hypothesized that the
edge enhanced images of a cow's teats
resembled parabolas,andthatthe parabolic
Hough transform could be used for
localising teats in edge enhanced images.
Although this technique is computer
intensive, good experimental results were
obtained, and it was concluded that this
technique is indeed feasible. The main
advantage of the Hough transform is its
insensitivity to gaps in the edge enhanced
Image.
e. An important question instereovision deals
withhowtoascertainthatthesameobjectis
located in both the images. An iterative
stereocorrelationmethodwasproposedand
evaluated experimentally - rendering good
results.
Although a number of practical problems still
exist with the implementation of threedimensional scene description, with the
parabolic Houghtransform for localisation of a
cow'steats inedgeenhanced images,andwith
the use of two-dimensional camera models for
stereo correlation,these problemareasarenot
ofafundamental nature.Theprocessing speed
for the machine perception subsystem
proposed in this chapter, and implemented
experimentally in an IBM PC-AT compatible
computer (80286 processor, and 80287
numerical co-processor) is not fast enough to
meettheabsoluteessential requirement of realtime localisation of a cow's teats -as specified
in Section 2.3.3. All the proposed techniques
arehoweverwell-suitedforparallel processingwhich should make the proposed system fast
enough.Thisisanaspectwhich requiresfurther
research however.
The overall conclusion reached from the work
presented in this chapter, is that threedimensional scene description - based on the
data derived from a stereo pair of television
cameras -isfeasiblefor implementation as part
a milking robot.
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CHAPTER 4
MECHANICAL MANIPULATIONFOR
A ROBOTIC MILKING MACHINE

4.1 INTRODUCTION

clearly indicated by means of cross references.

4.1.1BACKGROUND

Similar to the presentation in Chapter 3, this
chapter contains analytical discussions of
numerousconceptsforthedifferent manipulator
segments.Explanationsare presentedregarding
the concepts which were found unfeasible for
the milking robot; whilea design incorporating
the feasible concepts, ispresented.

Themainfunctionofthemanipulator subsystem
of a robotic milking machine is to attach the
four teatcups of a milking machineto the teats
ofa cow. (Sinceautomatic removal of teatcups
can be done by means of a vacuum release
system, teatcup removal is not considered as
part of the manipulator's functions.) The
manipulator is defined to consist of four
segments, namely the robot arm; the robot
hand (or end effector); the actuators; and the
controller.
Robotic technology is well advanced, and
numerous manipulators are available
commercially. It is however essential to first
define andanalyzethe specific requirements to
be met by a milking robot's manipulator; and
thento custom-designasuitablemanipulatorto
meet the peculiar requirements of a dairying
environment.Theresultsofthisdesign process
are presented inthis chapter.

4.1.2PURPOSEANDSCOPEOFCHAPTER
In this chapter, different concepts for each of
the manipulator segments are identified,
analyzed, and evaluated. In order to evaluate
and compare different concepts for each
segment (and Its sub-segments) of the
manipulator, technical requirements are
identified for each of the segments; and each
concept is then evaluated against the
requirements. From this analysis, a suitable
combinationofmanipulatorconceptsischosen.
Because the different components of the
manipulator influence each other, the analysis
and synthesis process is iterative. This aspect
slightly complicates the logic ordering of the
chapter, and in some sections, information is
usedwhich is only derived and presented later
in the chapter. These situations are however
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4.1.3 IMPLEMENTATION
EXPERIMENTAL MANIPULATOR

OF

AN

An experimental manipulator was not
implementedaspart ofthisresearch.Asuitable
manipulatorsubsystemwashoweverdesigned,
andsimulated-withthedetailspresentedinthis
chapter and in Appendix F. This research
represents concept exploration, and not fullscale development. Therefore the emphasis is
on the systematic Investigation of different
concepts and on the illustration of principles.
There is no doubt that an experimental
manipulator will haveto be built asa nextstep,
for validation of the milking robot concept
presented. However, the main reasons for not
implementing an experimental manipulator
subsystem atthis stage, arethefollowing:
a. Enough information could beobtained from
designing and simulating the manipulator's
dynamic response, in order to verify the
feasibility of the manipulation of a milking
machine's teatcups by means of a
mechanical manipulator.
b. Before the designed robot arm and robot
handareactually constructed,Itwill bevery
usefultosimulateitskinematicsbymeansof
computer-aidedanimation-e.g. EYDGAHI&
SHEEHAN (1991). Computer-aided
animation however requires a substantial
effort (representing a largefield of study on
itsown) and itwastherefore not addressed
as part of the current work.
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c. Sincethisresearchwasdonebya'one-man
team', availablefundsandtimewerelimited.

4.2 THE ROBOTARM
4.2.1 T E C H N I C A L
PERFORMANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ROBOT ARM
In this section a number of technical
performance requirements which must be
satisfied by the robot arm of a milking robot,
are defined and compared with each other in
ordertodeterminetheirrelativeimportance.The
parameters defined are necessarily based on
the author's own experience in the fields of
system design and dairying. The defined
parameters are the most important ones, and
arenotintendedto bethealphaandthe omega
ofmilkingrobot requirements.Alsonotethat life
cycle cost and acquisition schedule are not
includedinthisdiscussion,sincethefocusison
the exploration of technical ability.
The different requirements against which the
sensor concepts are evaluated, influence each
other. Although the requirements can thus not
be considered in isolation, the aim is to
decouple them as far as possible, and to
analyze the robot arm concepts against one
requirement at atime.
4.2.1.1 DEFINITION
REQUIREMENTS

OF

PERFORMANCE

The most important technical performance
requirements which must be satisfied by the
robot arm of a milking robot, are:
a. Kinematic and dynamic ability. In order to
utilizetheadaptability ofarobotic system,it
was decided to usea single armwhich will
attach the four teatcups consecutively, in a
pre-defined order. Whenthecow isreadyin
the stall, the teatcups will be moved in
underneaththe cow's udder, ina floor-level
module on rails (with a control system
separatefromthat ofthemilking robot).The
robot handwillthenmoveinunderneaththe
cow, fetch a teatcup from the retainer
module, move towards the teat's endpoint,
and then move upwards until the teat is
sucked inbytheteatcup.Therobotarmwill
then repeat the last three actions, before it
moves out from under the cow, to its rest
position. From the above it is clear that a
robot arm withthreedegrees of freedom is
required.Furthermore,theendpoint position
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must be controllable by means of simple
control laws, in order to allow for fast
response bythearmand itscontroller. (The
complexity of the control laws influence the
reactiontime ofthe arm,because the more
complex the control law, the more
calculations have to be done by the
controller.)
b. Action volume. The action volume of a
milkingrobotdefinesallthepointswhichthe
robot arm's endpoint must beableto reach
-whichareallthose pointswherethe cow's
teatscanpossibly be,whilesheiswaitingto
be milked. The action volume must be
dimensioned relativeto the arm's mounting
point. In order to determine the maximum
reaching distances required for a milking
robot, measurements were done by the
author,for 20 Friesian cowsstanding ready
to be milked. (The 2° c o w s w e r e randomly
chosen from a herd of about 300 animals thus providing afair statistical sample.) The
detail of the measurements are not
presented here, since the aim of the
measurements was only to obtain an
indication (within an accuracy of ± 25 mm)
of the required reaching distances. (Since
Friesian cows -one ofthe largest breeds of
dairy cows - were used for the
measurements, the action volume thus
specifiedwillbeadequateforsmallerbreeds
of cows as well.) Based on the said
measurements, it was concluded that a
robot arm with its base plate mounted on
the side of the stall (at floor level), and
about onethird of the stall's lengthfrom its
rear end, must reach at least 700 mm x
700 mm x 700 mm along three orthogonal
axes. The abovementioned (crude)
measurements were verified analytically, by
making useofdata on livestock dimensions
• ASAE (1987a); data on stall sizes - ASAE
(1987b) and MATON & DAELEMANS (1976,
p.142); data on udder and teat dimensions
- ORDOLFF (1983) and POLITIEK (1987);
anddata on reachdistancesfor cows inthe
stall - MAATJE & SWIERSTRA (1977). Most
of the data usedwas presented interms of
average (p) and standard deviation (a)
values. For a Gaussian distribution,
statistical tables - e.g. STOKER (1977) indicate that 99,73% of measurements will
have values in the range n ± 3a. The
maximum value of such a statistically
measured parameter canthus be assumed
to be ft + 3a. Based on the measurements
by ORDOLFF (1983) and POLITIEK (1987),
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GOUWS (I988g) calculated the maximum
distance (n+3o) between a Dutch Friesian
cow's front teats to be 344 mm.The width
of a typical stall is 900 mm - MATON &
DAELEMANS (1976, p.142).Asindicated in
Section 2.4.1, there are different
mechanismsavailabletocentreacowinthe
stall. With the cow centred, the maximum
distancefromthestall'sonesidetothefront
teatontheoppositesideoftheudderishalf
thestallwidthplushalfthedistancebetween
the front teats (which are normally further
apart than the rear teats) - i.e. 900/2 +
344/2 = 622 mm. The length of a typical
stall is2400 mm - MATON & DAELEMANS
(1976, p.142);whilethe maximum lengthof
a typical Holstein cow isabout 2000 mmASAE (1987a, p.393). SinceDutchFriesians
are slightly larger than Holsteins, the
maximum length ofa cow istakenas2200
mm.TheudderIslocatedintherearquarter
of the cow's length (i.e. approximately 500
to550 mmmeasuredfrom hertailend). Ifa
stall with a moving front end is used (e.g.
MONTALESCOT & MECHINEAU (1987)), a
robot arm with a reaching distance of 700
mm, and mounted a third of the stall's
lengthfromthe rear end ofthe stall,will be
able to reach the rear teats of all cows.
Based onthe measurements by ORDOLFF
(1983) and POUTIEK (1987), GOUWS
(1988g) calculated the maximum distance
(ji+3o) between a Dutch Friesian cow's
front udder and the floor level to be 625
mm. By making use of the extensive data
available intheliterature,theactionvolume
(700 mmx700 mmx700 mm)derivedfrom
the crude measurements performed bythe
author,werethusconfirmedtobeadequate.
c. Installation space required. The robot arm
should not require excessive installation
space;and itshould notobstructthecow's
entry into, or her exit from the stall in any
waydueto itsinstallationconfiguration.
d. Steadystatepositionerror.Thesteadystate
position error of the milking robot's
manipulatorsubsystem,isduetobendingof
the arm segments; nonlinearities (e.g. a
dead zone in the controller, mechanical
backlash, and nonlinear friction) not fully
compensatedforbythecontrolsystem;and
steadystateerrorduetothecontrolsystem
type (refer to SHINNERS (1979, p.167). In
order to determine an acceptable steady
state errorforthe positioncontrolsystem,
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discussions were held with experienced
dairy farmers; experienced human milkers
were watched while attaching milking
machines to cows; and the author
performed experimental measurements
involving the 20 cows used for the action
volumemeasurements(refertoSection3.4.2
for a description of these measurements).
Fromthis itwasfoundthat with differences
of up to 10 mm in the horizontal plane,
between the actual position of a teat's
endpoint,andthecentrelineoftheteatcup's
opening, the teat was still sucked into the
teatcup, when the teatcup was moved
upwards. This is mainly due to the typical
tapered form of cows' teats, as well as to
thesuctionofthemilkingmachine'svacuum
system. (Teatcups with wider-than-normal
openings - referto Section 2.4.2 -willwork
evenbetter inthis regard.) In Section3.4.2
it was decided to allocate an error of 4,3
mm to the manipulator subsystem. This
impliesthat a positioning error intheorder
of4 mm inthe horizontal plane, duetothe
manipulator subsystem,can betolerated.
d. Robustnessandenvironmentalcompatibility.
A dairying environment can never be kept
absolutelycleanordry-thereforetherobot
arm must be able to withstand these
environmentalconditions.Theenvironmental
conditionsthereforeruleoutthe useofvery
fine gear drives, or materials that are not
water resistant,forexample. (Sincetheuse
of a mechanism for restricting the
movements of a cow in the stall is
considered an essential part of a robotic
milking system, kicking by the cow is not
consideredasamajorproblemfortherobot
arm. The arm must however be able to
survivelight contactwitha cow.)
4.2.1.2 WEIGHTING
REQUIREMENTS

OF

PERFORMANCE

InTable4.1thedifferenttechnical performance
parameters for the robot arm (as defined in
Section4.2.1.1) are comparedwitheachother,
inordertodeterminetheir relativeimportanceindicated bytheweightfactor. (Rememberthat
life cycle cost and development schedule are
not used as performance parameters here,
since the focus is on the technical
appropriateness ofthedifferent concepts.)The
weighting isdoneasexplainedfor Table3.1 in
Section3.2.1.2.
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Kinematic and
dynamic ability

Action volume

Installation
space required

Steady state
position error

Robustness and
environmental
compatibility

Kinematic and
dynamic ability

-

3

3

4

5

Action volume

7

.

4

5

5

Installation space
required

7

6

-

5

6

Steady state
position error

6

5

5

-

5

Robustness and
environmental
compatibility

5

5

4

5

-

Sum of
components

25

19

16

19

21

Weight (%)

25

19

16

19

21

TABLE 4.1: Determination of relative weights tor robot armtrade-off parameters

(a) Cartesian or X-Y-Z arm

(c) Spherical arm

(b) Cylindrical arm

(d) Articulated arm

FIGURE 4.1: Robot arm configurations withthree degrees of freedom
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4.2.2 IDENTIFICATION
CONCEPTS

OF ROBOT ARM

theconstruction ofthe robotarm.Thevaluesof
the X-coordinate and the Y-coordinate are
interdependent - being functions of r and 6.
(Eachofthesecoordinatesthusdependsonthe
movementsoftwoactuators.) TheZ-coordinate
however, is independent of the other two, and
dependsonthemovementofonlyoneactuator.

Four common robot arm configurations with
three degrees of freedom, are shown in Figure
4.1.
4.2.2.1 CARTESIAN OR X-Y-Z ROBOT ARM
The cartesian arm has three independent, and
linearaxesofmovement.Thecoordinatesofthe
arm's endpoint (refer to Figures 4.1a and 4.2)
are:
x =a
y=b
z = -c

(4.1)
(4.2)
(4.3)

The values of a, b and c are independently
controlled bythe movements ofthearm'sthree
actuators. The minima and maxima of these
values depend ontheconstruction ofthe robot
arm.
FIGURE 4.3:Coordinates of a cylindrical
robot arm
4.2.2.3 SPHERICAL ROBOT ARM
Thespherical robotarmhasonelinearaxisand
tworotatingwrists.Thecoordinatesofthearm's
endpoint (refer to Figures 4.1c and 4.4) are:
x = r (cos a)(cos 6)
y = r (cos a)(sin 6)
z = -r (sin a)

(4.7)
(4.8)
(4.9)

FIGURE 4.2: Coordinates ofa cartesian
robot arm
4.2.2.2 CYLINDRICALROBOT ARM
The cylindrical robot arm has two linear axes
and one rotating wrist. The coordinates of the
arm's endpoint (refer to Figures 4.1b and 4.3)
are:
x = r cos 6
y = r sin 6
z = -c

(4.4)
(4.5)
(4.6)

The values of c, r and 6 are controlled by the
movements of the arm's three actuators. The
minimaand maximaofthesevaluesdepend on
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FIGURE 4.4: Coordinates ota spherical
robot arm
Thevalues of r, a and e are controlled by the
movements of the arm's three actuators. The
minimaand maxima ofthesevaluesdepend on
theconstruction ofthe robot arm.Thevaluesof
the three coordinates are interdependent. The
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X- and the Y-coordinate depend on the
movements of all three actuators, while the
Z-coordinatedependsonthemovementsoftwo
of the three actuators.
4.2.2.4 ARTICULATED ROBOT ARM
The articulated robot arm has three rotating
wrists. The coordinates of the arm's endpoint
(refer to Figures 4.1d and 4.5) are:
x = (c, cos a + c2cos 4>) cos e
y = (c, cos a + c2 cos <j>) sin 6
z = -(c, sin a + Cj sin <f)

(4.10)
(4.11)
(4.12)

The values of a, <j> and 6 are controlled by the
movements of the arm's three actuators. The
minima and maxima of these values, and the
values of c, and c2depend onthe construction
of the robot arm. The values of the three
coordinates are interdependent.TheX-and the
Y-coordinate depend on the movements of all
threeactuators,whiletheZ-coordinatedepends
onthemovements oftwoofthethreeactuators.

(a) Action volume of the cartesian arm

(b) Action volume of the cylindrical arm

FIGURE 4.5: Coordinates of an articulated
robot arm
4.2.2.5 ACTION VOLUME SHAPES
Figure4.6showstheshapes (whicharereferred
to again inTable 4.2) of the action volumes for
different arm configurations.Theactionvolume
of the articulated arm is a combination of that
shown for the other three arms.
4.2.3 ANALYSIS
CONCEPTS

OF

ROBOT

ARM

This section contains a qualitative as well as a
quantitative analysis of the different robot arm
concepts identified in Section 4.2.2. (The
analysis is similar to that performed in Section
3.2.3 for the different sensor concepts.)

Chapter4:MechanicalManipulationtoraRobotic Milking Machine

(c) Action volume of the spherical arm
FIGURE 4.6: Examples of action volumes
The ability of each concept to meet the
requirements signified by the performance
parametersdefined inSection4.2.1,isanalyzed
in Tables 4.2a through 4.2d. Based on the
qualitative analysis presented in the third
column ofthetable, each concept is ratedwith
a value between 0 and 5 - as shown in the
fourthcolumnofthetable.Thefollowing ratings
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are used:
0: theconcept iscompletelyinadequateto
satisfy the requirements;
1: the concept is a very poor solution to
satisfy the requirements;
2: the concept isa poor solutionto satisfy
the requirements;
the concept isareasonable / tolerable
solution to satisfy the requirements;
4: the concept isagood solutionto satisfy
the requirements;
5: the concept is an ideal solution to
satisfy the requirements.
The second column of each table contains the
weight - as allocated to each performance
parameter inTable4.1.Thelastcolumnof each
table contains the weighted ratings, which are
the ratings in column 4, weighted by the
parameter weights in column 2. The weighted
rating = weightx (rating/5). (Inthisformula,the
rating is divided by the maximum rating 5, in
order to normalize the answers.)
In order to remove possible bias of the author
towardscertainconcepts,anotherengineerwith
extensive experience in such trade-off studies,
was asked to repeat the complete trade-off
process independently. The two sets of results
were very similar, and were combined to form
the results shown inTable4.2.
Fromthetrade-off results summarized inTable
4.3, it is clear that the four robot arm
configurationsshouldperformverysimilarwhen
tested against the performance requirements
defined in Section 4.2.1. The cartesian arm
(Figure 4.1a) fared better than the other three
arm configurations in the trade-off - mainly
because its three axes are independently
controllable (without the need to solve
transcendental equations in the controller).
Thereforethecartesianarmischosenforfurther
use in this research project. (It must again be
emphasised that the trade-off process used
cannotprovideabsolutelyaccurateanswers,but
It is merely atechnique to ensure that different
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concepts are evaluated against the same
requirements.)
4.2.4 DESIGN OF THE ROBOT ARM
4.2.4.1 FRAMEOF REFERENCE
The robot arm must use the same frame of
reference than the orthogonal right handed
frameofreference("worldcoordinates") chosen
for the machinevision subsystem.
In Section 4.2.1.Lb it was pointed out that a
suitable mounting position for the robot arm's
base plate is on the side of the stall; on the
floor; and about one third of the stall's length
from its rear end. For the sake of this
discussion it isdecidedto mountthe robotarm
on the stall's right hand side. (It can however
also work on the left hand side - with some
changes in the definition of coordinates. In
order to allow one milking robot to serve more
than one stall, the robot can be mounted
betweentwo parallel stalls - inwhich case one
cowwill be milkedfromthe right, and one from
the left. Alternatively it can be mounted in the
middle of a square formed by four stalls - in
which case all four cows can be milked from
the same side;thus allowing for the same axes
convention to be used through-out.)
Based on the above information, the chosen
frame of reference has the following
characteristics:
a. Reference point: the geometrical centre of
the robot arm's mounting point.
b. x-axis: horizontal; parallel withthe length of
the stall; and directed towards the stall's
rearend.
c. y-axis: horizontal; and to the right (when
looking from the robot arm towards the
stall's rear end).
d. z-axis:vertical and downwards.
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Weight
[%]

Cartesian
Arm

Cylindrical
Ann

Spherical
Arm

Articulated
Arm

Kinematic and dynamic ability

25

25

20

15

10

Action volume

19

19

15

15

19

Installation space required

16

10

13

13

13

Steady state position error

19

15

15

15

15

Robustness and environmental
compatibility

21

13

13

17

17

TOTAL RATING [%]

100

82

76

75

74

Performance Parameters

TABLE 4.3:Summary of trade-oft results for different robot arm concepts for the milking robot

4.2.4.2 ROBOT ARM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
In Section 4.2.3, a cartesian robot arm was
chosen as a suitable configuration for the
milking robot. Figure 4.7 shows a suitable
cartesian arm for the milking robot. The
followingaspectsareimportantfor construction
of the robot arm as shown in Figure4.7:
a. Where reference is made to the x-, y-, and
z-arm segments, these names refer to the
specific cartesian arm configuration in
Figure 4.7, and its chosen frame of
reference.Thez-armsegment isthevertical
one; the y-arm segment is the horizontal
one mountedtothez-armsegment;andthe
x-arm segment is the horizontal one to
which the robot handwill be mounted.
b. Each arm segment has a bearing block
around it. The z-arm segment is stationary,
withitsbearing block moving upanddown.
The other two arm segments move within
their bearing blocks. In order to minimize
friction between the arm segment and the
bearing block, thearm segment will run on
roller bearing supported shafts, mounted
within the bearing block - as shown in
Figure F.3 (Appendix F).
c. The actuators shall be mounted within
sealed containers for protection against
water, dust, and other adverse
environmental conditions. (The y-arm
segment's endpoint will fit over the x-arm
segment's actuator - providing even better
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protection for this actuator.)
d. Inordertoensurefirmcouplingbetweenthe
arm segments and the bearing blocks, the
armsegmentsshallbedesignedwithsquare
profiles.
e. In Section 4.2.1.1.b, itwas decided that the
milking robot's arm must reach 700 mm
along the x-, the y-, and the z-axis (relative
to-its mounting position on the right hand
side of the stall's floor).
4.2.4.3 MECHANICALDESIGNOFTHEROBOT
ARM
Appendix Fcontains the constructional details
of a suitable arm for the milking robot. The
design procedure followed has resulted in a
cartesianami (asshown inFigure4.7),withthe
following mechanical characteristics:
a. Type of material for the arm segments:
aluminium.
b. Reaching distance of each arm segment:
700 mm.
c. Mass of each arm segment: 1,65kg.
d. Profile of each arm segment: hollow beam,
with outer dimension of 50 mm; and inner
dimension of 40 mm. For the x- and y-arm
segments,the bottomsidehasa5mmwide
slot, over the arm segment's full length
(except for the last 20 mm on each side).
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FIGURE 4.7: Configuration of a suitable arm tor the milking robot
The z-arm segment is slotted similarly on
oneside (theanalysisshowsthat itdoes not
matter much onwhich side it is slotted).
e. Static error of the robot hand's x-position
(dueto loads acting onthearm segments):
x, = 0,3 mm.
f. Static error of the robot hand's y-position
(dueto loadsacting onthearm segments):
y. = 0,5 mm.
g. Static error of the robot hand's z-position
(dueto loads acting onthe arm segments):
z, = 2,3 mm.
The calculated error in the robot hand's
z-position indicatesthatthehandwill beslightly
belowtheanticipated position.In Section 3.4.2
it was however pointed out that it is actually
desirableto havethe hand slightly below the
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teat's endpoint, before the hand starts moving
upwards.Thez-positionerrordoesthereforenot
causeany problems.The nett static error inthe
x-y (horizontal) plane is less than 1 mm. Such
an error Iswell below the 4,3 mm manipulator
error allowed - refer to Section 3.4.2.
Furthermore,thecalculatedvaluesrepresentthe
worst case scenario, and can therefore be
accepted as it is.

4.3 THE ACTUATORS
Electrical-, hydraulic-, or pneumatic actuators
are commonly used for robotic applications;
and are discussed in this section. These
actuators are used either for rotational, or for
linear actuation. (Rotational actuators, in
combination with screw drives, or similar
devices, can be used to provide linear
actuation.) The main disadvantage of linear
actuators isthe limited travel distance.

TheSystematicDevelopment of a Machine VisionBased Milking Robot

Environmental compatibility, robustness.
hygiene, and washabilitv. A dairying
environment cannot be kept absolutely
to maintain hygienic
clean. In order
the
conditions for the handling of milk,
milking machineandthe milking robot must
be washable with water, detergent, and
disinfectant.Furthermore,theactuatorsmust
not collect excessive dirt by itself. The
actuators of a milking robot must thus
comply withthe following requirements:
i. It must be robust enough to withstand
thetypicalenvironmental conditionsofa
dairying set-up.
ii. It must be inherently cleanand hygienic
- i.e. an actuator should not be a
collector of dirt,
iii. It must bewashable.

4.3.1 TYPE OF ACTUATOR
4.3.1.1 TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ACTUATORS
In this section a number of technical
requirements which must be satisfied by the
actuators of a milking robot, are identified and
discussed. Different actuator conceptsarethen
evaluated interms of these requirements. This
analysis is similar to (but more extensive than)
that presented by MARCHANT et al (1987).
4.3.1.1.1 Definition
requirements

of

performance

Controllabilityoftheactuators.Theendpoint
coordinates of a milking robot's arm must
be controlled accurately. Unless the
actuators can be well controlled, the
required positionalerroroflessthan4,3mm
- as defined in Section 3.4.2 - will not be
attainable for the manipulator.

Availabilityofenergysource.Theavailability
of the required energy source to power the
actuators isan important parameter to take
into account when the actuator type is
chosen.

Mass.size,force,andspeedofactuators.In
order to limitthe massand sizeofthe robot
armand the robot hand,the mass and size
of the actuators should be restricted. The
physical size of the actuator is however
determined by the required actuator force
(or torque) and speed of movement; which
isinturndictated bytheloadwhich must be
moved by the actuator.

Controllability

4.3.1.1.2 Weighting
requirements

of

performance

InTable4.4the different actuator requirements
are compared with each other, in order to
determine their relative importance (weight).
(Thecomparison isdoneasexplainedforTable
3.1, in Section3.2.1.2.)

Mass, size,force,
and speed

Environmental
compatibility

Availability of
energy source

.

3

5

4

7

-

6

4

5

4

-

4

Availability of energy
source

6

6

6

-

Sum of components

18

13

17

12

Weight (%)

30

22

28

20

Controllability
Mass, size,force, and
speed
Environmental
compatibility

TABLE 4.4: Determination of relative weights for the actuator trade-off parameters
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4.3.1.2 IDENTIFICATION OFACTUATOR
TYPES

f. Hydraulic systems tend to leak (mainly
because of the high working pressures).

4.3.1.2.1 Electrical actuators

(Refer to the literature listed under Fluid
Systems in Appendix G, for more detailed
discussions on hydraulic machines.)

The most common electrical actuators are
rotating electrical motors - of which the main
types are alternating current-, direct current-,
and stepper motors. The most important
characteristicsofelectricalmachines,whichare
of importance for a milking robot, are:
a. Electrical motors have simple designs, and
are relatively easyto maintain.
b. Techniques for the control of these
machines arewell established.
c. Unless sealed machinesareused, electrical
short circuits can occur due to water or
dust.
d. Electrical machines can be damaged when
it stalls (unless protection is provided
through the controller).

4.3.1.2.3 Pneumatic actuators
Pneumatic actuators are also commonly used
as rotating- or as linear actuators. The most
important characteristics ofthese actuators, as
discussed by McCLOY & MARTIN (1980),are:
a. Lower power-to-mass ratios than for
hydraulic actuators, due to typical
pneumaticworking pressuresintheorderof
200to 1200 kPa.
b. Air (or any other gas used in pneumatic
actuators) iscompressible,whichcan result
ina sluggishsystem.
c. Protection against over-pressure damage
(e.g.whenthemachinestalls) isprovidedby
means of pressure relief valves.

(Referto FITZGERALDetal(1971);SAY(1976);
and SAY & TAYLOR (1980), and the other
literature listed under Electrical Machines in
Appendix G, for more detailed discussions on
electrical machines.)

d. Maintenance is relatively easy, since leaks
are not serious, and since simple
components are usedfor these actuators.

4.3.1.2.2 Hydraulic actuators

e. A regulated supply pressure (compressed
air or gas, or a vacuum) is required for
these actuators.

Hydraulic actuators are commonly used as
rotating- or as linear actuators. The most
important characteristics ofthese actuators,as
discussed by McCLOY & MARTIN (1980), and
by STEWART (1978),are:

(Refer to the literature listed under Fluid
Systems in Appendix G, for more detailed
discussions of pneumatic machines.)
4.3.1.3 ANALYSIS OFTHE ACTUATORS

a. Hydraulic actuators normally have high
power-to-massratios(duetotypicalworking
pressures inthe order of 25 MPa).
b. Generally, hydraulic fluid has a high bulk
modulus, resulting ina rigid system (i.e. no
sluggish response).
c. Protection against over-pressure damage
(e.g.whenthemachinestalls) isprovided by
means of pressure relief valves.
d. Maintenance of hydraulic systems requires
very clean workshops.
e. Hydraulic fluid - with a regulated supply
pressure - is required for the actuators.
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Table 4.5 represents an analysis of the three
actuator types - based onthe defined actuator
performance requirements. (Similar to that
described in Section 3.2.3 for the sensor.)
4.3.1.4 CONCLUSIONS FROMTHEACTUATOR
ANALYSIS
From the trade-off results in Table 4.5, it is
concluded that electrical actuators are more
suitable than hydraulic or pneumatic actuators
to satisfy the defined actuator requirements for
a milking robot. In order to meet the
environmental compatibility requirements, it is
however essential that sealed electrical
actuators shall be used.
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4.3.2 TYPE OF ELECTRICAL ACTUATOR

4.3.2.1.3 Stepper motors

4.3.2.1 DIFFERENTELECTRICALACTUATORS

The shaft position of a stepper motor can be
accurately controlled through pulse sequences
- generated by means of digital electronic
circuits.Thenumberofstepsperrevolution(i.e.
the motor's positioning resolution, and its
smoothness of motion) is determined by the
constructionofthemotor. Bysuitablytimingthe
pulsetrain,the motor output can be intheform
of constant or variable torque, or speed, or
acceleration. In certain cases a gearbox forms
an integral part of the machine, in order to
ascertain a specific number of steps per
revolution, or a specific output torque.

4.3.2.1.1 Direct current servo motors
Direct current (DC) servomotorsarecommonly
used for control system applications; and the
theory onthe control of these machines iswell
established. DC machines are commercially
availablewith a wide range of supplyvoltages,
torques, and speeds. (Small DC servo motors
are currently more easily available than small
ACservo motors.Thisshould however change
infuture, because of rapiddevelopments inAC
drive technology.)
WithaDCservomotor, speedisproportionalto
armature voltage,and torque is proportional to
armature current. These machines can thus be
used for torque-, position-, or speed control
applications. Controllers for these parameters
are relatively easy to construct, and are also
readily available commercially.
Permanent magnet DC machines are used in
low power applications, while machines with
field excitation are usedfor larger applications.
(Referto FITZGERALD et al (1971); and SAY&
TAYLOR (1980) for more detailed discussions
on DC motors.)

SAY & TAYLOR (1980, pp.297-304,332-334);
FITZGERALD et al (1971, pp.565-568);
HAASBROEK (1985); SAY (1976, pp.498-499);
and SMIT (1985) discuss the principles of
stepper motors in moredetail.
4.3.2.2 ACTUATOR REQUIREMENTS. AND
ANALYSIS OFTHE CONCEPTS INTERMS OF
THE REQUIREMENTS
Inthissection,thetechnical requirementswhich
must be satisfied by the actuators of a milking
robot, are revisited (refer to Section 4.3.1.1
above). The different electrical actuator
concepts are evaluated in terms of these
requirements.

4.3.2.1.2 Alternating current servo motors

4.3.2.2.1 Controllability ofthe actuators

Up to about fifteen years ago, alternating
current (AC) servo motors were considered as
high-speedlow-torquedevices,whichhadtobe
geared down if slow moving loads were to be
driven. The machines were more suitable for
constant speedapplications,thanforspeed-or
position control applications. (Refer to SAY
(1976, p.496) and to FITZGERALD et al (1971,
pp.557-564).)

Modelling andcontrol techniques for DC servo
motors are well established, and relatively
simple.(Referto SHINNERS (1979,pp.111-119)
for example.)

More recent developments in the field of
controllable AC motor drives have however
made it possible to use AC motors for the
abovementionedapplications.ACmachinesare
simple and robust,and itstypical rotor inertiais
lowerthanthat ofasimilarly rateddirect current
(DC) machine (because of theformer's simpler
rotor construction). For these reasons AC
motors are becoming more and more popular
for robotic applications.
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Modelling and control techniques for AC servo
motors are catching up with that for DC
machines. (Refer to ESSER & SKUDELNY
(1991) and to MITTAL & AHMED (1983) for
examples.)AspointedoutbySHINNERS(1979,
p.120),an AC servo motor's torque and speed
are not related by a set of linear differential
equations. Although linearization can be used,
thisaspectsomehowcomplicatesthemodelling
and control of these machines.
Dueto the high angular accuracies of stepper
motors, these machines can be used in
open-loop control systems - i.e. no need for
positionfeedbacksensors(refertoFigure4.8a).
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4.3.2.2.3 Environmental compatibility,
robustness, hygiene, and washability

If high slewing rates are however required
(implying possible overshoot of the machine),
closed-loop control becomes necessary (refer
to Figure 4.8b). Modelling and control
techniques for stepper motors are well
established, and relatively simple. (Refer to
CLARKSON &ACARNLEY (1988)for example.)

L
0

a
d

~\
•J )

All three the electrical actuator types are
inherently cleanand hygienic. Allthreetypesof
machines can be sealed, making them
washable, and dust proof. Therefore, all three
types of electrical actuators can meet the
environmental compatibility, robustness,
hygiene, andwashability requirements.

MOTOR

4.3.2.2.4 Availability of the required energy
source

/\
A

Ur ve

\

beq uencer

(a) Open-loop control

-^V-

MOTOR

A DC servo motor requires a variable voltage
(typically the armature voltage is controlled J ~ l _ Drive
refer to SHINNERS (1979, pp.111-116)). DC
pulses
motor drives typically make use of
semiconductor switching bridgesto convert an
AC inputwithfixed amplitude andfrequency to
a variable DC output - based on a control
signal. (Referto GOUWS (1985) for a review of
these techniques; and for literature references
onthe subject.)

7\
Drive

Position
Encoder

# =

oa
Sequencer

(b) aosed-loop control
FIGURE 4.8: Open-loop and closed-loop
control of stepper motors
4.3.2.2.2 Mass, size, force, and speed of
actuators
An AC motor is nominally smaller than a
stepper motor, which in turn is smaller than a
similarly rated permanent magnet DC motor.
(Refer to FITZGERALD et al (1971, pp.559 &
568).) Brushless DC servo motors are smaller
than their permanent magnet counterparts.
There are however not orders of magnitude
differences in massand sizebetweenthe three
machine types.
All three types of electrical actuators are
commercially available with a wide range of
torque (or force) and speed characteristics.
These characteristics can also be transformed
bymeansofgearboxeswhichcanbeboughtas
part of the actuators.

n

An induction motor (AC machine) requires a
voltage with variable frequency as its input.
Such an input is relatively easyto generate by
means of an AC-to-AC converter, of which the
output frequency is proportional to an input
control signal - e.g. ESSER & SKUDELNY
(1991).
Thepulsesequencefor astepper motor canbe
generated by means of a digital computer, or
by means of a dedicated logic circuit. A power
amplifier is then used between the pulse
sequence andthe motor.
Electricity is an easily manipulated energy
source;and since itispresumedthat electricity
isavailableinanymodemdairyingenvironment,
the availability of the required energy source
poses no problemfor any ofthethreetypes of
electrical actuators.
4.3.2.3 CHOICE OF A SUITABLE TYPE OF
ELECTRICALACTUATOR
From the discussion of the actuator
requirements inSection 4.3.2.2,it is concluded
that there is not much difference in the
suitability of the three types of electrical
actuators. The final choice between the three
actuators will not so much depend on the
technical factors, as discussed in Section
4.3.2.2, but rather on personal experience and
preference of the designer, on cost, and on
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availability.
Basedontheauthor's personal experiencewith
DC servo motors (refer to GOUWS (1985)),
these are chosen to be used as part of the
milking robot's manipulator subsystem.
4.3.3 COUPLING BETWEEN ACTUATORS
AND ARM SEGMENTS
The common electrical actuators are rotating
devices. The segments of the cartesian arm
move linearly however. Thereforethe actuators
must be mounted such that its rotational
quantities (angular displacement, torque, etc.)
aretransformedtolinearquantities (translational
displacement, force, etc.).
Three possible mechanisms for the coupling
between the actuators and the arm segments,
are investigated. The main performance
parameters for these concepts are
environmental compatibility, controllability, and
mass and size; and the three concepts are
discussed interms oftheseparameters, below:
a. Rack and pinion. For the rack and pinion
mechanism, a linear gear is mounted over
thefulllengthofthearmsegment.Thisgear
(rack) is then driven by means of a pinion
on the actuator's shaft. This concept will
however be influenced by dirt between the
gear teeth; and it requires lubrication (e.g.
grease), which prevent it from meeting the
hygiene requirements of the milking robot.
The gears also have inherent backlash,
which can Introduce system oscillations
(limitcycles -e.g.SHINNERS (1979,p.397))
and steady-state errors. This concept will
havea relatively high mass because of the
gearmounted overthefulllengthofthearm
segment.
b. Aworm gear hasverysimilar characteristics
thanthe rack and pinion concept.
c. A pulley and cable, where a thin cable is
attachedtotwolugsonthearm'sendpoints.
The cable then makes one or more loops
around a pulley, on the actuator's shaft.
(Refer to Figure 4.9.) This concept will not
be influenced by dirt; nor does it require
lubrication. Provided that the coefficient of
friction between the cable and the pulley is
high (so that no slip occurs), and provided
that the cable has a high stiffness (so that
nostretching occurs),the cable mechanism
hasno backlash.Thecablemechanism has
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a low mass.
From the above discussion of the three
coupling concepts, the pulley and cable
mechanism satisfiesallthe requirements;while
the other two fail almost all the requirements.
Therefore the cable and pulley is chosen
without further analysis.

ACTUATOR

CABLE

- A R M SEGMENT

FIGURE 4.9: Pulley and cable mechanism for
coupling actuators with arm segments
4.3.4 CONNECTION BETWEEN THE
ELECTRICALSUPPLYANDTHEACTUATORS
Three possible mechanisms for connecting the
actuators to the electrical supply are
investigated. The main performance parameter
for these concepts is environmental
compatibility, and the three concepts are
discussed interms of this parameter, below:
a. Flexible coil spring-like power cables. This
conceptmakesuseofflexiblecoilspring-like
cables, running inside each of the hollow
arm segments, to terminal blocks on the
actuators. This concept requires that one
side of each arm segment must be slotted
overthesegment'sfulltravellength,inorder
thatthecablecango intothe bearing block,
andto theactuator. This concept allows for
good sealing (e.g. by means of silicon
rubber) where the electrical cable passes
throughthe bearing block's wall.Wherethe
cablerunsthroughtheslottedarmsegment,
aprotective bead-like bearingmust befitted
around the cable, to ensure the concept's
robustness. (Althoughslottedami segments
influence the static characteristics of the
robot arm,this poses no serious problem as indicated inAppendix F.)
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b. Electrical cable on a spring-loaded reel on
thebearingblock.Thisconcept providesfor
electrical cables on spring-loaded reels,
mounted next to the actuators, on the
bearing blocks. As the arm extends, the
cable rolls off, while the cable is rewound
(by the reel's spring action) when the arm
segment moves back again. Slip rings will
have to be used for transmission of power
fromtherotating reels,totheactuators.The
cables of this concept might easily be
damaged, because they are on the outside
ofthearm segments. Isolatingthe slip rings
from the environment requires special
attention.Theenvironmentalcompatibilityof
thisconcept isrankedmuch lowerthanthat
of the previous concept.
c. Electrical rails on the outside of the arm
segments. This concept provides for two
electrical conductor rails on opposite sides
of each arm segment (over the arm
segment'sfulltravellength,butisolatedfrom
the arm segment); and for carbon brushes
moving with each bearing block. This
concept is the least environmentally
compatible, because the power railswill be
uncovered - making short circuits possible.
From the above qualitative analysis, it was
decided to make use of flexible coil spring-like
cables,runningwithintheslottedarmsegments,
for connecting the actuators to the electrical
power supply.
4.3.5 DESIGN OF THE ACTUATORS FOR
THE ROBOT ARM
4.3.5.1
IMPORTANT
CONSIDERATIONS

DESIGN

InSections4.3.1to4.3.4 itwasdecidedthatthe
actuator mechanism for the milking robot will
havethefollowing high level characteristics:
a. Electrical actuators will be used - more
specifically, DC servo motors.
b. The actuators will be sealed in order to
protect themfrom environmental conditions
such as water and dirt. In order to aid the
sealing,the actuator's shaft will go through
a sealed bearinginthe bearing block'swall.
c. A pulley and cable mechanism will be used
toconverttheactuators'rotarymovementto
linearmovementforarmsegments.(Referto
Figure 4.9 for the detail of the proposed
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mechanism.)
d. The electrical connections between the
power supply and the actuators will be by
means of a flexible coil spring-like cable.
(Where the electrical cable enters the
bearing block's wall, it will be sealed with
silicon rubber; and where it goes through
the slot in the arm segment's wall, it will
havea protective bead-like bearing.)
e. The y-axis and z-axis actuators will be
mounted as shown in Figure 4.7 in order to
minimize the installation space required by
the robot arm.
4.3.5.2 ACTUATOR RATINGS
Section F.3 inAppendix Fcontainsthe detailed
design of suitable actuators for the robot arm.
Different DC servo motors were analyzed, as
well as different gear ratios (for speed
reduction, and for increasing the load torque).
From the analysis it was concluded that an
Inland RBE-00501 DCservo motor, with a 10:1
reductiongearbox,anddrivingthearmsegment
through a cable and a pulley with radius of 20
mm,wouldbesufficientforthez-axis.Sincethe
x- and the y-axis havelower load masses than
thez-axis,thesametypeofactuatorwillalsobe
sufficient for theseaxes.
The results obtained for the InlandRBE-00501
DCservomotor,drivingtheloadthroughagear
ratio of n = 0,1 (i.e.a 10:1 reduction of motor
speed),were:
a. Required motor top speed (from equation
(F.47)): N^,a 4775 rpm
(4.13)
b. Availablemotortopspeed(fromdatasheet):
N ^ , = 4951 rpm
(4.14)
c. Required motor torque (from equation
(F.46)):T ^ » 0,029 Nm
(4.15)
d. Available motor torque (from data sheet):
T ^ , = 0,033 Nm
(4.16)
4.3.6 DC POWER SUPPLY AND POWER
AMPLIFIERS FOR THE ACTUATORS
In order to implement position control on the
arm, the rotational positions of the arm's three
actuators must be controlled individually. One
way of controlling a DC motor's speed is to
control its armature voltage by means of a
controllable power amplifier. The motor's
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angular position can then be controlled by
means of a position feedback loop around the
power amplifier. A controllable power amplifier
is typically implemented by means of a power
transistor or thyristor circuit. (Refer to Direct
Current Machine Drives in Appendix G for
references on this subject.)
Commercially there is a wide variety of
controllable DC motor drives available. The
inland DCmotor series (chosen inAppendixF)
can be provided with controlled power
amplifiers, which can be used not only for
armature voltage (speed and position) control,
but alsofor armature current (torque) control.

4.4 THE ROBOT HAND
By watching experienced human milkers while
attaching milking machines to cows; and also
byattaching milkingmachinesto20cows(refer
to Section3.4.2fordetails oftheexperiment), it
was concluded that with misalignments in the
order of 45° between the centreline of a teat,
and that of the teatcup, the teat was normally
sucked intothe teatcup,whentheteatcup was
moved upwards. In some rare cases, with a
largeangle betweentheteatcup andtheteat,it
was found that the teat would fold when the
teatcup moved overit.Inanautomatedsystem,
the measured milk flow ratefrom eachteat will
indicate that a specific teat has folded or not.
To rectify sucha problem,theteatcup must be
removed from the teat, and then re-attached.
(Teatcups with wider-than-normal openings refer to Section 2.4.2 - will be less inclined to
cause teat folding.)
Fromthe above it isconcluded that there is no
need for a robot hand with pitch (bend), roll
(swivel), or yaw movement (refer to Figure
4.10); but only for a hand which can grasp a
teatcup, hold it vertically, and let go of it.

requirements
a. Grasping and holding capability. The most
important functions of a milking robot's
handareto grasp, hold, and let go againof
a milking machine's teatcup. This must be
done without damaging or dropping the
teatcup.
b. Reaction time. Since the milking robot is a
real-time device, the reaction time of the
robot hand must be short - i.e. the hand
must grasp and let go at a fast rate. The
rateof openingand closing of arobot hand
withfingers depends onthe actuators used
for the hand, and on the characteristics of
thetransmissionsystem (e.g.thegearratios
used).
c. Complexityofcontrol.Thepositioningofthe
hand relative to the teatcup - when the
manipulator fetches the teatcup from the
retainer module (refer to Section 4.5.1) - is
part of the controller's function.
d. Availability of an energy source. The hand
with fingers can make use of different
actuator types (electrical, hydraulic, or
pneumatic). Electrical actuators were
however already chosen for the robot arm,
in Section 4.3 above.
e. Robustnessandenvironmentalcompatibility.
The hand must be able to withstand water,
dust, and dirt - which typically occur in a
dairying environment.
4.4.1.1.2 Weighting
requirements

of

performance

In Table 4.6, the different robot hand
performance requirements are compared with
each other, in order to determine their relative
importance {weight).

4.4.1 TYPE OF ROBOT HAND
4.4.1.1 TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE
REQUIREMENTS FORTHE HAND
In this section, the most important technical
requirements which determine the suitability of
aspecific handforamilkingrobot,areidentified
and discussed. Different hand types are then
later evaluated against these parameters, in
order to make a choice betweenthem.
4.4.1.1.1 Definition
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FIGURE 4.10:The three degrees of freedom
of a general robot hand's wrist
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Grasping and
holding capability

Reaction time

Controllability

Availability of
energy source

Robustness and
environmental
compatibility

Grasping and
holding capability

-

3

4

3

5

Reaction time

7

-

6

5

6

Controllability

6

4

.

4

5

Availability of
energy source

7

5

6

-

7

Robustness and
environmental
compatibility

S

4

5

3

-

Sum of
components

25

16

21

15

23

Weight (%)

25

16

21

15

23

TABLE 4.6: Determination of relative weights for the trade-off between the types of robot hand

4.4.1.2 IDENTIFICATION OFHAND CONCEPTS
Inthis section,two possible robot handtypes,
namely ahand with fingers (Figure4.11),and a
hand with vacuum suction cups (Figure 4.12)
are discussed. The most important technical
requirements which determine the suitability of
a specific hand for a milking robot, are also
identified and discussed. The two hand types
arethen evaluatedagainstthese parameters,in
order to make a choice betweenthem.

Z//V///I
4.4.1.2.1 Robot hand with fingers
Sinceateatcup isasimplecylindricalstructure,
two fingers (such as a human's thumb and
forefinger) are sufficient to handle a teatcup.
Different examples of robot hands with fingers
are shown in Figure 4.11.

(a)
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KVAWV?

Kssssss

a0

FIGURE 4.11:Examples of robot hands with
fingers
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4.4.1.2.2 Robot hand with vacuum suction
cups

Parallel movingfingers (Figures 4.11a & b).
Two parallel moving fingers should be able
to grasp and hold a teatcup without
problems.

Instead of moving fingers, an "octopus-like
hand"withvacuumsuctioncups,could possibly
be used for the grasping and holding of a
teatcup. Figure 4.12 illustrates the principle of
such a hand.

SPRING-LOADED
"FINGERS"
VACUUM CUPS

FIGURE 4.12: Robot hand with vacuum CUPS

Scissor-action fingers (Figures 4.11c & d).
Grasping a teatcup with two simple
scissor-action fingers, is like attempting to
cut a hard object with scissors: the object
(teatcup) willslipoutwards (towardstotipof
the scissors). This can however be
prevented by constructing the fingertips to
enclosetheteatcup -referto Figure4.11c&
d.
Technicallythereshould beverylittle difference
betweenthetwofinger configurations.Thefinal
choice will therefore not so much depend on
technical factors, but rather on personal
experience or preference of the designer.

4.4.1.3 ANALYSIS OFTHE ROBOT HANDS
Table 4.7 represents an analysis of the two
robot hand concepts - based on the defined
performance parameters.
4.4.1.4 CONCLUSIONS FROM THE ROBOT
HAND ANALYSIS
From the trade-off results in Table 4.7, it is
concluded that the robot hand with fingers is
moresuitablethanahandwithvacuumcups,to
satisfy the specific requirements which were
discussed inSection4.4.1.1,foramilking robot.
4.4.2 CONFIGURATION OF FINGERS
In this section, two possible robot finger
configurations are discussed in terms of its
most important function, namely grasping and
holding the teatcup. Since electrical actuators
were chosen in Section 4.3 above, and since
the commonly available electrical actuators are
rotating devices, only rotary actuators are
considered further forthe robot hand. (Someof
the hand configurations shown in Figure 4.11
arelinearlyactuated,butarotatingactuatorand
a rotation-to-linear converter can be used in
such cases.)
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Based on the author's personal preference,
scissor-actionfingersarechosento beusedas
part of the milking robot's manipulator
subsystem.
4.4.3 TYPE OF FINGERS
In this section, two possible types of robot
fingers, are discussed and evaluated; and a
choice is made.
a. Fingers adapted to the mechanical
construction of the teatcup to effect
grasping and holding. In this case the
fingers must grab the teatcup below the
pulse tube, or just below the mouthpiece refer to Figure 4.13a. Alternatively, the
teatcup can be constructed to have a
groove where the fingers can grab it - refer
to Figure 4.13b - similar to a computer
plotter grabbing its pen.This type of finger
will have an inherent good holding
capability; and will be robust and
environmentally compatible. Force control
onthefingers isnot requiredforthistypeof
fingers,sincethefingersandtheteatcupare
matched.
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b. Fingers with Its tips covered by a material
witha highcoefficient offriction,and reiving
on friction between the fingertips and the
teatcupto effect holding.Instead of utilizing
theteatcup's mechanicalconstructiontoaid
the grasping and holding oftheteatcup,the
fingertips of a robot hand can be covered
by a material with a high coefficient of
friction. Inthis casethe hand only relies on
frictionbetweentheteatcupandthefingers,
in order to hold the teatcup. This implies
that the graspingforce must be kept within
limits, and that the friction coefficient of the
fingers must bedesignedtoacertainvalue.
(CUTKOSKY &KAO (1989) and JACOBSEN
etal (1988) present detaileddiscussions on
thistopic -with an extensivelist of literature
references included bythe latter.) This type
of fingers will also have an inherent good
holding capability; but they will be affected
adversely bydirtandwater inthestall,since
these could reducethefriction between the
fingertips and the teatcup. If the friction
between the fingers and the teatcup is too
low, the teatcup will slip downwards under
gravity, until the pulse tube or the
mouthpiece (referto Figure4.13a) iscaught
bythe fingers - resulting inthe same action
asthatofthefingersdesignedtoonlyutilize
the teatcup's mechanical construction for
grasping and holding.The force applied by
the fingers on the teatcup must be kept
within limits. If the force is too small, the
teatcup will be dropped, or it will slip
downwards; while either the teatcup, or the
fingers might bedamaged iftheforce istoo
large. The required force is also influenced
by the environmental conditions.

transmission system, to the fingers. A remote
actuator can be connected to the fingers by
means of mechanical links (e.g.thin cables). If
cables areusedasthelinks,suchasystemwill
only closethefingers,witha spring required to
open them when the cables are released.The
main advantage of a hand with a remotely
locatedactuator isthe lower mass of thehand.
Themainadvantage ofahandwithan onboard
actuator isthatthe handcan beconstructed as
an autonomous unit - making the logistic
support of the hand and the arm much easier.
Furthermore, for a cartesian arm (as was
chosen in Section 4.2.3 above), implementing
suitable mechanical links between a remote
actuator andthe hand,will bea difficult task.
Fromtheabovequalitativeanalysis,ahandwith
an onboard actuator is chosen for the milking
robot.
Mouthpiece

Barrel
ofliner
Pulsetube

Milktube

Thefingersutilizingthemechanicalconstruction
of the teatcup to effect grasping and holding,
requires lesscontrol, and are more robust and
compatible to the dairying environment.
Thereforethistypeoffinger isconsidered more
suitable for a milking robot's hand, than the
fingers only relying on friction to hold the
teatcup.
4.4.4 LOCATION OF THE ROBOT HAND'S
ACTUATOR
Inthissectiontwo possibleactuatorlocations,
namely onboard the hand, and a remote
actuator are briefly discussed; and a choice is
made betweenthetwo concepts.
An actuator onboard the hand can either be
coupled directly, or via a mechanical
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Linercollapsed

(b)
FIGURE 4.13:Examples of teatcup
constructions
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4.4.5 TYPE OFACTUATOR ACTION

of the gear is related to that of the worm, as
expressed by equation (4.17):

Threepossibleactuatoractionsareconsidered
inthissection-ofwhichexamplesareshownin
Figure 4.14. (Only rotating actuators are
considered.)

e w /e g = D./(Dw.tan p)

(4.17)

wrth:eg,ew: rotational position ofthe gearand ofthe
worm [rad]
Dg,Dw: diameter of the gear and of the worm
[m]
/9:
lead angle of the thread on the worm
(the gradient of the threads on the
worm, with respect to the vertical) [rad]
(The same relationship holds for the gear and
worm speeds.)

(a) rotating actuator and screw drive

\

The required actuator movement in order to
move the tips of two worm gear actuated
fingers, each with a length L, - as shown in
Figure 4.14a - a distance d,each,is:
e w = eg.Dg/(Dw.tan p)
= (df/L,).D9/(DA.tan p)

(4.18)

4.4.5.1.2 Rotating actuator plus cable and
spring

(b) rotating actuator, cable and spring

V///////A

J

A rotating actuator plus a cable and spring
mechanism is shown in Figure 4.14b. A short
piece of cable is connected to the rear end of
the linearly moving rod which activates the
fingers.To closethefingers,theactuator winds
the cable around a pulley -thus pullingthe rod
backwards. When the actuator direction
reverses, the cable is relaxed, and the spring
pushes the rod forwards - thus opening the
fingers.

YZZZZZZZZZQ

(c) rotating actuator and crank
FIGURE4.14:Threedifferentactuatoractions
for a robot hand with scissor-action fingers

The required actuator movement to move the
tips oftwo cableand spring actuated L-shaped
fingers -as shown in Figure 4.14b -a distance
d, each, is calculated as follows:
df = (L^/LJ.d,,

= K/l^.emh.rph

(4.19)

4.4.5.1 DIFFERENT ACTUATOR ACTIONS
->
4.4.5.1.1 Rotating actuator plus screw drive
A rotating actuator plusa screw drive is shown
in Figure 4.14a. The fingers are opened and
closedbytheactuator'smovements inopposite
directions. Thethreaded portion on the end of
the actuator's extended shaft is called the
worm, andthe circular section onthe rear end
of the finger is called the gear. The movement
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6mh = ( ^ / ^ . ( d . / r j

(4.20)

with:d(:
distance moved by each finger tip [m]
d lr :
distance moved by linear actuating rod
[m)
L,,:
lengthoffingerfromtipto pivot point
[m]
L^:
length of finger from pivot point to
interaction point with actuating rod
[m]
The SystematicDevelopmentof a Machine Vision BasedMilkingRobot

rph:
emh:

radius of pulley on hand's actuator
[m]
hand actuator's movement [rad]

4.4.5.1.3 Rotating actuator plus crank
An example of a rotating actuator plusa crank
mechanism is shown in Figure 4.14c. The
actuator shaft and the linear rod are connected
by means of a short crank. The fingers are
opened and closed by the actuator's
movements inoppositedirections. Becausethe
endpoint of the crank on the actuator shaft
follows acircular trajectory,the linearly moving
rod requires space for transverse movement.
In order to move two L-shaped fingers - as
shown in Figure 4.14b - adistance d,each, by
means of a crank - as shown in Figure 4.14c the required actuator movement is:

toimplementarobothandwithouttheabilityfor
pitch, roll, or yaw movement. The hand must
only be able to grasp a teatcup, hold it
vertically, and let go of it. The robot hand can
thus be considered to be an extension of the
last arm segment, and it does therefore not
require its ownframe of reference.
4.4.6.2 SUMMARY OF REQUIRED ROBOT
HAND CONFIGURATION
InSections4.4.1to4.4.5,a robothandwiththe
following characteristics was chosen as the
most suitable configuration to satisfy the
specific requirements defined for the milking
robot:
a. Arobothandwithtwoscissor-actionfingers.
b. A robot hand adapted to the teatcup's
mechanical construction to effect grasping.

d,=0^/LJ-d,
= <L„/LJ.(s1n 9.J.L,
=*

9 mh = arcsin((L e /L 1 ,).(d f /y)

(4.21)
(4.22)

with l^ the crank length [m]; and the other
symbolsthesameasthosedefinedfor equation
(4.20).

c. A robot handwith an onboard actuator.
d. A robot hand utilizing a rotating actuator
(DC servo motor), plus a cable and spring
mechanism to open and close the fingers
(Figure 4.14b).
4.4.6.3 HAND CONSTRUCTION

4.4.5.2 EVALUATION AND CHOICE OF A
SUITABLEACTUATOR ACTION
Therotatingactuator plusascrewdrive (Figure
4.14a) requires lubrication on the screw drive,
which can violate the hygiene requirements of
a milking robot.Thereforethis concept is ruled
out.

Figure 4.15 shows a suitable hand for the
milking robot - as designed in Section F.4 of
Appendix F.

4.5 THE CONTROLLER
4.5.1 CONTROLLER FUNCTIONS

The rotating actuator plus a crank mechanism
(Figure 4.14c) has a nonlinear relationship
between actuator rotation and finger tip
movement, making its control action more
complex than that of the cable and spring
mechanism.
Since the rotating actuator plus a cable and
spring coupling (Figure 4.14b) offers a simple
andcleanactuating mechanism,thisconcept is
chosen to be implemented as part of the
milking robot's hand.
4.4.6 DESIGN OF THE ROBOT HAND
4.4.6.1 FRAME OF REFERENCE FOR THE
ROBOT HAND

For each of the four teatcups, the milking
robot's controller must execute the following
functions:
a. Fetchtheteatcupfromtheretainermodulewhichwasmoved inunderthecow's udder
by a separate control system. For the
execution of this function, the controller
sends outthefollowing signals:
I. A command to activate the hand's
actuator, in order to openthefingers.
ii. Position commands for the arm's three
actuators in order to move the hand to
thefirstteatcup inthe retainer module.
iii. A command for the hand's actuator to
close the fingers, once the hand had
reached theteatcup inthe module.

At the beginning of Section 4.4 it was decided
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FIGURE 4.15: Proposed robot hand configuration
b. Move the teatcup from the retainer module
andattach ittotheappropriateteat. Forthe
execution of this function, the controller
sends out the following signals:
i. Position commands for the arm's three
actuators in order to move towards the
teat, and to position the opening of the
teatcup about 10 mm below the teat's
endpoint.(Theteatpositionisderivedby
the machine perception system, as
discussed in Chapter 3.)
ii. A position command for the arm's
z-segment actuator to move upwards
untiltheteat had been sucked in by the
teatcup.
c. Releasetheteatcup oncetheteat had been
correctly suckedin(whichcanbesensedby
monitoringthe milk flow). Forthe execution
of this function, the controller sends out a
command to turn the hand's actuator, in
order to open the fingers.
Afterthislaststep,the process isrepeated until

alltheteatcupshavebeenattached.Itisevident
that the teatcups must be attached in a welldefined order. (The milking robot can be
programmed to provide for cows which have
lost one or more teats, due to mastitis for
example. In such cases, teatcups will only be
attached to the healthy teats; provided that an
individual quarter milking machine is used refer to Appendix D.) Once all teatcups have
beenattached,therobotarmreturnsto itsbase
position.
A major problem will arisewhen the robot fails
to attach one or more of the teatcups. A
maximum time for attaching all the teatcups
shouldbeset,afterwhichtheattemptshouldbe
abandoned. Since cows will be milked more
thantwice perday by means of milking robots,
it can be allowable to let a cow go unmilked
once. Should the milking robot however fail to
attachthe milkingmachinetoaspecific cow on
two consecutive occasions, an alarm indicator
should alert the dairy manager via the master
control system - as discussed in Section 2.4.1.
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Thisstatementstronglyemphasisestheviewof
ANSON (1983) regarding automation and
automated systems: 7 thinktheoperator will
remain[...], availableifneededtomakecritical
decisionsduringmachine operation[...]'.
Sincethecontroller canbelocatedawayfrom
the robot arm (in a protected environment),
there are no stringent environmental
compatibility requirements to be met by the
controller hardware.Therefore,the rest ofthis
section onlyfocuses onthe control concepts;
and not onthe physical characteristics ofthe
hardware.

Iftheanswertothefirstquestionisyes,thenit
must be determined whether the positions of
the obstacles are known beforehand, or not.
The answers to these questions combine to
form the six different classes of control
problemsasshowninTable4.8.
Sincepartofacow'sudderissituatedbetween
her hindlegs,thereareobstacles inthework
space - thus eliminating Classes 1 and 2 in
Table4.8.The positions of the cow's legsare
not knownexactly,whicheliminatesClasses 5
and6inTable4.8.(Tactileorultrasonicsensors
on the hand can provide feedback to the
controllerinordertoimplementon-lineobstacle
avoidancetravelling.) Althoughtherobothand
isfirst moved in underneaththe cow's body,
and then moved towards the udder (as
suggestedbythecontrollerfunctionsabove),it
doesnothavetofollowaunique path.Simple
position control (first to the desired ycoordinate, andthento the desired x- andzcoordinates) willthus suffice. Class3control
canthusbe used.

4.5.2 CONTROLCONCEPTS
Twomainquestionsmustbeansweredinorder
todeterminethecontrolconceptrequiredfora
robotarm'smovements(LUH(1983)):
a. Arethereobstaclesintheworkspace?
b. Must the robot hand follow a specified
path?

Arethereobstacles intheway?
No

Yes
Arethe obstacle positions known exactly?
No

Mustthe
handfollow
a specified
path?

Yes

No

Class 1:
PositionControl

Class3:
- PositionControl
- On-line obstacle
avoidancetravelling

Class5:
- PositionControl
- Off-line obstacle
avoidance path planning

Yes

Class2:
Pathtracking

Class4:
- Pathtracking
- On-line obstacle
avoidancetravelling

Class6:
- Pathtracking
- Off-line obstacle
avoidance pathplanning

TABLE4.8:Sixclassesofrobotcontrol
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FIGURE 4.16:Generalized robot arm control system

FIGURE 4.17: Generalized blockdiaaram for the cartesian robot arm's three axes

4.5.3DYNAMICRESPONSEOFTHEROBOT
ARM
Figure 4.16 shows a generalized robot arm
control system; while Figure 4.17 contains a
generalized blockdiagram for all three axes of
the cartesian robot arm as designed in
Appendix F.The parameter values are different
forthethreeaxes;whilethez-axis (vertical-axis)
isthe only onewhere gravity must beadded to
the acceleration. (For the x- and y-arm
segmentsaa = 0 inFigure4.17.) In Figure4.17
the symbol x and its derivatives are used
generically to indicate arm segment position,
speed, and acceleration.

positionx,to the feedback positionx', for each
of the three axes (in the case where the
compensator Gc(s) = 1), is of the form shown
in equation (4.23):
G(s) = d/[s(a.s 2 + b.s + c)]

(4.23)

with (refer to Figure 4.17):
a = y n r M + J/(nr)]
b = RJnrM + J/(nr)]+ L,[nrBa + Bm/(nr)]
c = K,K^(nr) + Ra[nrBa + Bm/(nr)]
d = KaK,Kp
andthe rest of the symbols asdefined inTable
4.9.

Theopen-looptransferfunction,from reference
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Comments

Parameter values

Parameter
Name

Description

Unit

x-axis

y-axis

z-axis

B«

linear viscous friction
coefficient between the
arm segment and the
bearing block

N/(m/s)

0,001

0,001

0,001

Assumed value based on bearing
block design.

Bm

combined rotational
viscous
friction
c o e f f i c i e n t of the
actuator and the
gearbox

Nm/(rad/s)

5,73.10-8

5,73.10""

5,73.10*

Totalvalueassumed
to be 1,5 times the
value obtained from
the data sheet for
the actuator.

gravity acceleration

m/s 2

0

0

9,81

Only applicable to
vertical (z) axis.

J

combined moment of
inertia of the actuator,
the gearbox, and the
pulley

kg.m 2

4.73.10"7

4,73.10"7

4.73.10"7

-Actuator
plus
gearbox moment
of inertia assumed
to be 1,5 times the
value obtained
from the data
sheet for the
actuator.
-Aluminium pulley;
length 10 mm;
radius 20 mm.

K.

power amplifier gain

V/V

35

35

35

C h o s e n as an
example -truevalue
will depend on
system characteristics.

K.

back-e.m.f. constant

V/(rad/s)

0,034

0,034

0,034

Obtained from
motor data sheet.

K,

torque constant

Nm/A

0,034

0,034

0,034

Obtained from
motor data sheet.

»<P

sensitivityofthe position
feedback sensor

V/m

1

1

1

C h o s e n as an
example -truevalue
will depend on type
of sensor used.

L.

direct current motor
armature inductance

H

0,0017

0,0017

0,0017

Obtained from
motor data sheet.

M

total load
mass
experienced by the
actuators

k9

4,65

7,12

8,76

Design value
Section F.3.2.2.

-

n

gearbox ratio (n < 1for
speed reduction)

-

0,1

0,1

0,1

Design value
Section F.3.2.3.

-

r

radius of the pulley on
the actuator shaft.

m

0,02

0,02

0,02

Design value
Section F.3.2.3.

-

R.

direct current motor
armature resistance

0

5,8

5,8

5,8

a

9

Obtained from
motor data sheet.

TABLE 4.9: Parameters used tor simulation ofthethree axes of the cartesian robot arm
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4.5.3.1 STEP RESPONSE OF THE ROBOT
ARM

to-massaresmallerthanthatforthex-axis.The
y-axisovershootislessthan0,1%;whilethatfor
thez-axis isabout 1%. The overshoot oftheyaxis issmallerthanthat of the z-axis, because
the z-axis hasthe highest load mass - referto
SectionF.3.2.2. (Forthey-axistheovershootis
only evident In the 0,7 m step response because ofthe resolution ofthedisplay.)

It has already been decided that for robotic
milking,a cow's movementsmustberestricted
inthestall-bymakinguseofmechanismssuch
asthose mentionedinSection2.4.1. Ideallythe
cow willthus stand still, and each ofthethree
segments ofthe robotarmwillbesubjectedto
a step input, as the position command signal.
(Someeffectsofslightsidewaysmovementsare
considered later inSection 4.5.3.2.)

The overshoot inthe responsesto stepinputs,
of the y- and the z-arm segments, are very
small.Forthey-axisitiswellwithinthetolerable
manipulator error- evenforthe maximumstep
input of 0,7 m. In Section 4.5.1 above, the
sequence for attaching a teatcup was
described. Since the robot arm will be
commanded to first move the teatcup to a
positionabout10mmbelowtheteat'sendpoint,
and from there to move upwards, the 1%
overshootinthez-axisisnotaseriousproblem.
(Improvement of the dynamic response is
nevertheless addressed in Section 4.5.3.3
below.)

For an input with Laplace transform X,(s), the
steady-state error (as defined by MARSHALL
(1978, p.80)) ofa specific robotaxisis:
e w = lim [s.X,(s)/(1 + Gc(s).G(s))]
s->0

(4.24)

The Laplace transform of a step input with
magnitude k, is X,(s) = k/s, so that (4.24)
reducesto (4.25) and (4.26):

KPP

= k/(1 + M
= lim (Gc(s).G(s))
s-*0

(4.25)
(4.26)

In order to have a zero steady-state position
error, it can be seenfrom (4.25) that the term
Kppmustapproachinfinity-arequirementwhich
is met if the product of transfer functions
Gc(s).G(s) contains a pole at s = 0 (i.e an
integrator - 1/s). From (4.23) and (4.26) itcan
be seen that this requirement will be met as
longasGc(s)doesnotcontainaloose-standing
s In the numerator. (Refer to the list of
references under ControlSystems inAppendix
G, for a more detailed discussion of
steady-state errorsand relatedtopics.)
Appendix E contains the summary of a
PC-MATLAB program ARMSIM.M which was
writtentosimulatethedynamic responseofthe
three arm segments, by making use of the
blockdiagraminFigure4.17.Table4.9contains
the values of the parameters used in the
simulations for each of the three axes (as
derived inAppendix F).
Figure 4.18 containsthe position responsesof
the three arm segments, for three different
position step inputs and with Gc(s) = 1 (i.e.
uncompensated robot arm control systems).
Fromthe resultsshown it isclearthat allthree
arm segments have the desired zero steadystate error. Both the y- and the z-axis show
slightovershoot,becausetheratiosofdamping-
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4.5.3.2 EFFECTS OFCOW MOVEMENTS
Althoughthe cowwill be restricted inthestall,
slight movements are still possible. An
experiment was conducted in order to
determine the typical moving distance and
movingfrequencyof cows in a 900 mm wide
stall, but restricted in their sideways and their
fore and aft movements. The experiment
involvedthefollowing:
a. Video recordings of 1 minute each were
made-bothfrombehindandfromthesideof40 cows (randomly chosen froma herd
ofabout300 animals) readyto bemilked.
b. Therecordingswereplayedbackbymeans
of a video editing machine, with which a
recording can be stepped from one image
frametothenext.
c. With each recording, a measurement tape
was included across the width of the stall.
The images shown on the monitor could
thus becalibrated interms ofdistance.
d. Bysteppingthroughthe image frames one
by one, the distances moved byeach cow
from one frame to the next could be
measured.
e. Since the time difference between the
consecutive frames was also known, the
speed of movement could becalculated.
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FIGURE 4.18c: Uncompensated position step response of the cartesian robot arm's z-axis
During the experiment, 9 of the 40 cows
showedsignificantsidewaysmovements(simple
harmonic motionfor limitedtimes);only2 cows
showedsignificantforeandaftmovements;and
no cows moved significantly upanddown.The
following results (maximum values rounded
upwards, and minimum values rounded
downwards) were obtained:
a. Sideways movement:
i. Peak distance 50 mm (i.e. 100 mm side
to side), at 1 Hz maximum,
ii. Maximum number of oscillations during
one movement (i.e. before the cow
stood still again): 5.
iii. Minimum time betweentwo consecutive
"bursts" of sideways movements: 3 s.
iv. Maximum number of "bursts" of
sideways movements during the 60 s
recording period:3.
b. Fore and aft movement:
i. Peak distance 50 mm (i.e. 100 mm side
to side), at 1Hz maximum,
ii. Maximum number of oscillations during
one movement (i.e. before the cow
stood still again):2.
iii. Minimum time betweentwo consecutive
"bursts" of foreand aft movements: 5 s.
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iv. Maximum number of "bursts"offoreand
aft movementsduringthe60srecording
period:2.
(The above results apply to the cows' bodies.
Sincethe udders are rigid before the cows are
milked, these results also represent the
dynamics of teat movements.)
FromFigure4.18itisevidentthatthex-andthe
y-arm segmentwillreachtheirdesired positions
in well less than 5 s. If the cow would thus
stand still for about 5 s, the teatcup will be
attached, and sideways movements will not
bother thesystem.
Theeffectsofsinusoidal positioncommandson
the x-axis (fore and aft) and the y-axis
(sideways) were nevertheless investigated.The
robot handwillfirst movetowards the teatcups
in the retainer rack, which had independently
moved in beneath the cow. The x-, y-, and zpositions of the teatcups relative to the robot
arm's reference point will be in the order of
(0,6m; 0,5m; 0,2m). In order to fetch the
teatcups, the three arm segments will thus be
subjected to step inputs of this order; and with
responses similarto that shown in Figure4.18.
Since the retainer is below the udder, the
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commands to move the teatcup from the
retainertotheteatwillbesmallstepInputson
the three arm segments. If the cow moves
duringthistime(andprovidedthatthemachine
perception subsystem detectsthe movements
in real-time), the position commands will be
step functions with harmonic functions
superimposedthereon.
The response shown in Figure 4.19 for the
uncompensated y-axis is obtained under the
followingassumedconditions:
a. The y-coordinate of theteat relativetothe
position of the teatcup in the retainer, is
0,1m.They-armsegmentisthussubjected
toa0,1mstepinput(inordertomovefrom
theretainer moduletotheteat).
b. Beforethe teat is reached, the cow starts
moving sideways with an amplitude of
50mmat 1Hz.Althoughthearmsegment
triestofollowthecow'smovements,It

y-axis: - - - input;

cannotkeepup.
c. After 3,5sthe cow stops moving,andthe
teatcupreachestheteatafteranother1,5 s.
Since the minimum time between two
consecutive"bursts"ofsidewaysmovements
was found to be 3s, the robot should be
ableto attachthe teatcup before the cow
moves again. Even if the cow would start
movingagainbeforetheteatcupisattached,
itwasobservedthatallcowsfamiliartothe
dairyingenvironment,andwhoareusedto
being milked, eventually (within less than
60s)stoodstillinthestall.Except incases
wherea cow is continuously disturbed by
something,or whereshe is unfamiliar with
the environment, the milking robot should
afterawhilebeabletoattachtheteatcups
totheteats. EvenIfthis isnot achievedat
all, the cow can be allowed to exit, and
comebacklater-refertothediscussionin
Section4.5.1 above.

response

0.16

FIGURE4.19:Uncompensatedresponseofthev-axlstoalimited-timesinusoidalinput
superimposedonastepInput
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4.5.3.3 IMPROVEMENT
RESPONSE

OF

DYNAMIC

The overshoot inthe responsesto step inputs,
of the y- and the z-arm segments, can be
prevented bymeans ofacompensator (Gc(s) in
Figure4.17).Oncetherobotarmand-handhad
been constructed, and all its parameters
determined, the program ARMSIM.M and the
different control system design tools of PCMATLAB,can beusedto design compensators
suchthatthearmwill havethedesireddynamic
response. Because a compensator is normally
realized in an electronic circuit (analog
compensation) or inacontrol algorithm (digital
compensation), the overall system transfer
function can be changed to virtually any form.
Care must however betaken notto exceed the
practical limits of the system. For example,the
compensator shown in (4.27) prevents
overshoot in the z-axis position, while still
maintainingareasonableresponsetime(referto
Figure 4.20a). The compensator however
requires an excessive armaturevoltagefor the
actuator at start-up (refer to Figure 4.20b).
Since this voltage will be limited by the power
amplifier,thesystem's responsewillbedifferent
from what was predicted theoretically.
Gc(s) = 10(s + 5)/(s + 50)

(4.27)

Ifthesystemcontainsdominant nonlinearitiessuch as voltage limitation on the actuators, or
deadtimes Inthe power amplifiers,or nonlinear
frictionforexample-asimulation packagesuch
asACSLwill be required inorderto predict the
dynamic response. In order to design suitable
compensators for such a nonlinear system,
techniques suchasthat developed byGOUWS
(1985) will haveto beused.

4.6 CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter (and the accompanying
Appendix F), the manipulator subsystem of a
milking robot was analyzed and designed.The
manipulator was divided into four segments the robot arm; the robot hand; the actuators;
and the controller.
For the robot arm, a number of technical
performance requirements were defined and
discussed. (Since the focus was on the
exploration of technical ability, life cycle cost
and acquisition schedule were not included.)
Based on these requirements, a qualitative
evaluation of four different robot arm concepts
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was done. This was later transformed Into a
morequantitativeevaluationandtrade-off. From
the evaluation, a cartesian robot arm (i.e. an
arm with independent movement of its
endpoint's x-, y-, and z-coordinates), was
chosen for the milking robot application. This
choice was largely influenced by the simple
control laws required for an arm with three
decoupled degrees of freedom. Finally, a
cartesian arm with reaching distances of 700
mmalongeachofitsthreeaxeswasdesignedwith the constructional details presented in
Appendix F.
Electrical-, hydraulic-, and pneumatic actuators
were considered for the manipulator. After the
definition of performance requirements, and a
trade-off, electrical actuators - and more
specifically DCservomotors-werechosenfor
boththe arm,andthe hand.In order to protect
Itfromwateranddirt,themotorswillbesealed.
(Appendix F contains design details regarding
the actuators.)
Afterconsideringthreepossiblemechanismsfor
thecouplingbetweentheactuatorsandthearm
segments, a pulley and cable mechanism was
chosen. Three possible mechanisms for
connecting the electrical power supply to the
actuators,wereinvestigated,fromwhichflexible
coilspring-likecables(runninginsidethehollow
arm segments, to terminal blocks on the
actuators) werechosen.Thecablesrunthrough
slots in the arm segments - with protective
bead-like bearings fitted around the cables,
wherethey go through the slots.
Afterthedefinitionofperformancerequirements,
and different trade-offs, a robot hand with two
scissor-actionfingers, adaptedto theteatcup's
mechanicalconstructiontoeffectgrasping,with
an onboard DC servo motor as actuator, and
withacableandspringmechanismtoopenand
close the fingers, was chosen. (Appendix F
containsthe constructional details of a suitable
hand.)
The main functions of the milking robot's
controller were defined as: fetch the teatcup
from a retainer module; movethe teatcup from
the retainer module and attach it to the
appropriate teat; and releasethe teatcup once
the teat had been sucked in. (After this last
step, the process is repeated until all four
teatcups have been attached. Once the last
teatcup had been attached, the robot arm
returnsto itsbaseposition.) After consideration
of the requirements and of the milking robot's
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environment, Itwasdecidedto useapositional
controller, making use of on-line obstacle
avoidance travelling.
Based on the design data presented in
Appendix F, the robot arm was simulated by
means of the PC-MATLABprogramARMSIM.M
(referto Appendix Efor a summary). From this
simulationthedynamic responseofthearmfor
step inputs and for sinusoidal inputs could be
predicted.
The simulation results obtained for different
step-inputs indicatethat allthreearmsegments
have the desired zero steady-state error.
Although the y- and the z-axis show slight
overshoot, the y-axis overshoot is less than
0,1%, while that for the z-axis isabout 1%. For
the y-axis the overshoot is well within the
tolerable manipulator error - even for the
maximum step input of 0,7 m. Since the robot
arm will be commanded to first move the
teatcup to slightly below the teat's endpoint,
and from there to move upwards, the 1%
overshoot inthez-axis isnotaseriousproblem.
Although the overshoot of the y- andthez-arm
segments inthe responses to step inputs, can
beprevented bymeans ofacompensator, care
must betaken notto exceedthe practical limits
of the system. As an example it was illustrated
bymeansofsimulationthattheovershootinthe
z-axis position can be prevented, but that the
compensated system will then require an
excessive armaturevoltageforthe DCmotor at
start-up.

slight movements are still possible. From the
simulationresultsitwas concludedthatthearm
segmentswillfind it difficult to followthe cow's
movements - even movements of 1 Hz
frequency and peak amplitude of 50 mm.
Extensive observations of cows' movements in
the stall however indicated that cows familiar
with the dairying environment, and who are
used to being milked, usually stand still for
timeslong enoughto enablea milking robot to
attach teatcups to the teats. Even if this is not
achieved at all,the cow can beallowed to exit,
and can be milked if she returns later. (The
option of lettingthe cow go unmilked after she
hasbeeninthestallforawhile,should however
only be usedwhen it isabsolutely unavoidable.
This is due to the hormone oxytocin normally
being released into acow's bloodstream -thus
stimulatingthelet-downofhermilk-assoonas
she enters the familiar milking environment.)
From the analysis presented in this chapter, a
suitable combination of manipulator concepts
was chosen, which - when constructed as
designedinthischapter andinAppendix F-will
beableto attach a milking machine's teatcups
toacow'steats (providedthattheteat positions
weredetermined -inreal-time-bymeansofthe
machine perception subsystem; and that the
cow stands reasonably still).
The analysis presented and the conclusions
reached, confirmthat manipulationof a milking
machine'steatcupscould beeffected bymeans
of a mechanical manipulator (robot arm, robot
hand, actuators, and a controller).

Although the cow will be restricted inthe stall,
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY OF RESULTS, SUGGESTIONS
FOR FURTHER WORK,AND CONCLUSIONS

of third-generation robots, a number of highlevel requirements could bedefined;andthese
acted as the main drivers for the milking robot
development described inthis dissertation:

5.1 INTRODUCTION
The dissertation (except for the appendixes) is
concluded with this chapter. A summary is
presented of the results obtained, and of the
most important contributions madetowardsthe
development of milking robots. A number of
suggestions for further work isalso made.

5.2 SUMMARY
OF RESULTS
OBTAINED AND CONTRIBUTIONS
MADE
5.2.1 ADVANCED
DAIRYING

TECHNOLOGY

The machine perception subsystem must
be able to localise a cow's teats in realtime. Limited cow movements should thus
not prevent the systemfrom operating.

b.

The machine perception subsystem must
not bedisturbed by one or more teatcups
already attached to a cow's teats - i.e.
once one or more teatcups had been
attached, the perception system must still
be able to localise the remaining teats in
real-time.

c.

The manipulator subsystem must be fast
enoughto attachateatcuptotheteat ofa
cow - even if she moves around (within
certain limits).

d.

The teatcups must be held in a retainer
rack which can move towards the cow,
and from where they can betaken by the
manipulator to be attached to the teats.
Once milking is completed, a vacuum
release system can let the teatcups drop
back intothe module,andthe module can
move out of theway again.

IN

The challenges posed by the application of
advancedtechnology indairying gaveriseto
this research project; and it was decided to
focus onautomated milking ofcows. Chapter
2 therefore commenced with a systematic
identification of tasksto be performed in order
to milk a cow; and an identification of the
technological elements required to automate
each of the tasks. From the analysis It was
concludedthat mostofthetasksinvolved inthe
milking of a cow, are already, or can be,
automated bymeansofexistingequipment.The
only tasks which are not yet automated, are
those associated with attaching the milking
machine's teatcups to the cow's teats. It was
hypothesized that these tasks can also be
automated, by means of a milking robot consisting of a machine perception subsystem,
and a manipulator subsystem.
From an evaluationof different levels of robotic
development, it was concluded that thirdgeneration robots -which are highly adaptable
toitsenvironment,becauseofversatilemachine
perception abilities - are required in order to
realize the full automation of dairying. Such
robots however make use of advanced
equipment, and they require extensive design
effort. Within the framework of the adaptability

a.

Anumberofchangestoadairyingenvironment,
which will enhance the feasibility of robotic
milking, were addressed in Section 2.4. These
included automated entry of the cows into the
stall; handling the teatcups before the robot
attaches it, and after milking; restriction of the
cow's movements; and the need for an
extensive information management system, to
coordinatetheexecution ofdifferent automated
dairying tasks. Changes to the construction of
a milking machine -suchasa milking machine
with longer-than-normal pipes; and teatcups
with wider-than-normal mouths - will also
enhance the feasibility of robotic milking. The
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issue of selecting and breeding cowsfor easier
robotic milking,was also briefly addressed.
Some important potential consequences of
milking robots - including effects on milk
production levels; effects on animal health;
socio-economic effects; and effects on the
environment - were presented In Section 2.5.
Different researchers recorded increased milk
production levelswhenmilkingcowsmorethan
the conventional twice perday. Since a robotic
milkercanincreasethemilkingfrequency, itcan
lead to better productivity (higher profit/cost
ratio, becausethe sameamount of milk can be
produced by less cows); less animal waste to
be handled (also because the sameamount of
milkcanbeproduced bylesscows);andlighter
loadsto be carried bythe cows intheir udders
(because the cows are milked more often).
Automated milking leads to less interaction
between a cowman and his animals. This can
leadto decreased stress levelsfor theanimals,
but it also results in a decreased human
monitoring of the animals. However, an
automated dairying system will ultimately form
partofacomputerizedinformationmanagement
system, by which the data gathered by means
of different sensors can be processed faster,
more consistently, and probably continuously.
Important socio-economic advantages of
robotic milking can includethe improvement of
working conditions for farm workers (e.g. less
repetitive work, with more flexible schedules);
while increased agricultural productivity will
have economic advantages over awide front.
Basedonaliterature-survey onthestate-of-theart regarding milking robots, it is evident that
there are a number of centres - mainly in
Europe - where specific milking robot
configurationsareatdifferentstagesofresearch
and development. (For each ofthesethere isa
main developer, in collaboration with different
universities, research institutions, and
companies.) Since it was not clear from the
available literature which decision-criteria and
concepts were considered by the different
developers, it was decided to systematically
address these issues in this research project.
Themilkingrobotconfigurationpresentedinthis
dissertationisthereforeuniqueinthesensethat
it is based on a systematic definition of
performance requirements; a systematic
identification, analysis, and trade-off of
concepts; and research and development
regarding the chosen concepts.
The main contributions made in Chapter 2
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towardsthedevelopment of milkingrobots,are:
a.

The tasks required to extract milk from a
cow were systematically identified and
allocated to available automation
equipment. From this analysis, the full
automation of the milking process was
conceptualized; and those aspects
requiring further research were identified.

b.

From the analysis in Chapter 2 it was
concluded that the development of an
automatic system for attaching a milking
machine to a cow's teats, was the main
focus point in order to realize fully
automated milking. Following this
conclusion,a milking robotwasdefinedto
consist of a machine perception
subsystem, and a manipulator
subsystem. Such a breakdown is an
essential first step for later analysis and
synthesis of a suitable robotic system.
(This represents the first step of the
analytical approach described in Section
1.5.)

c.

The most important consequences of
robotic milking were identified - including
changes required to conventional milking
set-ups,advantages,andpossibleproblem
areas. This investigation highlighted
important aspects of a milking robot in its
intended environment - which is essential
in terms of the systems approach
described in Section 1.5.

5.2.2 MACHINE PERCEPTION
MILKING ROBOT

FOR

A

InChapter3,different conceptsforthe machine
perception subsystem of a milking robot were
investigated, and some concepts were verified
experimentally. The machine perception
subsystem was divided into two segments,
namely the sensors; and the signal processor.
The most important technical performance
requirements (based on the author's own
experience in the fields of system design and
dairying) to be met by a milking robot's
machineperceptionsubsystemweredefinedas:
recognition of objects; localisation of objects;
inspection of objects; sensor simplicity;
environmental compatibility, sensing speed;
and interfacing. (Note that life cycle cost and
acquisition schedule were not included In this
discussion, since the focus was on the
exploration of technical ability - a decision
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motivated in Section 2.6.)
Six different sensor concepts were analyzed (a
television camera; an array of light beams; an
ultrasonic sensor; a tactile sensor; an infrared
sensor; and miniature radar and lidar). By
comparing the abilities of the different sensor
concepts withthe requirements (by means ofa
formalised trade-off process), itwas concluded
that oneor moretelevisioncamerasshould be
the most suitable sensor concept to satisfy the
defined technical performance requirements.
Since machinevision(i.e.atelevisioncameraas
the main sensor) was the chosen sensor
concept, only image processing techniques
wereaddressed intheanalysisandsynthesisof
the signal processor. The primary task of the
milkingrobot'simageprocessorwasdefinedas
deriving a computerized description of the
spatial positions of the endpoints of a cow's
four teats, in terms of world coordinates. This
process is termed scene description. The
inputs for the scene description process are
image coordinates of the teat endpoints - as
derived from one or more cameras; while the
outputs arethe calculated world coordinates of
the teat endpoints.
Before analyzing scene description,the effects
of errors in the calculated teat positions, on a
milking robot's operation, were analyzed
(theoretically and experimentally). From this
analysis, the following important conclusions
were reached:
a.

A maximum difference of 10 mm between
the teat position and the teatcup position
(in the horizontal plane) can be used for
design purposes.

b.

No calculation errors resulting in the
calculated position of a teat's endpoint
being higherthanthe real position,can be
tolerated.

c.

The manipulator must first bring the
opening of the teatcup to just below the
teat's endpoint; and then it must move
upwards for the teat to be sucked in by
theteatcup.Atwo-stagemovementisthus
required between the point where the
teatcup isgrabbed bythe robot hand,and
the point where the teatcup has been
attached to the teat.

After atheoretical investigation of the feasibility
of two-dimensional scene description for the

milking robot (i.e.viewingtheteatsfrom below,
with one camera), it was concluded that this
concept couldwork; but inpractice it had been
found that there was too little colour contrast
betweentheteatsandthe udder of mostcows.
The teats could therefore not be distinguished
fromthe udder.After many unsuccessful efforts
to overcome this problem, the concept of
two-dimensional scene description for the
milking robot wasdiscarded.
Three-dimensionalscenedescription(definedas
the transformation from a stereo pair of twodimensional image coordinates of a point, to a
description of the point in terms of
three-dimensional world coordinates), was
investigated next. The camera calibration
method described by BALLARD & BROWN
(1982) was chosen (because of its relative
simplicity) for further analysis. This method
defines twelve parameters for each camera,
accountingfor rotation,translation,and scaling
between an object and its image. The
parameters of two cameras (in a stereo-vision
set-up as described in Appendix A) were
determinedexperimentally,bymakinguseofsix
objects with known world coordinates (x,y,z),
andofwhichtheimagecoordinates-(U,,V,)and
(Ur,Vr) - were measured in a left and a right
image.
Three possible routes were defined which can
be followed in order to determine the world
coordinates (x,y,z) of a point - if its image
coordinates (intwoimages),andbothcameras'
parameters are known. By making use of
verification data (measured world- and image
coordinates of objects), errors of less than 7
mm between measured and calculated world
coordinates were obtained with one of the
calculation routes. Because this is within the
design goal of errors less than 10 mm - as
described above -it was concluded that threedimensional scene description is a feasible
concept to beimplemented aspart ofa milking
robot's machinevision system.
Before a cow's teats can be localised in terms
of world coordinates by means of threedimensional scene description, they must first
belocalisedaccurately inthetwo imagesofthe
udder - i.e. in terms of Image coordinates.
(Accuracy is of great importance, since it was
shownthatthree-dimensional scenedescription
is very sensitive for errors in the measured
image coordinates of objects.) After
investigatingdifferent localisationtechniques, it
was hypothesized that the edge enhanced
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imagesofcows'teatsresembledparabolas,and
that the parabolic Hough transform could be
used for locating them in edge enhanced
images. (The principles of edge enhancement
were presented inAppendix B.) Inorder totest
the hypothesis,the parabolic Hough transform
was investigated in detail (with the theoretical
aspects being addressed in Appendix C). The
techniquewasverifiedexperimentallybymaking
useoftheedgeenhanced imagesofanartificial
cow's teats, aswell asthat of real cows'teats.
Although certain practical problems still exist,
very good resultswere obtainedwith localising
teat endpoints in terms of image coordinates,
by means of the parabolic Houghtransform.
Once image features have been located in two
stereo images,the next problem isto ascertain
that the same object is located in the two
images. Many researchers in this field agree
that the stereo correlation problem isthe most
difficult part of stereo machine vision. This
question - which is especially relevant in the
milking robot context, where each image
contains four teats of similar appearance -was
addressed by making use of two-dimensional
camera models. Although the proposed stereo
correlationmethodiscomputationally intensive,
excellent results were obtained, and parallel
processing should aid in streamlining it. It was
thusconcludedthatthistechniqueisfeasiblefor
implementation as part of a milking robot.
The main contributions made in Chapter 3
towardsthedevelopment ofmilkingrobots,are:
a.

Themost importanttechnical performance
requirements which have to be met by a
milking robot's machine perception
subsystem,wereidentifiedandformalised.

b.

Aformal trade-off procedure was used for
choosing between different concepts.
Although this procedure cannot provide
absolutely accurate answers, it ensures
thatdifferent conceptsareevaluatedonan
equal basis - against the same
requirements.

c.

d.
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It was shown that two-dimensional scene
description by means of machine vision,
wastheoreticallyfeasible,butthat practical
aspects hampered its implementation for
the milking robot.
Three-dimensional scene description was
t h o r o u g h l y i n v e s t i g a t e d , and
experimentally found to be feasible.

Different calculation routes for the
transform from two sets of twodimensional imagecoordinates,tooneset
of three-dimensional world coordinates
weredefinedandinvestigated-fromwhich
a suitable method was chosen. (The
author has not yet come across similar
discussions and evaluations of such
calculation routes, inthe literature.)
e.

The parabolic Hough transform was
implemented in software, and was shown
to be very suitable for localising a cow's
teat endpoints in an edge enhanced
image. The parabolic Hough transform is
not often used, due to its computational
c o m p l e x i t y ; a n d a l t h o u g h its
implementation as part of a milking robot
still requires further research, a thorough
baselinehasbeenestablishedthroughthis
work.

f.

From early work done as part of this
research, certain research needs in the
field of edge enhancement techniques
were identified by the author. Based on
this analysis of needs, CHRISTIANSEN
(1990)hadperformedresearchinthisfield,
obtaining excellent results regarding the
evaluation of edge enhancement
operators.

g.

A method was proposed, evaluated, and
found feasible, for stereo correlation in
images where the objects do not
necessarily appear in the same order in
the two Images. With this method (which
makes use of two-dimensional camera
models),correlatingthefourteatsofacow
intwo images, is possible.

5.2.3 MECHANICAL MANIPULATION FORA
MILKING ROBOT
InChapter 4 (andAppendix F),the manipulator
subsystemofa milkingrobotwasanalyzed and
designed.Themanipulatorwasdividedintofour
segments, namelythe robot arm;theactuators;
the robot hand;and the controller.
The most important technical performance
parametersagainstwhichamilking robot'sarm
must be measured,were defined as Kinematic
and DynamicAbility;Action Volume;Operating
Space Required; Steady State Position Error;
and Robustness
and
Environmental
Compatibility. (As for the machine perception
subsystem,thefocuswasonthe exploration of
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technical ability. Lifecycle cost and acquisition
schedule were thus not included as
performance parameters for the robot arm.)
Four robot armconceptswereinvestigated:the
cartesian-, the cylindrical-, the spherical-, and
the articulated arm. After a qualitative analysis
of each arm concept in terms of the defined
performance requirements,followed bya more
quantitative trade-off, it was concluded that the
four arm configurations have very similar
characteristics. Since the cartesian robot arm
(i.e. an arm with independent movement of its
endpoint's x-, y-, and z-coordinates), fared
slightly better thanthe others inthetrade-off, it
was the chosen concept. A robot arm with the
following mechanical characteristics was
designed inAppendix F:
a.

Cartesianarm,witha reachingdistance of
700 mm for each arm segment.

b.

Hollow aluminium beams (50 mm outer
dimension, 40 mm inner dimension, and
mass of 1,65 kg) for each arm segment.

c.

Static errors of the robot hand's positiondueto different static loads acting on arm
segments: x e » 0,3 mm;y. = 0,5 mm;and
ze = 2,3 mm. (The static error in the x-y
(or horizontal-) plane is thus less than 1
mm - which is well within tolerable limits.
Theverticalerror (alongthez-axls) causes
the hand to be slightly below the teat
endpoint - which is desirable, since the
teatcup must first be moved to just below
the teat's endpoint, before it is moved
upwards. (Referto theanalysis performed
in Section 3.4.2.)

Electrical-, hydraulic-, and pneumatic actuators
were considered for the milking robot. The
technicalperformanceparametersagainstwhich
theactuatorshadto bemeasured,weredefined
asControllability, Mass,Size,ForceandSpeed;
Environmental Compatibility; andAvailability of
Energy Source. After a first round trade-off, it
was concludedthat electrical actuatorswould
best meet all the defined requirements provided that the actuators are sealed to
prevent water, dust, and dirt from entering it.
Threedifferenttypesofelectricalactuatorswere
then investigated (direct current servo motors;
alternating current servo motors; and stepper
motors). Based on the defined actuator
requirements,itwasconcludedthatthereisnot
much difference in the suitability of the three

types of electrical actuators. Based on the
author's personal experience and preference,
DC servo motors were chosen to be used as
part of the milking robot's manipulator
subsystem. (From the definition of each arm
segment's required reaching distance, speed,
and acceleration, and by making use of each
arm segment's equation of motion, suitable
actuators were chosen in Appendix F - based
on data in catalogues.)
From an investigation of different coupling
mechanisms between the actuators and the
arm segments, itwas decided to make use of
a pulley on each actuator's shaft, pulling a
cable attached to the arm segment.
Froman investigation of different mechanisms
forconnectingtheactuatorstotheirelectrical
supply, itwas decided to make use of flexible
coil spring-like cables, running within the arm
segments. Each armsegment will be slotted in
order that the cable can exit the arm segment
throughabead-likeslidingbearing,towardsthe
actuator.
From observations and experimental
measurements It was found that with
misalignments inthe order of 45° between the
centreline of a teat, and that of the teatcup,
teatswerenormallystillsuckedintotheteatcup,
when the teatcup was moved upwards.
(Provisionshallbemadeinthesystem's control
logicto removeand re-attachateatcup,should
the system sense that the teatcup was not
attached correctly to the teat.) Itwas therefore
concluded that there was no need for a robot
handwithpitch,roll,oryawmovement; butonly
for a hand which can grasp a teatcup, hold it
vertically,andletgo of itagain.Twomainrobot
hand concepts which satisfy these
requirementswereinvestigated,namelya robot
hand with fingers, and a robot hand with
vacuum suction cups.
The technical performance parameters for a
robot hand were defined as Grasping and
Holding Capability,Reaction Time;Complexity
ofControl;AvailabilityofanEnergySource; and
Robustness and Environmental Compatibility.
From a trade-off making use of these
parameters,itwasconcludedthatarobothand
with fingers would best satisfy the defined
requirements. Following different other tradeoffs,a robot handwasdesigned inAppendix F,
incorporating two scissor-action fingers, which
utilize the mechanical construction of the
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teatcup to effect grasping and holding of the
teatcup. It was decided to use a hand with an
onboard actuator, in order to simplify
construction, operation, and logistic support of
the manipulator. Since a rotating actuator plus
a cable and spring coupling offered a simple
and clean actuating mechanism for the hand,
this concept was chosen.

The main contributions made in Chapter 4
towardsthedevelopment ofmilking robots,are:
a.

Themost importanttechnical performance
requirementswhich haveto be met bythe
different segments of a milking robot's
manipulator subsystem, were identified
and formalised.

The main functions of the milking robot's
controller were defined as: fetch the teatcup
from aretainer module; move theteatcup from
the retainer module and attach it to the
appropriate teat;and release the teatcup once
the teat had been sucked in. (After this last
step,theprocessmust berepeated untilallfour
teatcups have been attached. Once the last
teatcup had been attached, the robot arm
returnsto its base position.If,for some reason,
all four teatcups cannot be attached correctly
within a specified time, those teatcups already
attached shall be allowed to drop off, and the
cow must exitthe stall. Another attempt to milk
her can then be made when she returns to the
stall later. Should the problem be recurrent, an
alarm must be raised.)

b.

Numerous experimental measurements
were made in order to determine the
typical dimensions of a milking robot's
operating environment;andto quantifythe
performance requirements.

c.

A complete robotic manipulator was
designed - involving the analysis and
trade-off of numerous concepts for the
different segments of the manipulator. A
number of computer programs were also
written for general purpose design and
simulation of the manipulator.

d.

Control laws for "pick and place robots"
wereanalyzedand sorted into sixclasses.
This represents an extension of similar
classifications found inthe literature.

e.

Measurements were done in order to
determine the dynamics of cow
movements inthestall.Basedonthisdata,
typicaldynamicresponsesofthedesigned
manipulator were simulated, from which
the importance of mechanisms for
restricting the movements of cows in the
stall, was confirmed.

Six control conceptsfor the milking robot were
investigated, namely positional control; path
tracking; positional control withon-line obstacle
avoidance travelling; path tracking with on-line
obstacleavoidance travelling;positional control
with off-line obstacle avoidance path planning;
and path tracking with off-line obstacle
avoidance pathplanning. Alterconsiderationof
the requirements, and of the milking robot's
environment, itwasdecidedto usea positional
controller, making use of on-line obstacle
avoidance travelling.
Finally, the three arm segments' dynamic
responsesto different inputfunctions (e.g.step
inputs, sinusoidal inputs, or sinusoidal inputs
superimposed on step inputs) were simulated
by means of a computer program. The
simulation program can also be used for
designing suitable compensators for the
manipulator, once it hadbeenconstructed,and
once all the parameters in the system's
equations of motion had beendetermined.The
simulation was used to evaluate the effects of
lateral movements ofthe cow, onthe controller
and the robot arm. Fromthis it was concluded
that the cow must stand as still as possible for
the robotto beeffective. Mechanismsto restrict
the movements of cows in the stall will thus
definitely have to be implemented.
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5.3 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER
WORK
Since the research process does not only
generate answers, but also new questions, a
brief discussion regarding some questions
which had arisen during the systematic
investigation ofamilkingrobot's subsystems,is
presented inthissection.Theseaspects require
further work in order to realize the
implementation of a machine vision based
robotic milker.
5.3.1 MACHINE PERCEPTION
Although both the defined subsystems of a
machine vision based milking robot have
aspects requiring further research, it is
concludedfromtheresultspresentedthatthere
aremorequestionsunansweredforthemachine
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perception subsystem,thanforthe manipulator
subsystem.The most important issuesare:
a.

b.

c.

Two-dimensional scene description. In
Chapter 3 it was concluded that
two-dimensionalscenedescriptionwasnot
feasible for the milking robot. The main
reason for this was the difficulty
experienced bythe machinevisionsystem
to distinguish between a cow's teats and
her udder, when viewing the udder and
teatsfrom below. Because ofthe potential
advantages of this concept (cheaper
equipment; andalesscomplex system), it
should be researched further infuture.
Accuracy of three-dimensional scene
description.InChapter3itwasshownthat
thevalues of scene depth calculated from
two stereo images, are very sensitive for
measurementerrorsalongbothaxesinthe
two images. The placement of the two
cameras relative to each other also
influence the accuracy of the threedimensional scene description process.
Methods to increase the measurement
accuracy of the image coordinates of
objects;andmethodstodetermineoptimal
camera positions will thus have to be
addressedinfutureresearch.InTable3.11
it was shown that acceptably small
calculationerrorswereattainablebytaking
the average of 100 calculations in cases
where the image coordinates were
corrupted with random measurement
errors.The useof suchstatistical methods
for the milking robot's perception system
(i.e. repeating the measurements and
calculations oftheteat positionsa number
of times, and taking the averages) should
be further investigated. (Of course such
methods would require evenfaster image
processing equipment in order to satisfy
the real-time localisation requirement.)

literaturereferences.) Becauseoftheneed
for faster image processingthanthat used
for this research project, it can be
concluded that the application of parallel
image processing is one of the areas
requiringthe most research effort in order
to realize a real-time machine vision
systemfor a milking robot.
d.

Automatic thresholding for edoe
enhancement. In order to reduce image
data (without reducing imageinformation),
edge enhancement is often performed
(refer to Appendix B). For this process a
threshold is required, according to which
a pixel is classified as belonging to an
edgeornot.Althoughsomealgorithmsfor
automatic determination of the threshold
arediscussed intheliterature(e.g. McKEE
&AGGARWAL(1975);SID-AHMED(1987);
and WONG & SAHOO (1989)), the best
results still seem to be reached by
determining the threshold manually
through trial and error. This Is of course
unacceptable for an automated system
such as a milking robot; and further
research inthis area isthus essential.

e.

Refiningtheparabolic Houghtransform. In
Section 3.4.4 itwas shown experimentally
thatgood resultsareobtainedbyusingthe
parabolic Houghtransformtofind a cow's
teats in an edge enhanced image of her
udder and teats. However, with the
implementation of this technique in PCMATLAB programs (HOUART.M and
HOUART1.M - refer to Appendix E), only
one parabola couid be detected at a time
in a given image. This is not an inherent
limitation of the Hough transform though,
since one of its features is the ability to
detect multiple curves inthesameImage;
but it is a restriction of the computer
software and hardware used. In order to
overcome this problem, the data
management for the parabolic Hough
transforms will have to be improved. This
depends on the availability of more
computer memory; and on a suitable
threshold being used inorder to classify a
detected parabola as a cow's teat or not.
The first problem merely depends on the
eventual computer architecture; while the
second problem can be solved by further
research along the lines of that reported
by WHITTAKER et al (1987), regarding
automated thresholding for the Hough
transform.

Faster image processing.An experimental
machine vision subsystem for a milking
robot was implemented by means of two
televisioncamerasasthemainsensors;an
image grabber card in a personal
computer; and some image processing
software. This set-up operates on single
image frames; and it is not nearly fast
enough for real-time image processing
though. Theanswerto this problem lies in
theuseof parallelprocessors-e.g.neural
networks or transputers - for image
processing. (See Appendix G for relevant
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f.

Artificial intelligence. The machine vision
processasdescribed inthisdissertation,is
a sequential (or hierarchical) process;and
it is mainly based on locating pre-defined
features inimages.Withthe emergenceof
artificial intelligence (see Appendix G for
relevantliteraturereferences)theemphasis
in machine perception is shifting towards
a more interactive approach, making use
of continuous feedback and feed-forward
between the different elements of the
machine perception system, in order to
adapt theirfunctioning as new information
about the scene becomes available. This
enables a transition from a rigidly
programmed approach, to an adaptable
approach in which the image is
"understood", and in which logical
deductions are continuously used in the
processing of the image. The use of
artificialintelligenceforthe implementation
of machine perception holds many
potentialadvantages,andcanenhancethe
abilitiesof sensor-based robots. Therefore
further research inthis area isessential.

5.3.2 MECHANICAL MANIPULATION
In any feedback control system it is important
that the controlled variable can be accurately
measured, andfed backtothecontroller. Fora
milkingrobot,thecontrolledvariableisthehand
position - which is measured indirectly by
means of sensors such as positional encoders
on eacharmsegment's actuator, or onthearm
segment Itself. The robot accuracy will be
influencednegativelybydifferencesbetweenthe
measured value and the real value of the hand
position. Suchdifferences canbedueto effects
such as bending of the arm segments or
backlash.
Depending on the measurement accuracy
attainable, machine vision based position
measurements of a robot arm's endpoint could
possibly overcome the above problem. Such a
solution could also allow for a less rigid arm
construction.Althoughfunctionally possible-as
indicated bytheresultspresentedinChapter3such measurements will further increase the
computational complexity ofthe machinevision
system. Locating the robot hand will however
be easier than locating the four teats, since a
well defined point -such asa small light onthe
robot hand -could betracked.Sincetheabove
approach has obvious pros and cons, it is
suggested that its implications should be
investigated further. (Refer to the "mixing" of
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teatcuppositionmeasurementsshowninFigure
2.1.)
5.3.3 GENERAL ASPECTS
A cow's interaction with machines such as a
feeding station, a milking machine, and a
milking robot might increase her stress level.
From the available literature it seems that this
aspect has not yet received much research
attention. Research in the field of animalmachineinterfacing -possiblyalongthelinesof
existing man-machine interface studies -will be
useful from an animal health point of view, as
well as from an economic point of view. It is
therefore suggested that this aspect should be
addressed infuture research.

5.4 OVERALL CONCLUSIONS
A number of practical problems still exist with
the implementation of three-dimensional scene
description, the parabolic Hough transform for
localisation of a cow's teats in edge enhanced
images, and with the use of two-dimensional
camera models for stereo correlation. These
techniqueshavehoweverbeendemonstratedto
possessallthebasiccharacteristics requiredby
themachineperceptionsubsystemforamilking
robot. Since the problem areas are not of a
fundamental nature, the overall conclusion
reached from the research on machine
perception for a milking robot, is that threedimensional scene description - based on the
data derived from a stereo pair of television
cameras-isfeasiblefor implementation as part
a milking robot.
Fromthe research on mechanical manipulation
for a milking robot, a suitable combination of
manipulator concepts could be defined, which
will be able to attach a milking machine's
teatcups to a cow's teats - provided that the
teat positions are known and that the cow
stands reasonably still.
Althoughtherearestillsomepractical problems
to be solved, the overall conclusion from the
researchresults presented inthisdissertation is
that milkingrobots-implemented bycombining
machine perception
and
mechanical
manipulation -aretechnicallyfeasible.Itwillstill
be some time before such milking robots
become a common reality, but it should be
remembered that most successful systems are
drivenbytechnologyandopportunities,andare
not acquired only in reactionto existing needs.
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APPENDIXA
CONFIGURATION OFAN EXPERIMENTAL
MACHINE PERCEPTION SUBSYSTEM

A.1 INTRODUCTION
In this appendix the configuration of an
experimental set-up, for the investigation of
machine perception concepts for a milking
robot, is briefly discussed. Since a television
camera was chosen in Chapter 3 as a suitable
main sensor for the machine perception
subsystem ofthe milking robot, thefocus Ison
machine vision.

A.2 E X P E R I M E N T A L
VISION HARDWARE

MACHINE

FigureA.1showsaschematic representationof
an experimental set-up for imageformation;for
data transfer to the image processor; and for
image processing. The hardware of the
experimental system consists of thefollowing:
a.

Two National WVP100N colour television
cameras.

b.

Two National NV-100
recorders (VCRs).

video cassette

One TMC 210 mm monochrome video
display unit.
One IBM PC/AT compatible personal
computer (80286 micro processor, and
80287 numerical co-processor); with both
colour and monochrome video display
units, 640 kilobyte RAM, a 20 megabyte
hard disk, and a 360 kilobyte floppy disk
drive. (All operating under DOS control.)
One Oculus 200 frame grabber card slotted into the computer. (Supplied by
Coreco Computer Vision Products and
Support, 555 St.Thomas, Longueuil,
Quebec, Canada J4H 3A7.)

(Notethatthechoiceofhardwareelementswas
largely influenced by the availability of
equipment - which was either borrowed, or
bought at reasonable prices.)
The frame grabber card has an input- and an
output connector on its back plate. A coaxial
cable is used to connect the "video out"
connector on the VCR,to "input" on the frame
grabber card.TheTVcamera must be plugged
into the VCR, and the VCR connected to the
frame grabber, for the TV camera to
communicatewiththeframegrabber card.The
frame grabber card can also be used to write
an image to the video monitor, which is done
via a coaxial cable from the card's "output", to
"video in"on the monitor.
Although two cameras (and VCRs) are used in
theset-upshowninFigureA.1, onlyonecanbe
connected to theframe grabber card atatime.
For stereo vision experiments, two images are
recorded by means of the cameras and the
VCRs, and are then processed one after the
otherbythesameimage processor. Fora more
advanceddevelopmentmodel,eachcamerawill
be connected to its own dedicated image
processor, and the results from the two
processors will be used by a third processor forcalculationofthethree-dimensional positions
of theteats.

A.3 E X P E R I M E N T A L IMAGE
PROCESSING SOFTWARE
The Oculus 200 frame grabber card was
obtained with a number of Turbo Pascal 3
image processing routines. Some of these
routines were adapted and extended in Turbo
Pascal4,in order to suit specific requirements.
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FIGURE A.1: Schematic representation of an experimental machine vision system for
the milking robot
A.3.1 TRANSFERRING AN IMAGE TO THE
DATA STORAGE UNIT
The procedure for transferring an image from
the television camera (or from the video
cassetterecorder)tothedatastorageunitisthe
following:
a.

b.

c.
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Display the desired image on the video
monitor - with the television camera in
record mode (or with the video cassette
recorder in play mode).
RuntheTurbo Pascal program GRAB.PAS
(refer to Appendix E), and press "G"
followed by "ENTER" to grab the desired
image. (The image will be frozen on the
video monitor, and the camera (or the
VCR) must be stopped now.)
Run the Turbo Pascal program
VIDEOREA.PAS (Appendix E),to read the

Imagefromthevideo monitor, andtowrite
it to the data storage unit.
The program VIDEOREA.PAS will ask for a
filename, and it will store the image on hard
disk, in sixteen blocks - with filenames
filename^.vdi,filename2.vd\ ,///enamel6.vdi.
Eachfilewill contain a block of 8 bit grey scale
pixels,32 rows by 512 columns. Thefileformat
is shown in FigureA.2.
A.3.2 TRANSFERRING
THE DATA STORAGE
PROCESSING

AN IMAGE FROM
UNIT FOR IMAGE

TheTurbo Pascal program IMPROC.PAS (refer
to Appendix Efor a summary of the program)
contains a module (Procedure Display) for
displaying a *.vdi file on the computer screen;
aswell as other modules to perform a number
of image processing operations -as discussed
in Section 3.4 - onthe image.
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data block
number

1

2

n (3,4

16

15)

(first column;first row)

(last column;first row)

(first column;last row)

Oast column;last row)

(0;o)

(511;0)

(0;31)

(511;31)

(0;32)

(511,32)

(0;63)

(511;63)

(0;[n-1]*32)

(511;[n-1]*32)

(0;[n*32]-1)

(511;[n*32]-1)

(0;480)

(511;480)

(0;511)

(511;511)

FIGURE A.2: File format for grey scale image files

A.4 C O M M E N T S ON MORE
ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT
MODELS
It must be strongly emphasised that the set-up
showninFigureA.1isanexperimentalsystem,
suitable for the exploration of concepts. This
set-up however contains equipment which will
be redundant in a production model of a
machine vision-based milking robot; and in
other areas it requires extensions of the
hardware and the software.

Colour cameras are used, but the image
processing only makes use of grey-scale
images. Although the equipment is thus more
sophisticated than what is needed, it was
available at a reasonable price; and since it is
completely suitable for the purpose, it was
bought. For a production model milking robot,
smaller and less sophisticated cameras will
however be used.Eachcamerawillalso havea
dedicated image processor (hardware and
software);while athird image processor will be
used for combining the results from the two
cameras and their image processors.
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APPENDIX B
DATAREDUCTIONAND EDGE
ENHANCEMENT IN IMAGES
FORTHE MILKING ROBOT

B.1 INTRODUCTION
ATTNEAVE(1954)foundinexperimentswiththe
human visual system, that objects could often
beadequately recognised from a rough outline
sketch. Fromthis finding it was concluded that
the most information about an image is
contained inandaroundtheedgesofobjectsin
the image. Object edges in an image can be
detected by analyzing the changes in light
intensity in the image. If only the data
representing the edge points are kept, and the
restofthedatadiscarded,marked reductionsin
image data is possible, while the Information
content changes very little.
GOUWS (1988a) conducted aliterature survey,
and analyzed seventeen publications on edge
enhancement techniques and algorithms
(CHANDA et al (1985); DELP & CHU (1985);
DRESCHLER & NAGEL (1983); GEUEN (1983);
GU & HUANG (1985); JACOBUS & CHIEN
(1981); KUNT et al (1985); LIEDTKE (1983);
LUNSCHER &BEDDOES (1986);MERO(1981);
MITICHE & AGGARWAL (1983); RAMER
(1975a,b); SHIPMAN et al (1984); SHIRAI &
TSUJI (1972); TORRE & POGGIO (1986);
VERBEEK et al (1987)). Manyof the algorithms
discussed inthese publications are claimed to
be "optimal" or "the best" - e.g. GEUEN (1983,
p.492); LUNSCHER &BEDDOES (1986,p.311).
Such claims are however very subjective, and
the applicability of an algorithm to a specific
scene, depends on a large number of factors.
Fromtheliteraturesurvey,itwasconcludedthat
edge enhancement operators can broadly be
classified as local operators and regional
operators (in the spatial- or image domain);
and as frequency domain filters.
Localoperators scantheimage,andoperateon
a small area at each scan position. The main
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disadvantage of a local operator is that
enhanced edgepixelsare"loosestanding"-i.e.
there is no direct relationship between the
results obtained at two consecutive scan
positions.These operators are relatively simple
- which has a positive effect on computational
speed.Beinglocalized,theseoperatorsarealso
well suited for parallel processing.
Local operators typically determine spatial
gradients in images. Spatial gradients (or
intensity changes) in images can be detected
similarto the detection of changes in algebraic
functions - i.e. by differentiation. (Early
examples ofthis technique can befound inthe
work of DINEEN (1955), KANAL & RANDALL
(1964), and ROBERTS (1965); while later
discussions are presented by BALLARD &
BROWN(1982,pp.76-79);DUDA&HART(1973,
pp.267-272); and NEVATIA (1982, pp.24-28).)
Regional operatorsactonrelativelylargeimage
regions (as opposed to local operators acting
on only one pixel plus its few neighbours).
Regional operators typically compare image
segments with pre-defined data; or use large
areas in an image in order to compute the
associated edge image. Regional operators are
generallymorecomplexto implementthanlocal
operators.
The third class of operator, is the frequency
domain filter. In order to apply a filter to an
image,theimagemustfirstbetransformed from
the spatial domain to the frequency domain.
(Similar to the algebraic Fourier transform.)
Inthe first part of this appendix, different edge
enhancement operatorsarediscussed-somein
more detail than others.This appendix isby no
meansintendedto beacomplete discussion of
edge enhancement techniques or of all the
available algorithms; but rather to make visible
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A.4 C O M M E N T S ON MORE
ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT
MODELS
It must be strongly emphasised that the set-up
showninFigureA.1isanexperimentalsystem,
suitable for the exploration of concepts. This
set-up however contains equipment which will
be redundant in a production model of a
machine vision-based milking robot; and in
other areas it requires extensions of the
hardware and the software.

Colour cameras are used, but the image
processing only makes use of grey-scale
images. Although the equipment is thus more
sophisticated than what is needed, it was
available at a reasonable price; and since it is
completely suitable for the purpose, it was
bought. Fora production model milking robot,
smaller and less sophisticated cameras will
however be used.Eachcamerawillalso havea
dedicated image processor (hardware and
software);whileathird image processor will be
used for combining the results from the two
cameras and their image processors.
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APPENDIX B
DATAREDUCTIONAND EDGE
ENHANCEMENT IN IMAGES
FORTHE MILKING ROBOT

B.1 INTRODUCTION
ATTNEAVE(1954)foundinexperimentswiththe
human visual system, that objects could often
beadequately recognised from a rough outline
sketch. Fromthis finding it was concluded that
the most information about an image is
contained inandaroundtheedgesof objectsin
the image. Object edges in an image can be
detected by analyzing the changes in light
intensity in the image. If only the data
representing the edge points are kept, and the
restofthedatadiscarded,markedreductions in
image data is possible, while the information
content changes very little.
GOUWS (1988a) conducted aliterature survey,
and analyzed seventeen publications on edge
enhancement techniques and algorithms
(CHANDA et al (1985); DELP & CHU (1985);
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GU & HUANG (1985); JACOBUS & CHIEN
(1981); KUNT et al (1985); LIEDTKE (1983);
LUNSCHER &BEDDOES (1986);MER6(1981);
MITICHE & AGGARWAL (1983); RAMER
(1975a,b); SHIPMAN et al (1984); SHIRAI &
TSUJI (1972); TORRE & POGGIO (1986);
VERBEEK et al (1987)). Many of the algorithms
discussed in these publications are claimed to
be "optimal" or "the best" - e.g. GEUEN (1983,
p.492); LUNSCHER &BEDDOES (1986,p.311).
Such claims are however very subjective, and
the applicability of an algorithm to a specific
scene, depends on a large number of factors.
Fromtheliteraturesurvey,itwasconcludedthat
edge enhancement operators can broadly be
classified as local operators and regional
operators (in the spatial- or image domain);
and as frequency domainfilters.
Localoperators scantheimage,andoperateon
a small area at each scan position. The main
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disadvantage of a local operator is that
enhanced edgepixelsare"loosestanding"-i.e.
there is no direct relationship between the
results obtained at two consecutive scan
positions.These operators are relatively simple
- which has a positive effect on computational
speed.Beinglocalized,theseoperatorsarealso
well suited for parallel processing.
Local operators typically determine spatial
gradients in images. Spatial gradients (or
intensity changes) in images can be detected
similar to the detection of changes in algebraic
functions - i.e. by differentiation. (Early
examples ofthistechnique can befound inthe
work of DINEEN (1955), KANAL & RANDALL
(1964), and ROBERTS (1965); while later
discussions are presented by BALLARD &
BROWN(1982,pp.76-79);DUDA&HART(1973,
pp.267-272); and NEVATIA (1982, pp.24-28).)
Regional operatorsact onrelativelylargeimage
regions (as opposed to local operators acting
on only one pixel plus its few neighbours).
Regional operators typically compare image
segments with pre-defined data; or use large
areas in an image in order to compute the
associated edge image. Regionaloperators are
generallymorecomplextoimplementthanlocal
operators.
The third class of operator, is the frequency
domain filter. In order to apply a filter to an
image,theimagemustfirstbetransformedfrom
the spatial domain to the frequency domain.
(Similar to the algebraic Fourier transform.)
Inthe first part of this appendix, different edge
enhancement operatorsarediscussed-somein
more detail thanothers.This appendix isby no
meansintendedto beacomplete discussion of
edge enhancement techniques or of all the
available algorithms; but rather to make visible
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the most important principles, andto point out
the trends in this field. For more detailed
discussions, the reader is referred to the
literature references cited - especially
CHRISTIANSEN (1990) and NEVATIA (1982),
who providegoodoverviewsoftheprinciplesof
different operators. (Also refer to the literature
references listed in Appendix G under Edge
Enhancement.)

ENHANCEMENT

B.2 E D G E
OPERATORS

(B.la)

m(i.j) = | a | + | b |

(The "n"inequations (B.3) and (B.4) is a small
integer - typically n=1.) Different variations of
(B.3) and (B.4) are used,suchas:
a = f(i+n,j+n)-f(i,j)
b = f(i,]+n)-f(i+n,j)

When (B.5) and (B.6) are used, (B.2) changes
to:
e(i,j) = arctan(b/a) + 45"

EDGE

B.2.1 ROBERTS
OPERATOR

ENHANCEMENT

The Roberts edge enhancement operator is a
local operator, and makes use of gradient
determination. The magnitude m(i,j) of the
intensity gradient, and the possible direction
e(i,j) of an edge, in a digitized image - with
picture elements ("pixels")as inFigure B.1 -are
determined as follows:

f(i-1,i-1)

fOJ-1)

f(i+i,H)

f(M.i)

f(ij)

f(i+1.j)

f(i-1,i+1)

f(i,i+D

f(i+1,j+1)

(B.5)
(B.6)

(B.2a)

Once the gradient magnitude has been
determined, it is compared with a threshold
value inorderto determinewhetherthe specific
image point can be classified as an edge point
or not. Itisaproblemhowevertodeterminethe
threshold value. Although some algorithms for
automatic determination of the threshold are
discussed in the literature (e.g. McKEE &
AGGARWAL (1975); SID-AHMED (1987) and
WONG & SAHOO (1989)), this aspect still
requires a lot of research.The best results still
seem to be reached by determining the
threshold manuallythrough trial and error.
B.2.2 SOBEL- AND PREWITT
ENHANCEMENT OPERATORS

EDGE

The Sobel- and the Prewitt edge enhancement
operators (both local operators) determine the
magnitude ofthe intensity gradient by equation
(B.7), and the direction of the edge by (B.8):
FIGURE B.1:Digitized image with pixel ffl.|)
and its eight neighbours
m(i,j) = [a2 + b 2 ] 1 ' 2
e(i,j) = arctan(b/a) +

90°

(B.1)
(B.2)

2

2

m(i,i)= • [s» + s y r
e(M)= arctan(Sx/Sy)

(B.7)
(B.8)

with:S„ = W+1J-1) + C.f(i+1,j) + f(i+1j+1)]
- P0-1J-1) + C.f(i-1,|) + f(i-1,j+1)]

with:a = f(i+n,j)-f(i,j)
b = f(i,j+n)-f(i,j)

(B.3)
(B.4)

i,j: image coordinates (measured in [pixels]
fromtheimagereferencepoint;typicallyin
the range 0to 511, or 1to 512)

,.(B.9a)
S y = [f(M,i+D + C.f(i.j+1) +f(i+1,j+1)]
- P0-1J-1) + C.f(i,j-1) + f(i+1,|-1)]
.(B.9b)

grey-scale value of the pixel with
image coordinates (!,])

For the Sobel edge enhancement operator,
C=2 in(B.9),whileC=1forthePrewittoperator
-refertoNEVATIA(1982,p.102).Againabsolute
values -as in (B.1a) -are often used in (B.7).

In order to save computational time, the
squares and the square root in (B.1) are often
avoided by making use of absolutevalues:

Theseoperatorsalso requirethreshold valuesasdiscussed inSection B.2.1 above.

f(i,j):
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B.2.3 THELAPLACEEDGE ENHANCEMENT
OPERATOR

in the spatial or image domain, of which the
output will satisfy the following conditions:

TheLaplaceedgeenhancementoperatorisalso
a local operator, and It makes use of a second
order differentiation in order to determine the
gradient m(i,j) of an imagefunction f(l,j). It can
however notdeterminethedirectionofanedge;
and image noise is enhanced because of the
double differentiation. One version of the
discrete Laplacian, for determining the
magnitude of the intensity gradient, is
(BALLARD & BROWN (1982)):

a. High signal-to-noise-ratio (S/N) - i.e. very
fewfalse indications of edge points.

L(i,j)=f(i,j)-0,25[f(i,]+1) + f(i,i-1)
+ f(i+1,j) + f(i-1,j)]

(B.10)

This operator also requires a threshold value asdiscussed in Section B.2.1above.
B.2.4 TEMPLATE MATCHING
This regional operator technique is based on
the definition of a number of standard profiles
(templates) of intensity changes, to be
compared with an image in which edges have
to be enhanced - referto BALLARD & BROWN
(1982, p.79). Examples of typical binary
templates are shown in Figure B.2. (The
templates can of course also be much larger,
and with different profiles.) The template in
Figure B.2a can be used for enhancement of
vertical edges,whilethat inFigureB.2b isused
for horizontal edges. (These templates are
sometimes called Kirsch-profiles - BALLARD &
BROWN (1982,p.79).)
0
0
0
0

01
01
01
01
(a)

0
0
1
1

000
000
1 1 1
1 1 1
(b)

FIGURE B.2: Examples of templates for edge
enhancement
This method can also be used to find a
pre-defined object in an image. For such an
application, a template is scannedthrough the
image,andacorrelationfactorisdeterminedfor
each template position. It is evident that the
template must match the object which is
searchedinform,size,orientation,andintensity.
B.2.5 CANNY OPERATOR
The local operator of CANNY (1980) involves
mathematicallyobtainingaconvolutionoperator
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b. Thin edges - i.e. only one pixel must be
marked for each edge.
Part of this operator involves the use of spatial
differentiation - such as one of the operators
described inSections B.2.1 to B.2.3 above.
(Besides the abovementioned literature
reference,CHRISTIANSEN (1990)alsopresents
anextensivediscussionofthe Cannyoperator.)
B.2.6 GEUENAND LIEDTKE OPERATOR
The Geuen and Liedtke operator is based on
the principles of human contour perception refer to GEUEN (1982) and LIEDTKE (1982).A
bandpassfilter,resemblingthespatialfrequency
response (or Modulation Transfer Function) of
the human eye - refer to SHAPLEY &
TOLHURST (1973) - is realized by combining
the outputs of different lowpass filters. These
lowpass filters are realized by calculating the
mean values of pixels within different sized
rectangular windows inan image. (Each filter's
window is scanned through the image, line by
line.)
According to GEUEN (1983), the main
disadvantages of this operator are that it
produces wide edge contours, aswell as gaps
inthe edges.
B.2.7 MARR AND HILDRETH OPERATOR
TheMarrandHildrethoperator isalsobased on
properties of the human visual system, and is
described by HILDRETH (1982), MARR (1982),
MARR & HILDRETH (1980), and MARR &
POGGIO(1979).Theoperatorfirstmakesuseof
a lowpass filter action in the spatial frequency
domain, inorderto bluredgestructuressmaller
than a pre-defined threshold, and then it uses
the Laplacian operator (refer to Section B.2.3
above) in order to determine edges.
B.2.8 HUECKEL OPERATOR
Asimplified model ofanidealedge-asdefined
by HUECKEL (1971, 1973) -is shown in Figure
B.3. An edgeatan angle e and distancer from
the centre separates two regions of brightness
b and b + h. The aim of Hueckel's operator is
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to determine the parameters r, 8, b, and h of
thestepfunctionthat matchesbestwithagiven
image region. This is done by scanning the
edge model with different parameter values,
over the image.

-b+h

frequency domain.
b. Since high frequencies correspond to large
intensity differences in the image, a
high-pass filter is applied to the frequency
domain image.
c. Thefiltered image isthentransformed back
to the spatial domain, with only the edges
(or areas of large intensity changes) left.
According to NEL (1987, p.20) the two major
problems associated withthis technique are:
a. The method is very computer intensive evenfor relatively small images.
b. The technique renders different results for
images appearing to be similar.

FIGURE B.3: Edge template asdefined bv
HUECKEL (1971. 1973)
HUECKEL (1971, 1973) was successful in
obtaining a partly analytical method to
determine the parameters r, 8, b, and h. (The
method first makes use of a low pass filter in
the spatial frequency domain.) The algebraic
details of this method are complex however.
B.2.9 O'GORMAN OPERATOR
Although scanning an image with the Hueckel
operator produces good results, it has the
disadvantageofbeingcomputationally complex
- making it slow. MER6 & VASSY (1975) and
O'GORMAN (1978) havetherefore modifiedthe
Hueckel operator in order to speed it up.
CHRISTIANSEN & NEL (1989) obtained even
better speed, by modification of the O'Gorman
operator. (Besides the abovementioned
literature references, CHRISTIANSEN (1990)
also presents extensive discussions of these
operators andthe modifications.)
B.2.10 FILTERING
DOMAIN

IN THE FREQUENCY

B.3 CHOICE OFA SUITABLE DATA
REDUCTION AND EDGEENHANCEMENT ALGORITHM FOR USE IN A
MILKING ROBOT
B.3.1 CRITERIA FORCHOOSINGTHEBEST
EDGE ENHANCEMENT ALGORITHM
Withthedifferent techniquesandalgorithmsfor
edgeenhancement inmind,the questionarises
astowhich one ofthesetechniqueswill bethe
best for application as part of a milking robot.
Unfortunately, the answer is not obvious, nor
easily obtainable - evenwhen using one of the
various methods described in the literature to
evaluate and compare different edge
enhancementalgorithms (e.g.ABDOU&PRATT
(1979);FRAM& DEUTSCH (1975); NEL(1987);
PELI & MALAH (1982); PRATT (1978); and
SHAW (1979)).
Instead of spending too much time during this
project onthe issue of choosingthe best edge
enhancementalgorithm,aseparateinvestigation
into this aspect was suggested by GOUWS
(1988a). This gave rise to the research as
reported by CHRISTIANSEN (1990) and
FREESE(1990).Thisdecisionwastakenfortwo
main reasons:

The basic principles of this technique - as
discussed by NEL (1987) -arethefollowing:

a. The topic covers a vast field of research which could easily take up all the time
available for the wider research on milking
robots.

a. A two-dimensional fast Fourier transform
(FFT) is applied to the image, in order to
transform it from the spatial domain to the

b. Edge enhancement can be implemented as
a software module of the milking robot's
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machine perception subsystem. Such a
software module can easily be upgraded,
should a more suitable algorithm become
available.
CHRISTIANSEN(1990)suggestedanevaluation
technique basedonacombinationofsubjective
and non-subjective evaluation criteria:
a. Subjective evaluation. A group of people is
askedtocomparetheedgeimagesobtained
withdifferent edgeenhancement algorithms,
withtheoriginalimage.Theedgeimagesare
then rated on a scale from 1(edge image a
very poor representation ofthe original) to5
(edge image a very good representation of
the original). The process is repeated with
several images.The meanand the standard
deviationfor eachoperator arethen usedas
the subjective rating of the specific edge
enhancement operator.
b. Non-subjective evaluation. Different edge
enhancement algorithms are evaluated in
terms of:
i. The quality of its output - e.g. continuity
and thinness of edges; ratio of edges
found to edges missed; and amount of
false edges indicated.
ii. Thecharacteristics ofthealgorithm -e.g.
speed; and memory usage.
B.3.2 CHOOSINGANEDGEENHANCEMENT
ALGORITHM FOR A MILKING ROBOT
After performing a qualitative choice reduction,
CHRISTIANSEN (1990) chosethefollowingfive
edge enhancement algorithms to be evaluated
by means of his evaluation technique:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Canny operator (Section B.2.5);
Geuenand Liedtkeoperator (Section B.2.6);
Marr and Hildreth operator (Section B.2.7);
Sobel operator (Section B.2.2); and
O'Gorman operator (Section B.2.9).

Each of the algorithms were applied to four
different images, after which they were
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evaluated by means of the abovementloned
subjective and non-subjective criteria. In this
evaluation, the Sobel operator fared the best.
(Figure B.4 contains edge images of a cow's
udder - as obtained with the abovementioned
five edge enhancement algorithms.)
FREESE (1990) compared the performance of
the distributed associative memory (DAM)
operator - implemented by means of neural
networktechniques (alsorefertoWECHSLER&
ZIMMERMAN (1988)), with that of the Sobel
operator. After thorough investigation, it was
concluded that the Sobel operator did not only
deliver better edge images than the DAM
operator, but it was also much faster.
ELSTER & GOODRUM (1991) have also
evaluated several edge enhancement
algorithms,as part ofanautomated egg sorter.
Their conclusion was: The use of a Sobel
convolutionoperatorenhancedtheimagebetter
than other methods investigated [...]."
From the results obtained in different
evaluations, it is clear that the Sobel operator
provides a very suitable solution to the edge
enhancement problem, for the milking robot.

B.4 CONCLUSION
In this appendix, a brief overview of edge
enhancement techniques was presented.
Becausethe topic isavast researchfield onits
own, itwas notaddressed intoo muchdetailas
part of this research project. Preliminary work
andsuggestions bytheauthordidhowever give
rise to other researchers investigating edge
enhancement - inter alia methods for choosing
the best operator for a specific task. From the
author's own experience, the Sobel operator
was qualitatively chosento be implemented as
part of the milking robot's machine perception
subsystem. This qualitative choice was
confirmed by the more extensive, and
scientifically based investigations of other
researchers.
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FIGURE B.4a: Edge image obtained with Cannv operator

FIGURE B.4b: Edge image obtained with Geuen and Liedtke operator
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FIGURE B.4c: Edge image obtained with Marr and Hlldreth operator
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APPENDIX C
THE HOUGH TRANSFORM

C.1 INTRODUCTION

equation (C.1):

HOUGH (1962) suggested a technique for
locating lines in a digital image (typically an
edgeenhancedimageasdescribedinAppendix
B),bymathematicallydetectingcollinear points.
The method involves the transformation from
one parameter s p a c e / p l a n e ( e . g .
two-dimensional image coordinates) into
another parameter space/plane (e.g. a plane
described by the parameters of a straight line).
(RefertoSIUAK (1968)forageneraldiscussion
of parameter space techniques and
transformations.)

R = x.cos9 + y.sine

(C1)

with:- (refer to Figure C.1)
R: shortest distance between the line and the
image plane'spoint of reference (measured
in [pixels] in adigitized image)
angle oflineRrelativeto oneoftheaxesof
the image coordinate system - [°] or [rad]
image coordinates of points onthe line
x,y:
(measured in [pixels] in a digitized
image, relative to the image plane's
point of reference)

The original method proposed by HOUGH
(1962)wasusedfordetectingparametriccurves
in images (e.g. y = mx + c). The Hough
transform differs from ordinary curve fitting in
thattheformer issuitablefordetecting multiple
- even overlapping - curves in one image. The
Houghtransformwas generalized by BALLARD
(1981) for detection of edges with arbitrary
shapes - i.e. non-analytic curves. The latter
however makes use of template matching
techniques,limitingitsapplicability. (Refertothe
discussion of template matching in Section
B.2.4.)
From a literature survey regarding the Hough
transform (refer to Appendix G), it was
concluded that the high level principles are
mostlydescribed,while neglectingthe practical
aspects of implementing the transform.
Furthermore, the applications are often limited
to straight lines. This appendix is included in
order to provide a theoretical background for
using the Hough transform for localising a
cow's four teats in an image (Section 3.4.4).

C.2 DETECTION
LINES

OF

STRAIGHT

The first example presented in this appendix
illustrates the finding of a straight line in an
image - as shown in Figure C.1.One form of
the equation for a straight line is shown in
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FIGURE C.1: Lineasrepresented bveg.(C.1)
In equation (C.1) there are four variables,
namely x, y, R, and 9. By varying 6 between
0° and360°, each image point (x,y) inan edge
enhanced image, can be transformed into a
curve in the R-6 plane. If N curves in the R-8
plane intersect, that is an indication that there
are N collinear points in the image. The R-e
valuesattheintersection representthedistance
Rofthe linefromthe image plane's origin,and
itsangle 9 -asdefined in FigureC.1.
If there are distinctive lines in an image (i.e.
definite collinear points), the Hough transform
will detect such collinear points, irrespective of
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the distances between the individual points on
the line. This feature makes the Hough
transforminsensitiveforgapsinedgeenhanced
lines in images; or for image noise in digitized
pictures.

point and the vertical line, intersects the
vertical line at image coordinates (8;0).
Therefore R, = 8.

Equation (C.1) is preferred, instead of
y = mx + c, for detection of straight lines by
meansofthe Houghtransform.For determining
m
= (y-°)/ x . parameter c has to be stepped
through a large range of values (theoretically
between -=° and +«>);while 9 of (C.1) islimited.

b. The shortest line between the reference
point and the inclined line, intersects the
line between the two pixels with image
coordinates (11;10) and (10;11). Apseuofo
pixel withcoordinates (10,5;10,5) isdefined
at the intersection, from which R2 isI , IO
calculated as R2 = (10,52 + 10,52)
14,85.

As an example, consider the pixel map of a
binary image with two distinctive lines in it,
shown in Figure C.2.

In terms of the definitions given above, and in
Figure C.1,the parameters of the two lines in
Figure C.2 are:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 16 19S0

000 0 0 0
000 000
000 000
000 000
000 000
000 000
000 000
000 000
000 000
000 000
000 000
000 0 0 0
000 000
0 0 0 001
000 010
0 0 0 100
001 0 0 0
010 0 0 0
100 000
000 000

100 000 0 0 0 0001
100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0010
100 000 0 0 0 0100
100 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
100 000 001 0 0 0 0
100 000 010 0 0 0 0
100 000 100 0 0 0 0
100 001 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
100 010 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
100 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
101 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
110 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
100 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
100 000 000 0 0 0 0
100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
100 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
100 0 0 0 0 0 0
0000
100 000 000
0000
100 0 0 0 0 0 0
0000

FIGURE C.2: Pixel map of a simple 20x20
binary image
The top left corner of this image is chosen as
the reference point; and 6 is measured anticlockwise, relative to the vertical axis (pointing
downwards), and towards the shortest lines
between the origin and the lines in the image
(asdefinedinFigureC.1).R,andR8aredefined
and calculated asfollows:
a. The shortest line betweenthe reference
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(R,;9,) = (8;90°)
(R2;6j) = (14,85:45°)

(C.2a)
(C2b)

In order to perform line detection by means of
the Houghtransform,thefollowing algorithm is
typically used:
forx = 1 tox,™
for y = 1 to y ^
iff(x,y) > 0 then
f o r e = Oto 180 step 59
R = x*cos(6) + y*sin(9)
R1 = round(R)
A(R1,9) = A(R1,9) + 1
next 9
endif
next y
next x
The statement 'If ffcy) > 0 then' ensures that
the algorithm only operates on pixels which
havegrey-scale values other thanzero (i.e.the
edge enhanced pixels inan image).A(R1,9) is
an accumulator array, keeping record of the
numberofoccurrencesofaspecificvalueofR1
(which is R, rounded to the nearest integer) for
each value of 9. To implement such an
accumulator array is not without a few minor
problems however. R is calculated from (C.1),
which does not necessarily result in positive
integer values (as is normally required for an
accumulator index).PositiverealvaluesofRare
therefore rounded to the nearest integer; while
negative values of Rare discarded, since they
represent possible lines not falling Inthe given
image plane.
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(a) Mesh diagram of a simulated 20x20 pixel image

p l a n view of edge d i r e c t i o n s ( i m a g e r o t a t e d by 90 d e g r e e s )
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(b) Planview of the edge directions
FIGURE C.3: Images for illustration ofthe linear Hough transform
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R = x.cos(theta) + y.sin(theta)

18C
Lheta [degrees]
FIGURE C.4: Hough transform curves ofthe edge enhanced image as In Figure C.3
Each bin in the accumulator array must be
capable of holding allthe values assignedto it.
For locating straight lines inan image of 512 x
512 pixels (typicalvideo image),withthe origin
at one of the image's corners, Rmax= 724.The
resulting size of the accumulator array is 724x
(180/56). Such a large accumulator array can
cause computer memory problems. In this
research, a trick that was found to work well
(depending on the nature of the image
analyzed) isto consider only each n-th pixel in
the image (typically everysecond orthird one),
thereby scalingdownthe required accumulator
size by 1/n. This trick works since the Hough
transform isnotsensitiveforgaps inthelinesto
bedetected.

Appendix C: TheHough Transform

Appendix E contains the summary of a simple
PC-MATLAB program SOBHOU.M which was
usedtoillustratetheaboveprinciplesbymaking
use of the binary image in Figure C.2, with
added image noise. The program is used to
execute the following steps:
a. Asimulated20x20 pixel image isgenerated
by adding a matrix of random numbers
(between0and0,1) toa matrixof numbers
asshown inFigure C.2.A meshdiagramof
the "noisy" image is shown in Figure C.3a.
b. The program then makes use of the Sobel
operator to enhance edges in the image
(referto Appendix B).Asimple planviewof
theedgedirectionsisshowninFigureC.3b.
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(Note that two lines are shown for each
edge. This is because theSobel operator
detects both the transition from the
background to theline, andthetransition
from thelinetothebackground.)

larger images, where the typical ratio of
rounding errortolinedistances will besmaller.

C.3 DETECTIONOF CIRCLES
Thedetectionofcirclesbymeansofthe Hough
transform is slightly more complex than
detecting straight lines. This is because in
generalacircle hasthree parameters;andthus
requiresathree-dimensionalaccumulatorarray.
The general equationforacircleis:

c. Next the Hough transform,asdescribedin
the simple algorithm above, is applied to
the edgeenhanced image-resulting inthe
set ofcurves shown inFigure C.4.
Fromthecurves inFigure C.4itisderived that
the edge enhanced image containsfour setsof
collinear points - characterised by the(R;e)
values ofthe four distinctive node points inthe
figure. Byinspection,thefollowing (R;6) values
arederived from the node points inFigure C.4:
(R a ;8j = (14,15 ; 45°)
(Rb;6b) = (15,55 ; 45°)
(Rc;ec) = (7; 90°)
(Rd;6d) = (9; 90°)

(x-xf + (V-y,f = r>
with:r:

(C.3a)
(C.3b)
(C.3c)
(C.3d)

Thevalues inequation (C.3) describethe edge
lines asrepresented in Figure C.3b. Whenthe
average values of (R a ;ej and (Rb;8b), and
(Rc;ec) and (Rd;ed) are calculated, they
correspondtotheparametersinequation(C.2).

x,.Yr
x,y:

(C.5)

radius of the circle (measured in
[pixels] inadigitized image)
translationofthecircle'scentre,relative
to the image plane's reference point
[pixels]
image coordinates of points on the
circle [pixels]

Athree-dimensional arrayisrequiredintheform
A(r,x,,y,)inordertoperform circledetectionby
means of the Hough transform. Although itis
possibletoformsuchanarray,notallcomputer
languages support such a structure - with
PC-MATLAB beingonethatdoesnotsupportit.
In ordertoovercome this problem,anarrayof
two-dimensional accumulators can be used.
However, such a system requires good
management ofthe data inthearrays.

Whenthe maxima intheaccumulator array(as
used in the program SOBHOU.M) are
determined, the exact values as in equation
(C.3) are not obtained, for the following
reasons:

Appendix E contains the summary of a
PC-MATLAB program HOUCIR.M written to
illustratethedetection of circles.Theprogram
executes the following steps:

a. The accumulator array makes use of
rounded values ofRasone ofitsindexes.
Therefore only integer values of Rcan be
derived fromtheaccumulator array.

a. Asimulated20x20pixelimageisgenerated,
based onvaluesof(r;x,;yr),specified bythe
user.The exampleinthe program usesthe
values:

b. Duetothe roundingofR values,false node
points can beindicated.
The (R;6) valuesderivedfrom the accumulator
array are:

(r ;x r ; yf) = (7;8 ; 10)

(R.;e.) = (14; 45°)

(C.4a)

(Rf;9f) = (16; 45°)

(C.4b)

(Rg;69) = (7; 90°)

(C.4c)

(Rh;9h) = (9; 90°)

(C.4d)

(C.6)

Nextthe Houghtransform isappliedtothe
image. Ranges of relevant values are
chosen foryr and x,. Foreach value ofyr,
the values of x,, x, and y, are stepped
throughtheirfullranges;andriscalculated
from (C.7):
r = ((x-x,)2 + (y-y,) 2 )" 2

(C.7)

Theabovementioned problem isless seriousin
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x : original circle;

: calculated circle
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FIGURE C.5: Circle (solid line) derived formthe Houahtransformapplied to the pixel image M
c. For a specific value of yr, the values of an
accumulator array A(r,x,) are incremented.
Once all xr, x, and y have been used, the
maximumvalueoftheA(r,xr)accumulator is
determined. The indexes of A at the
maximum, and the specific value of y,,
represent possible circles in the image, of
radiusr, anddisplacedfromtheoriginbyx,
and yr. These values are stored for later
use.
d. The latter step is repeated for all chosen
values of y r (The same accumulator array
is initialised and is re-usedfor everyyr.)
e. The last step isto determine the maximum
of all the maxima (as determined in steps
(c) and (d)); and the x,, y„ and r
corresponding to this maximum. These
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three parameters are the most likely
parameters of a circle in the image. By
means of the program HOUCIR.M - which
implements the above steps - the exact
parametersasin (C.6)werederived. Figure
C.5 shows the simulated edge pixels
(denoted by x), representing the input
image;whilethe solidlinecirclewas drawn
from the parameters derived from the
accumulator arrays. (From this example, it
is confirmed that the Hough transform is
not sensitive for gaps in the pixel image;
norisit influencedbythediscretenatureof
the image.)

C.4 DETECTION OF PARABOLAS
The detection of parabolas by means of the
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Hough transform is even more complex than
detecting circles, due to one more parameter
being added. A four-dimensional accumulator
array is therefore required - which is not a
simple matter. (In the Turbo Pascal 5.5
Handbook, SWAN (1989, p.106) says: "Be
careful when declaring multidimensional arrays
notto get carried away. Whileyou can have up
to 255 multiple dimensions in Turbo Pascal,
there are few cases where more than three do
much good." Furthermore, even if a multidimensionalarraymight beused,thereisalimit
on its overall size - due to computer memory
limitations.)

A simulated pixel image of a twisted and
displaced parabola is generated, based on
values of (a;9;xr;yr), specified by the user.
(Theimageis"contaminated''withastraight
line, in order to show that the Hough
transform is not hampered by other curves
inthe image.) The example inthe program
usesthefollowing parameter valuesfor the
parabola:
(a;e;x,;yr) = (0,2; 10°; 11;17)

Consider a parabola (inanaxessystemtermed
x, and y,) as represented by equation (C.8):
(C.8)

y,

Ifthe x,y,-axes are now rotated by an angle e,
and displaced by (x,;yr),relativetoafixed setof
xy-axes, then the (x;y) coordinates of this
rotatedanddisplacedparabolaisgivenby(C.9)
- GOLDSTEIN (1978, p.99).
x = x,.cos0 + yt.sine + x,
F
y = -x,.sine + y,.cose + yr
with:x,y:

x„y,:

x,.yr

9:

(C.9a)
(C.9b)

image coordinates of points on the
parabola(measuredin[pixels]w.r.t.the
fixed xy-axes)
image coordinates of points on the
parabola(measuredin[pixels]w.r.t.the
moving x,y,-axes)
translation of the x,y,-axes relative to
thefixed xy-axes
angle of rotation of the x,y,-axes
relative to thefixed xy-axes - [°]

In order to localise and describe a parabola
such as represented by (C.8) and (C.9), four
parameters are required, with a resulting
accumulator array A(a;9;x,;yr). Again, the
problem of a multi-dimensional accumulator
array can be overcome by making use of
multiple two-dimensional accumulators. For
detecting parabolas, such a system requires
even better management of the data in the
accumulators, than for detecting circles,
however.
Appendix E contains the summary of a
PC-MATLAB program HOUPAR.M written to
illustrate the detection of parabolas. The
program executes the following steps:
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(C.10)

b. Nextthe Houghtransform isapplied to the
image. Ranges of relevant values are
chosenfor e, a, and x r Thesethree values
are used as parameters in three layers of
for (...) = (...)„,„ to (...)„„ loops. Within
these three loops, yr is calculated for each
6, a,xr, x, and y, by making use of (C.11).
(Because of the rotation of the parabola,
two values of yr can result at each
calculation point - therefore the two
equations in (C.11).)
c. For a specific value of 6, and a specific
value of a, the values of an accumulator
array A(yr,x,) are incremented. Once all xr,
x, and y have been used, the maximum
valueoftheaccumulator isdetermined.The
indexes of A at the maximum, represent
possible yr and x, values; and are stored
withthe specific values of 8 anda,for later
use.
d. The latter step is repeated for all chosen
values of a; and the whole process isthen
repeated for all chosen values of 6. (The
sameaccumulator array isinitialised and is
used every time.)
e. The last step isto determine the maximum
of allthe maxima (asdetermined In (c) and
(d));fromwhichthe most likely parameters
of a parabola inthe image arederived.
With the program HOUPAR.M, the exact
parametersas in (C.10)werederived by means
of the above steps; while the presence of the
straight lineinthe image hadno influenceatall.
Figure C.6 shows the simulated edge pixels
(denotedbyxforthe parabola,and byoforthe
straight line), representing the input image;
whilethesolidlineparabolawasdrawnfromthe
parameters derived from the accumulator
arrays. (Again it can be seenfrom the example
that the Hough transform is not sensitive for
gaps in the pixel image; nor for the discrete
nature of the image.)
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'"

-cose+^cos 2 e-4(*,-x)(a.sine)

-cose-tYcos29-4(x,-x)(a.sine)

2a

2.a.sin9

'

a.cose

(C.11a)

-cose-^cos 2 e-4Qr,-x)(a.sine)

-cose-^cos 2 e-4(*,-x)(a.sine)
y

* "

V +

a.cose

2.a.sine

2a

(C.11b)

x : Dici-etized parabola;

: Calculated parabola
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C.5 CONCLUSIONS
The localisation of different types of parametric
curves by applying the Hough transform to
edge enhanced images, was illustrated in this
appendix by means of examples. The
insensitivity ofthe Houghtransform for gaps in
theedges,andfor discretisation noisewasalso
illustrated.
Detection of curves such as circles and
parabolas require multi-dimensional
accumulator arrays. This isa problem in some
computer languages, and it also requires
extensive computer memory. Although it was
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illustrated that some of these practical
difficulties can be overcome by means of well
planned data management - e.g. by using
multiple two-dimensional accumulator arrays there are still problem areas which require
further research.
The detection of parabolas - rotated and
displacedfromtheoriginofthe referenceaxesis of special importance in the milking robot
context, since the edge enhanced images of a
cow's teats resemble parabolas. This aspect is
addressed in more detail inChapter 3- making
use of the information presented in this
appendix.
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APPENDIX D
DICTIONARY OFTERMS

In this appendix, a number of terms which are used in the dissertation, are briefly explained. The
dictionary ofterms isincluded sincethedissertationcoversanumber oftopicswhich arenot commonly
related - such asagricultural automation; dairy automation; machine perception; robotics; and control
systems theory and application. The dictionary is by no means complete, but is merely an attempt to
explain some of the most important terms.
Some of the explanations are purely the author's own definitions, which might differ slightly from that
found in a dictionary or inthe literature.This is done in order to adapt to the specific context in which
the terms are used in the dissertation. (Underlined words inthe explanations are included somewhere
else inthe dictionary.)
EXPLANATION

TERM
Action volume

Volume inwhich a milkina robot must be ableto operate.

Actuators

Converters from various types of energy to mechanical energy (e.g.
electrical motors,or hydraulic cylinders).

Agronomy

Cultivation of soil byfarmers.

Agro-socio-economic

Social and economic factors relatedtothe agricultural sector of a specific
community.

Animal husbandry

The housing,feeding, breeding,and utilisation of farm animals.

ASAE

American Society of Agricultural Engineers; 2950 Niles Road, St.Joseph,
Michigan,U.S.A.

Automation

Theenhancement or replacement of muscle-,sensing-,and mental power,
by means of a machine. In the case of an automated process, very little
or no inputsand supervisionare requiredfrom anoperator (depending on
the level of automation). Sensors are used to observe the machine's
actions, while a computer is used to generate commands, and to make
control decisions. SULTAN & PRASOW (1964) define automation as '[...]
the use of machines to run machines". The term mechanisation is often
wrongly used as a synonym for automation.

Bit

Acronym for "binary digit". A bit is either a "0" or a "1"; and is used in
computers for the representation of numbers. (Refer to Dixels below.)

Control system

A device which regulates the flow of energy, matter, or other resources by makina use offeedback principles. It develops a manipulated variable,
based on a command signal. (Refer to ANSI (1963, 1966) for a complete
list of terminology for control systems.)

Edgel

Acronym for "edge pixel". Edgels are the pixels in an edge enhanced
image (referto Appendix B).
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TERM

EXPLANATION

Feedback control

The principle of comparing a system's actual output with the desired
output, and of controlling the system's output, based on the difference
between these two quantities. (The principle was first formulated by
BLACK (1934).)

IEEE

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc.; 345 East 47 Street,
NewYork, U.S.A.

IMAG

Instituut voor Mechanisatie, Arbeid en Gebouwen; Mansholtlaan 10-12,
Wageningen,The Netherlands

Image processor

Srjecial form of a sianal Drocessor. used for processina and condttionina
of computerized images.

Individual quarter
milking machine

A milkina machine for which the vacuum levels of the four teatcups can
be individually controlled. With such a machine, the four quarters of a
cow's udder can be milked individually, and the rate of milking can be
adapted to the characteristics of the individual teats.

Lactation

The period during which a cow produces milk (normally in the order of
300 days, after which she must first give birth to a calf again).

Limit cycle

Sustained oscillation in a servomechanism - even in the absence of an
input to the system. This phenomenon is caused by non-linearities (such
asaear backlash, electronic saturation,etc.) incontrol svstems. (Refer to
SHINNERS (1979, p.397), or to GOUWS (1985) for examples.)

Machine perception

Perception byacomputer, based on signalsfrom one or more sensors.A
machine perception system typically consists of one or more types of
sensors (suchastelevision cameras, ultrasonic sensors, infrared sensors,
radar,tactile sensors, etc.). and a sianal Drocessor.

Machine vision

Perception by a computer, based on visual sensory inputs - GEVARTER
(1984, p.87). A machine vision system typically consists of one or more
television cameras, and an imaae processor. (Machine vision is thus a
subset of machine DerceDtion.)

Mechanical
manipulator

Electronically or computer-controlled mechanical arm and/or hand, used
for manipulation of objects.

Mechanisation

The enhancement or replacement of muscle power by means of a
machine. A mechanised process requires an operator to generate
commands, to observe the machine's actions, and to make decisions in
order to controlthe machine's execution ofatask.Theterm automation is
oftenwrongly used as a synonym for mechanisation.

Milking machine

Machine used to extract milk from the udder of a cow. (For a complete
list of terminology for milking machines, refer to ASAE (1987b,
pp.119-121).)

Milking machine
cluster

GrouDof fourteatcuDS.

Milking robot

Machine used for automatically (i.e. without human aid) attaching the
teatcuDS of a milkina machine to the teats of a cow.
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TERM

EXPLANATION

Monte-Carlo
simulation

In contrast to the analytical solution of a problem with many variables
(e.g. determination of the sensitivity of a camera model to small
changes/errors in the data used to derive the model), the Monte-Carlo
method isa stochastic simulation of the problem, inwhich random values
(within pre-defined bounds) are assigned to the variables. The simulation
isrepeated alarge number oftimes,and conclusions arethendrawn from
the average and the standard deviation values.

Pattern recognition

The term is used in the context of machine DerceDtion.where it refers to
one of the steps involved in interpreting scenes and images.

Pixel

Acronymfor "pictureelement". Inorderthat animage can bedisplayed on
a video monitor, the image must be digitized. Such an image typically
consists of an array of 512 x 512 pixels, each represented by an 8 bjt
number (i.e.discretized in2 s = 256 grey levels).

Robot

The technoloav of electronically or comDuter-controlled mechanical
manipulator svstems or automatons which are able to Derform activities
and intellectual functions originally performed by man - NEUHEUSER
(1989).

SAE

Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc.; 400 Commonwealth Drive,
Warrendale, PA 15096-0001,U.S.A.

Servomecnanism

A combination of the words "servant" and "mechanism", which refers to
any system inwhichfeedback isused inorder to realizeacontrol system.
(Referto HAZEN (1934).)

Signal processor

Circuits and algorithms Implemented for conditioning and processing of
signals derived from sensors. (A digital signal processor Is implemented
by means of computer hardware and software, while an analog signal
processor makes use of analog electronic filters.)

Teatcup

Rubber lining within a metal shell, fitting over a cow's teat, in order to
extract milk from the teat. (Refer to CASTLE & WATKINS (1979,
pp.163-165),for a complete description of the milking process.)

Udder

Milk-gland of a cow, withfour teats (designated leftfront, right rear, etc.).
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APPENDIX E
SUMMARIES OF
COMPUTER PROGRAMS

E.1 PC-MATLAB PROGRAMS
139
E.1.1 CAL2D.M -DETERMINATION OFATWO-DIMENSIONAL CAMERA MODEL,
AND VERIFICATION OFTHE MODEL
139
E.1.2 CAL6.M - CALIBRATION OFTWO CAMERAS INA STEREO VISION SET-UP . 139
E.1.3 THREE-D.M - LOCALISATION OFATHREE-DIMENSIONAL POINT, FROM
ITS STEREO IMAGE COORDINATES,AND FROMTHE CAMERA
MODELS DERIVED BY MEANS OF CAL6.M
139
E.1.4 MONTE.M - SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OFTHREE-DIMENSIONAL SCENE
DESCRIPTION
140
E.1.5 SOBHOU.M - ILLUSTRATION OFTHE SOBEL EDGE ENHANCEMENT
OPERATOR ANDTHE HOUGHTRANSFORM
140
E.1.6 HOUCIR.M - LOCALISING A CIRCLE INAN IMAGE BY MEANS OFTHE
HOUGHTRANSFORM
140
E.1.7 HOUPAR.M - LOCALISING A PARABOLA IN AN IMAGE BY MEANS OFTHE
HOUGHTRANSFORM
140
E.1.8 HOUART.M - LOCALISING AN ARTIFICIAL COW'S TEATS BY MEANS OF
THE HOUGHTRANSFORM AND MANUALLY DETERMINED EDGE
COORDINATES
140
E.1.9 PLOTART.M - PLOTTING ANARTIFICIAL COW'S TEATSANDTHE
CORRESPONDING HOUGH PARABOLAS
141
E.1.10 HOUART1.M - LOCALISING ANARTIFICIAL COW'STEATS BY MEANS OF
THE HOUGH TRANSFORM AND SOBEL OPERATOR DETERMINED EDGE
COORDINATES
141
E.1.11 PLOTART1.M - PLOTTING AN ARTIFICIAL COW'STEATS (FROM SOBEL
OPERATOR) ANDTHE CORRESPONDING HOUGH PARABOLAS
141
E.1.12 STECOR.M - STEREO CORRELATION
141
E.1.13 ARMDES.M - STATIC DESIGNANDANALYSIS OFTHE ROBOTARM
142
E.1.14 ACTDES.M - DESIGN OFTHE ACTUATORS
142
E.1.15 ARMSIM.M - DYNAMIC DESIGNANDANALYSIS OFTHE ROBOTARM
142
E.2 TURBO PASCAL PROGRAMS
E.2.1 GRAB.PAS - GRABBING AN IMAGEFRAME
E.2.2 VIDEOREA.PAS -TRANSFERRING AN IMAGE FROMTHE VIDEO
MONITOR TO THE DATA STORAGE UNIT
E.2.3 IMPROC.PAS - IMAGE PROCESSING
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E.1 PC-MATLAB PROGRAMS

b.

- Three-dimensional world coordinates of
twelvepoints (x,y,z) -measuredin [mm]
relativeto aworld reference point.
- Two sets of two-dimensional image
coordinates (left- and right camera) for
eachof thetwelve points -measured in
[pixels].

E.1.1 CAL2D.M - DETERMINATION OF A
TWO-DIMENSIONALCAMERA MODEL,AND
VERIFICATION OF THE MODEL
a.

b.

c.

Puroose/DescriDtion:
- Determination of a two dimensional
camera model (camera calibration) for
points ina plane.
- Verification of the camera model.
Inputs:
- Two-dimensionalworldcoordinates(x,y)
of four calibration points in a plane measured in [mm], relative to a world
reference point.
- Image coordinates (U,V) of the four
calibrationpoints-measuredin[pixels],
relative to an image reference point.
- Two-dimensional world coordinates of
fiveverification points (x^y,) [mm].
- Imagecoordinates (Uk,V,} [pixels] ofthe
fiveverification points.
OutDUts:
- Two-dimensional camera model x = m,.U + c,; and y = m2.V + Cj.
- Graphsof measuredxversus measured
U; calculated x versus measured U;
measured y versus measured V; and
calculated y versus measured V.
- Values of x and y - calculated from the
camera modelandthemeasured image
coordinates of the verification points
(Uk,V„).
- Comparison of the latter with the
measured verification values (x^yj.
- Calculation of absolute error between
calculated (x,y) and verification values
(x^y*)-

c.

Puroose/DescriDtion:
- The program uses six sets of threedimensional world coordinates (x,y,z);
andtwo-dimensional imagecoordinates
derived by means of two cameras in a
stereo vision set-up - (U„V|) and (UpVr)
respectively - to determine the camera
models as described In Section
3.4.3.2.2.2 of the dissertation.
- Sixfurther sets of such points are used
as "verification points", to verify the
derived models.

AppendixE: Summaries ofComputerPrograms

Outputs:
Mathematical models of thetwo cameras.
(Twelvecameraparametersarederivedfor
eachcamera,representingtheelementsof
matrix C in (x,y,z,1)C = (Ut,Vt,t)T-referto
equations (3.6), (3.18) and (3.19) in the
dissertation.)

E.1.3 THREE-D.M - LOCALISATION OF A
THREE-DIMENSIONAL POINT, FROM ITS
STEREOIMAGECOORDINATES,ANDFROM
THECAMERAMODELSDERIVEDBYMEANS
OF CAL6.M
a.

Puroose/DescriDtion:
- ThisPC-MATLABprogrammakesuseof
stereovisiontechniquesandthecamera
model described by BALLARD &
BROWN (1982, p.485) to determine the
three-dimensional world coordinates of
a point, from two sets of image
coordinates.
- Verification of the calculated threedimensional world coordinates.

b.

Inputs:
- Camera models derived by means of
CAL6.M.
- Stereo image coordinates of a point.
- Choice of camera model verification
methods.
- Choice of routeto followfor calculation
of (x,y,z) from the two camera models,
and the stereo image coordinates.
(Refer to Section 3.4.3.2.2.3 of the
dissertation.)

c.

OutDUts:
- Three dimensional world coordinates
corresponding to the stereo image
coordinates of a point. (These world
coordinates are calculated inthe same
frame of reference as the world
coordinates usedfor camera calibration
in CAL6.M.)
- Results of the different verification
methods.
- Resultsofthedifferentcalculationroutes
for (x,y,z).

E.1.2 CAL6.M - CALIBRATION OF TWO
CAMERAS INA STEREOVISION SET-UP
a.

InDUtS:
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E.1.4 MONTE.M - SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
OF
T H R E E - D I M E N S I O N A L SCENE
DESCRIPTION

E.1.6 HOUCIR.M-LOCALISINGACIRCLEIN
AN IMAGE BY MEANS OF THE HOUGH
TRANSFORM

a.

Purpose/Description:
The program makes useof a Monte-Carlo
typeofsimulationinordertodeterminethe
sensitivity of the scene description
process, for random errors in the
measured stereo image coordinates; and
for randomerrors inthecalibrated camera
parameters.

a.

Purpose/Description:
- The first part of the program generates
a simulated image with a circle in it.
- The second part uses the Hough
transform to determine the radius and
the position of the circle.
- (Referto Section C.3.)

b.
b.

Incuts:
- Camera models derived by means of
CAL6.M.
- Stereo image coordinates of one or
more points.

InDuts:
Parameters of a circle,for generation of a
simulated image of 20x20 pixels.

c.

Outputs:
Calculated radius, x-offset, and y-offset of
the circle - relativeto the image reference
point.

c.

OutDuts:
- Errors in the calculated world
coordinates, due to random errors
(withinuser-defined bounds) introduced
into the image formation process (i.e.
the stereo image coordinates are
corrupted by noise).
- Errors in the calculated world
coordinates, due to random errors
(withinuser-definedbounds) introduced
into the two cameras' parameters (i.e.
the camera calibration process is
corrupted by noise).

E.1.5 SOBHOU.M - ILLUSTRATION OF THE
SOBEL EDGE ENHANCEMENT OPERATOR
AND THE HOUGH TRANSFORM
a.

Puroose/Description:
- The first part of the program generates
a simulated image with two crossing
lines in It, and then uses the Sobel
operator for enhancement of edges in
the image.
- The second part uses the Hough
transform to determine the gradients
and positions of the lines in the edge
enhanced image.
- (Refer to Section C.2.)

E.1.7
HOUPAR.M - LOCALISING A
PARABOLA IN AN IMAGE BY MEANS OF
THE HOUGH TRANSFORM
a.

Puroose/DescriDtion:
- The first part of the program generates
a simulated image with a rotated
parabola in it.
- The second part uses the Hough
transform to determine the parameters
of the parabola inthe simulated image.
- (Referto Section C.4.)

b.

Inputs:
Parametersofaparabola,forgenerationof
a simulated image.

c.

Outputs:
Calculated width factor, x-offset, y-offset,
androtationangleoftheparabola-relative
to the image reference point.

E.1.8
HOUART.M - LOCALISING AN
ARTIFICIAL COW'S TEATS BY MEANS OF
THE HOUGH TRANSFORM AND MANUALLY
DETERMINED EDGE COORDINATES
a.

b.

InDuts:
Parameters of two straight lines in a
simulated image of20x20 pixels.

c.

Outputs:
- Edge enhanced image.
- Parameters(distancefromimageorigin,
and gradients) ofthe two lines.
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Puroose/DescriDtion:
- The first part of the program shows
simple edge images of four teats on an
artificial udder. The edge pixels were
determined manually by means of a
cursor on an edge enhanced image of
the udder (Program IMPROC.PAS);and
then readintothis program.
- The second part uses the Hough
transformto fit parabolas to the image;
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intothis program.
- The second part uses the Hough
transform to determine the image
coordinates of the teat endpoints.

andtodeterminetheimage coordinates
of the teat endpoints.
b.

c.

Inputs:
Imagecoordinatesoftheedgepixelsofan
artificial cow's teats. (Between six and
twelve pairs of image coordinates were
determined for each teat - refer to Table
3.12 inthe dissertation.)
OutDUts:
- Calculated parameters of parabolas
matching the teat images.
- Calculatedimagecoordinatesoftheteat
endpoints.

b.

Inputs:
Image coordinates of the edge pixels on
the artificial cow's teats. (These
coordinatesweredetermined by meansof
the Sobel edge enhancement operator in
Program IMPROC.PAS.)

c.

Outputs:
- Calculated parameters ofthe parabolas
fitted (by means of the Hough
transform) to the edge enhanced teats.
- Calculated coordinates of the teat
endpoints.

E.1.9
PLOTART.M - PLOTTING AN
ARTIFICIAL COWS TEATS AND THE
CORRESPONDING HOUGH PARABOLAS
a.

b.

c.

PuiDose/DescriDtion:
- This PC-MATLAB program is used to
plottheimagecoordinates (derivedwith
a cursor on the image) of an artificial
cow'steats;andsuperimposed onitthe
parabolas derived by means of the
Hough transform (from program
HOUART.M).
- (Because HOUART.M takes long to
generate data, PLOTART.M is used to
plot the data generated and stored by
means of HOUART.M.)
InDUts:
- Imagecoordinatesofedgepixelsonthe
artificial cow's teats.
- Parametersoftheparabolasmatchedto
the teats (calculated by means of
HOUART.M).

E.1.11
PLOTART1.M - PLOTTING AN
ARTIFICIAL COW'S TEATS (FROM SOBEL
OPERATOR) AND THE CORRESPONDING
HOUGH PARABOLAS
a.

Purpose/Description:
- This PC-MATLAB program is used to
plot the edge enhanced images
(determined by means of the Sobel
operator) of an artificial cow's udder;
and superimposed on it the parabolas
derived by means of the Hough
transform (from program HOUART1.M).
- (Because HOUART1.M takes long to
generate data, PLOTART1.M is used to
plot the data generated and stored by
means of HOUART1.M.)

b.

Inputs:
- Imagecoordinates ofedgepixelsonthe
artificial cow'steats.
- Parameters of the parabolas
corresponding to the teats (calculated
by means of HOUART1.M).

c.

Output:
Plots showing the calculated parabolas
superimposed on the images of the four
teats.

Output:
Plot showing the calculated parabolas
superimposed on the image of the four
teats.

E.1.10 HOUART1.M - LOCAUSING AN
ARTIFICIAL COW'S TEATS BY MEANS OF
THE HOUGH TRANSFORM AND SOBEL
OPERATOR D E T E R M I N E D EDGE
COORDINATES

E.1.12 STECOR.M-STEREOCORRELATION

a.

a.

PurDose/DescriDtion:
- The first part of the program shows
edge imagesoffourteatsonanartificial
udder.Theedgepixelsweredetermined
by means of the Sobel edge
enhancement operator (Turbo Pascal
Program IMPROC.PAS); and then read
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Purpose/Description:
- Thisprogram correlates pointsinstereo
images, by making use of twodimensionalcameramodels.(Thepoints
do not have to appear in the same
order inthetwo images.)
- Thetwo-dimensionalcameramodelsare
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used to calculate values of y and z for
values of x chosen within its typical
range. These (x,y,z) values are
somewhere onthe linepassing through
the image point (on the camera's
imaging plane), the camera's focus
point, and the world point. Only for the
true x value of the world point, the
modelswillrenderthe(y,z)valuesofthe
world point. For any other value of x,
themodelswillrenderthe(y,z)valuesat
the point where the line between the
image point and the world point
intersects the y-z plane at that specific
value of x.
- The correlation is done by means of
matching the y and z coordinates
calculated from the two sets of image
coordinates and the two camera
models.
b.

c.

Inputs:
- Two sets of image coordinates - (U„V,)
and (Ur,Vr).
- Range of typical values for x.
OutDUts:
- Calculatedy andz coordinatesfor each
of the chosen values of x.
- Table with correlation of y and z
coordinates calculated from left
camera's image, with y and z
coordinates calculated from right
camera's image.
- Tablewithcorrelationof image points in
left image, with image points in right
image.

E.I.13 ARMDES.M - STATIC DESIGN AND
ANALYSIS OF THE ROBOT ARM
a.

b.
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PurDOse/Description:
- Mechanical design of a cartesian arm
for the milking robot.
- The program makes use of strength of
materials principles for the mechanical
design and analysis of a cartesian arm
for the milking robot. (A number of
approximations are used, decreasing
the accuracy of the results. The aim of
this program ishowever onlyto provide
approximate figures - within ±10%
accuracy -ofthe static behaviour of the
robot arm, under worst case
conditions.)
Inputs:
- Choice of material to be used for the

arm segments (aluminium or steel).
- Length of each arm segment.
- Allowable deflection of the hand's
mounting point.
- Position and width of slots in the arm
segments.
- Preferred outer dimension of the arm
segments.
- Estimated maximum concentrated load
at hand's mounting point.
c.

Outputs:
- Inner dimension of the hollow square
beams.
- Actual deflections (due to various
bendingandtorsionalmoments)ofeach
of the arm segments.
- Errors inthe robot hand's x-, y-, and zpositions dueto the deflections.

E.1.14 ACTDES.M - DESIGN OF THE
ACTUATORS
a.

PurDOse/DescriDtion:
- The program calculates the required
actuator torque and speed, for the z(vertical-) arm segment - based on
parameters such as load mass, gear
ratio, etc.,forthree specific DCmotors.
- (Onlythez-arm segment isconsidered,
since it experiences the largest load referto Figure 4.7 inthe dissertation.)

b.

InDUts:
- Choice of a specific DC motor (three
options) for the arm segments.
- Proposedspeedreductionratiobetween
actuator and arm segment.

c.

OutDUts:
Availabletorqueandspeedforthe chosen
DC motor, compared with the required
actuator torque and speed for the z-arm
segment.

E.1.15 ARMSIM.M - DYNAMIC DESIGNAND
ANALYSIS OFTHE ROBOT ARM
a.

PurDose/DescriDtion:
The program simulates the dynamic
response of the arm segments, of the
cartesian robot arm designed in the
dissertation. (Non-linearities such as
saturation, etc. are not considered.)

b.

Inputs:
- Choiceofarmsegmentto besimulated.
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- Actuator parameters (for actuator
chosen by means ofACTDES.M).
- Choice of Input function (step input,
sinusoidal input, or step input with
sinusoidal input superimposed
thereon).
- Characteristics of the chosen input
function; and simulation time.
- Choice of output (e.g.actuator current,
arm segment speed, arm segment
position, etc.) to be simulated.
c.

Outputs:
System response (time domain) of the
chosen arm segment's chosen output.

E.2 TURBO-PASCAL PROGRAMS
E.2.1 GRAB.PAS - GRABBING AN IMAGE
FRAME
a.

b.

Purrjose/DescriDtion:
- The main purpose of thisTurbo Pascal
program is to *grab"/freeze an image
displayedonthevideomonitor,withthe
purposeof readingtheimageframeinto
the computer's data storage unit.
- The program is also usedfor changing
the resolution of afrozen imageframe.
- The program is based on some
procedures obtainedwiththe OCULUS
200 frame grabber card (refer to
Appendix A).
InDUts:

- Video images on the video monitor
(displayeddirectlyfromavideocamera,
orfromavideo cassetterecorder -refer
to FigureA.1 inAppendix A.)
- Required resolution change.
c.

Outputs:
- Frozen imageframe onthe monitor.
• Imageframe with changed resolution.
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E.2.2 VIDEOREA.PAS- TRANSFERRING AN
IMAGEFROMTHEVIDEOMONITORTOTHE
DATA STORAGE UNIT
a.

Purpose/DescriDtion:
- This Turbo Pascal program is used to
transfer a frozen image frame from the
video monitor, to the data storage unit.
- The program is based on procedures
obtained with the OCULUS 200 frame
grabber card.

b.

Inputs:
Frozen Imageframeonthevideo monitor.

c.

Outputs:
Image stored in 16 blocks on disk (see
Figure A.2for the datafile format).

E.2.3 IMPROC.PAS - IMAGE PROCESSING
a.

Puroose/DescriDtion:
- ThisTurbo Pascal program implements
various image processing algorithms including the Sobel edge enhancement
operator.
- The program is based on procedures
obtained with the OCULUS 200 frame
grabber card.

b.

InDUts:
- Imagestoredin16blocksondisk (refer
to FigureA.2).
- Choice of operationto beexecuted.

c.

Outputs:
- Display of the grey scale image read
from disk.
- Binary image.
- Cursor on the graphics screen, with
displayofcursorposition(relativetothe
screen'stop left corner - in [pixels]).
- Edgeenhancedimage(Sobeloperator).
- Edge enhanced image with all single
points (noise) removed.
- Storage of image points on disk.
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APPENDIX F
DESIGN OFTHE MECHANICAL
MANIPULATOR FORA ROBOTIC
MILKING MACHINE

F.1 INTRODUCTION

Figure4.7:

This appendix contains details of the
mechanical design and construction of the
manipulatorsubsystemofthemilkingrobot.The
designs are based on the different trade-offs
presented inChapter 4.Althoughthis appendix
contains well-known information, it is
consideredanimportant partofthedissertation,
since it presentsaformalized procedurefor the
design of a custom-made mechanical
manipulator.

a. In the rest of this appendix, reference is
made to the x-, y-, and z-arm segments.
These names referto the specific cartesian
arm configuration in Figure 4.7, and its
chosen frame of reference. The z-arm
segment is the vertical one; the y-arm
segment is the horizontal one attached to
thez-armsegment;andthex-arm segment
is the horizontal one to which the robot
handwill beattached.

F.2 DESIGNOFTHE ROBOTARM

b. Each arm segment has a bearing block
around it.Thez-arm segment is stationary,
withItsbearingblock movingupanddown.
The other two arm segments move within
their bearing blocks. In order to minimize
friction between the arm segment and the
bearing block,thearm segmentwill run on
roller bearing supported shafts, mounted
within the bearing block - as shown in
Figure F.3.

F.2.1 FRAME OF REFERENCE
The frame of reference defined in Section
4.2.4.1 for the robot arm,isthefollowing:
a. Reference point: the geometrical centre of
the robot arm's mounting point.
b. x-axis:horizontal;parallelwiththelengthof
the stall; and directed towards the stall's
rear end.
c. y-axis: horizontal; and to the right (when
looking from the robot arm towards the
stall's rear end).
d. z-axis: vertical and downwards.
F.2.2
ROBOT
CONSIDERATIONS

ARM

DESIGN

In Section 4.2.3, a cartesian robot arm was
chosen as a suitable configuration for the
milking robot; and Figure 4.7 shows a suitable
cartesian arm for the milking robot. The
following aspects are important for the
construction of the robot arm as shown in
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c. The actuators are mounted within sealed
containers for protection against water,
dust, and other adverse environmental
conditions. (They-arm segment's endpoint
will fit over the x-arm segment's actuator providing even better protection for this
actuator.)
d. In order to ensure firm coupling between
the arm segments and the bearing blocks,
thearmsegmentsaredesignedwithsquare
profiles.
e. In Section 4.2.1.1.b, it was shown that the
milking robot's arm must reach 700 mm
alongthe x-,the y-, andthe z-axis (relative
to its mounting position on the right hand
side of the stall'sfloor).
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F.2.3 MECHANICAL
ROBOT ARM

DESIGN

OF

THE

F.2.3.1 CONSIDERING THE ARM SEGMENTS
AS SIMPLE BEAMS

F.1:
9 = (T/IJ.(L/G)

(F.1d)

with:-

d: deflection of the beam, under different
Anumber of bending momentsandtorqueswill
act onthe arm, influencing its static behaviour.
(Inthisanalysis,disturbanceforces-e.g.acow
leaning against the robot arm - are not
considered.) The mechanical strength of the
arm must bedesigned suchthat itwill not only
withstandthese moments andtorques; butthat
the deflections of the arm segments will not
cause excessive errors in the robot hand's
position. Each of the arm segments can be
considered to be a simple beam, with its one
end clamped, and the other end free. Each
beam experiences concentrated forces,
distributed forces, and torques acting on it. A
generalized schematic representation of sucha
beam is shown in FigureF.1.

circumstances [m]-asdefined inequations
(F.1a) to (F.1c)
Young's modulus (of elasticity) for the
material of which the beam is constructed

[Pa]

L:
M:

w:
W:
6:

FIGURE F.1: Clamped beam sub|ected to a
concentrated load, a distributed load, and two
torques

shear modulusforthebeam'smaterial [Pa]
second area moment around the beam's
horizontal short axis [m4] (refer to Figure
F.2)
second area moment around the beam's
long axis [m4]
length of the beam [m]
torque acting in the same plane as the
beam's long axis [Nm]
torque acting around the beam's long axis
[Nm]
distributed load on the beam [N/m]
concentrated load onthe beam [N]
twisting of beam due to torque acting
around its long axis [rad]

It isimportant to designthearm segmentswith
itsmassesaslowaspossible (fromacost point
of view; as well as to minimize the arm's
reaction time and the size of its actuators). It
can be shown from equation (F.1) that the
strength-to-mass ratio of a hollow beam is
better than that of a solid beam. Therefore
hollow beams will be used for the construction
of the arm segments.

Y

The deflection of the free endpoint of a beam,
suchastheoneshown inFigure F.1,duetothe
different loads on it, is given by equation (F.1)
- refer to STEPHENS & BOTHMA (1978, pp.70
&82):
a. Maximum deflection dueto a concentrated
load:
d c = (W.L 3 )/(3.E.IJ
(F.1a)
b. Maximum deflection due to a distributed
load:
d d = (w.L 4 )/(8.E.IJ
(F.1b)
c. Maximum deflection dueto atorque M, as
shown in FigureF.1:
d m = (M.L 2 )/(2.E.IJ
(F.1C)
d. Maximum twisting around the beam's long
axis, dueto atorque T,asshown in Figure

b*

W7Z7,
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u

FIGURE F.2: Hollow square beam, with one
slotted side
The analysis performed in Section 4.3.4
indicates that each of the arm segments will
have to be slotted on one of its sides, and
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almost overitsfulllength,inordertoprovidefor
power cablesto reachthe actuators. Forthexand the y-arm segment, the slots will be
machined at the bottom of the beam, in order
to prevent water and dirt from accumulating
withinthebeam.(Inordertopreventbucklingof
thebeams,andto preventthepowercablefrom
slipping out of the slots, the beams will be
slottedto about 20 mmfrom its endpoints.The
analysiswhichfollowswillhoweverassumethat
the beams are slotted over their full lengths.)

andtwistings of the arm segments.
The design is done for worst case conditions
(i.e. maximum loads, and arm segments
extended to their maximum lengths, etc.).
F.2.3.2.1 Inputsto program ARMDES.M
The program ARMDES.M starts by requesting
thefollowing inputs:
a. the maximum allowable deflection of the
x-arm segment, due to the concentrated
load on it;

For a hollow square beam as shown in Figure
F.2, with outer dimension b „ inner dimension
b2,wallthickness t = (b, - b j / 2 , and slot width
S (in the middle of the beam's one side), the
secondareamomentsarecalculatedasfollows:
(STEPHENS & BOTHNIA (1978, pp.40,41,48)
and POPOV (1978,p.197))

b. the concentrated load on the x-arm
segment's endpoint;
c. the suggested outer dimension of the arm
segment.

l„=(b/V-S-t3)/^ +(K-b^ntf-b,?)
- S.t.(yn-t/2)2

4

3

L, = (b/-b2 -t.S )/12
zz

xx

'yy

d. the length of the arm segment;

(F.2)
(F.3)

e. thewidth of the slot inthe arm segment;

(F.4)

f.

a choice between aluminium and steel
beams.

with:F.2.3.2.2 Deflection ofthe x-arm segment

yn = [0,5.b1(b,2-b22)-0,5.S.ta]/[b,2-ba2-S.t]
..(F.5)
F.2.3.2 DESIGN APPROACH
Different design approaches can be followed e.g. the maximum allowable deflection, the
outerdimensionofthebeam,andtheloadscan
be specified, from which the beam's inner
dimension can be determined; or the beam's
dimensions can be specified, from which the
deflectioncanbecalculated.Thesecalculations
canberepeatediterativelyuntilsatisfyingresults
areobtained.Appendix Econtainsthesummary
of a PC-MATLAB program ARMDES.M
(consisting of a main program, plus three
sub-programs), which was written to execute
the following tasks:
a. To designthearm segments, based onthe
concentrated load at its endpoints; and on
other chosen characteristics.

The first sub-program (ARMDESX.M) uses the
above inputs to determine the maximum inner
dimension(bj) ofahollowsquarebeam,withits
one end free, and its other end clamped. For
the first part ofthe program, it isassumed that
none of the beam's sides are slotted.
Furthermore, in this first part of the program,
the beam's own weight Is not taken into
account (because it is notyet known), but only
the concentrated load at its endpoint. Under
these conditions, (F.2) reducesto (F.6):
l „ = (b,4-b24)/12

(F.6)

Consequently the beam's inner dimension is
calculated from (F.7) - derived by substituting
(F.6) into (F.1a):
b2 = [b,4 - (4.W x .O/(E.dJ]^ 4

(F.7)

b. Tocalculatethedeflections andtwistingsof
the arm segments, according to equation
(F.I).

With the value of b2 calculated from (F.7) as a
guideline, the program user is prompted to
input a smaller (standard/commercially
available) value for the inner dimension of the
beam.

c. Toanalyzetheerrorsintherobot hand'sx-,
y-, and z-positions, due to the deflections

The next part of the program determines the
deflection of a slotted beam, due to the
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concentrated load on its endpoint, and due to
its own weight - by making use of (F.8). (The
newlychoseninnerdimensionisusedforthese
calculations.)
= d c + d dx1

= (W,L,3)/(3.E.IJ +(w„L,V(8.E.IJ

Ty = W x .l, + 0 , 5 ^ . 1 ^

(F.13)

Thistorque causesthey-arm segment to twist
- calculated from (F.1d). This angle of twist
results in errors inthe x- and the z-position of
the robot hand - calculated from (F.14) and
(F.15):

..(F.8)
*** = <**z

This deflection of the x-arm segment, causes
errors inthe x- and the z-position of the robot
hand. The z-position error is calculated as in
(F.9); while the x-position error can be
approximated - by making use of simple
trigonometry - as in (F.10). (The signs of the
errortermsare inaccordancewiththeframeof
reference defined in Section F.2.1above.)
(F.9)
Xe, = " ( I , " (L, 2 - Ze,2)1'2)

(F.10)

F.2.3.2.3 Deflectionand twistingofthey-arm
segment
The second sub-program (ARMDESY.M) uses
the same inner and outer dimensions for the
y-arm segment, asthose chosen for the x-arm
segment.Thedeflectionofthey-armsegment's
endpoint, due to a concentrated load (the
masses of everything beyond the y-arm
segment's endpoint, lumped at this endpoint),
and dueto the y-arm segment's ownweight, is
first calculated. Secondly, the twisting of the
y-armsegment, duetothetorquegenerated by
the x-arm segment, iscalculated.
Theprogram userispromptedforavalueofthe
lumped load on they-arm segment's endpoint,
after which (F.1a) Is used to determine the
deflection due to a concentrated load. The
distributed load, and consequent deflectionare
the same as those for the x-arm segment
(becausethesamebeamdimensionsareused).
The deflection of the y-arm segment causes
errors in the y- and the z-position of the robot
hand - calculated from (F.23) and (F.24):

x,3 = - ( k - (L, 2 - z.3 8 ) 1 ' 2 )

(F.14)
(F.15)

F.2.3.2.4 Deflection of the z-arm segment
Thethird sub-program (ARMDESZ.M) uses the
same inner and outer dimensions for the z-arm
segment, as those chosen for the x-arm
segment.Thedeflection ofthez-arm segment's
endpoint, due to the torque generated by the
x-arm segment, and the torque generated by
they-arm segment, iscalculated.
The torque on the z-arm segment, due to the
concentrated load on the y-arm segment, and
itsownweight,iscalculatedbymeansof(F.16);
while the torque on the z-arm segment due to
the x-arm segment's loads, is calculated by
means of (F.17):
Tz, = Wy.Ly + O.S.Wy.Ly2

(F.16)

T * == TT yy
= W„.t, + 0 , 5 ^ . 1 ^

(F.17)

Thetorque given by (F.16) causes a deflection
dz1, of the z-arm segment, resulting in a
deflection of the y- arm segment. If the slot in
the z-arm segment is in the wall under the
actuator, d z1 isgivenby(F.18a);while(F.18b)is
usediftheslot isinoneofthesidewalls.These
deflections result in errors in the y- and the
z-position of the robot hand - calculated from
(F.19) and (F.20):

<J„=T„V/(2.E.IJ

(F.18a)

d„ =T„V/(2.E.y

(Wy.Ly3)/(3.E.IJ + (w y .L/)/(8.E.U

y.2 = -(i^-(L v 2 -z. s 2 ) , / 2 )

=( V U . f V G ) ^

(F.18b)
2 12

(F.11)

zrt =dzl +L,-(V -d,, ) '

(F.19)

(F.12)

y« = ( L y 2 - d z 1 ) , / 2 - l > + d21

(F.20)

The torque about the y-arm segment's long
axis, due to concentrated load on the x-arm
segment's endpoint, plus the weight of the
x-arm segment is calculated from (F.13):

Thetorque given by (F.17) causes a deflection
da, of the z-arm segment, resulting in a
deflection of the x- arm segment. If the slot in
the z-arm segment is in the wall under the
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actuator, d z l isgivenby (F.21a);while (F.21b)is
usediftheslot isinoneofthesidewalls.These
deflections result in errors in the x- and the
z-position of the robot hand - calculated from
(F.22) and (F.23):
d * = Tj2.L>2/(2.E.lyy)

(F.21a)

d * = T 22 .L, 2 /(2.E.IJ

(F.21b)

z.5 = d * + L,- (U 2 - 6J)^
xe5 = (L v 2 -d z 2 ) , / 2 -L > + d22

G = 26.10" Pa (ASHBY & JONES (1980,
pp.30-31)). The density of aluminium is
about 2700 kg/m 3 (IREMONGER (1982,
p.26)).
d. The outer dimension of the hollow square
beam is chosen as b,= 50 mm.
e. The mass of the bearing block (Section
F.2.3.5 below) is approximately 0,7 kg; its
weight is thus 7 N. The mass of each arm
segment (SectionF.2.3.4below) is1,65kg.
In Section F.3.2.3 below, the Inland
RBE-501DC Motor is chosen as a suitable
actuatorfortherobotarm.Inthedatasheet
its mass is specified as 0,119 kg. The
concentrated weight on the y-arm
segment's endpoint consists oftheweights
of the teatcup and hand (30 N); the x-arm
segment (16,5 N);the x-axis bearing block
(7 N); and the x-axis actuator (1,2 N).
Therefore,Wy= 55 N.

(F.22)
(F.23)

(Theabove equationsfor theerrorsarederived
from simple trigonometry.)
F.2.3.2.5 Calculation of total errors in the
robot hand's x-, y- and z-positions
The total errors in the robot hand's x-, y- and
z-positionsaredeterminedinthelastpartofthe
main program ARMDES.M, asthe sums of the
above error components:

F.2.3.4 ROBOTARM DESIGN RESULTS

Xe — Xe1 + Xe3 + X^g

(F.24)

y . = y.2 + y.4

(F.25)

z. = z.i + z« + z * + z*i + z«

(F.26)

F.2.3.3 CHOSEN ARM CHARACTERISTICS
The weight of an Alfa Laval teatcup plus its
attached pipes was measured as being in the
order of 10 N. In Section 4.2.1.1.b it was
decided that the length of each arm segment
shall be700 mm.Thefollowing parameters are
chosen or calculated in the sections as
cross-referenced: (The Iterative nature of the
designisagainevidentfromtheinformationand
the procedure used below.)
a. Inorderto provideforworst-case design,it
isassumedthatthex-armsegment mustbe
designed for a concentrated load of W„ =
30 N at its endpoint.
b. Itisdecidedthatthedeflection ofthex-arm
segment, due to the mass of the teatcup
and the robot hand, shall be less than 0,5
mm.
c. It is decided that aluminium shall be used
for constructing the arm segments (mainly
because of its resistanceto corrosion). For
aluminium, the modulus of elasticity is
E = 69.109 Pa; and the shear modulus is
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By utilising the PC-MATLAB program
ARMDES.M, a cartesian arm for the milking
robot (as shown in Figure 4.7), was designed
with the following mechanical characteristics:
a. Type of material for arm segments:
aluminium.
b. Reaching distance of each arm segment:
700 mm. (The arm segments can be
constructed somewhat longer, to allow for
slight overshoot due to the controller; and
for part of the arm segment being covered
by the bearing block. The strength
calculations will not be influenced by this
extra length, since it Is assumed that the
ami segmentswill nottravel morethan700
mm however.)
c. Mass of each arm segment: 1,65kg.
d. Profile of eacharm segment: hollowbeam,
with outer dimension of 50 mm; and inner
dimension of 40 mm. Forthe x- and y-arm
segments, the bottom side has a 5 mm
wideslot,overthearmsegment'sfulllength
(except for the last 20 mm on each side).
The z-arm segment is slotted similarly. It
was found from the program ARMDES.M
thatthepositionofthez-armsegment's slot
(i.e. in which wall of the beam) causes a
variation of less than 5% in the total static
error. This variation is negligible inthe light
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oftheapproximations made.Therefore itis
not important which side of the z-arm
segment isslotted.

the calculated values represent theworst case
scenario, and istherefore accepted as it is.
F.2.3.5 BEARING BLOCKS

e. Static error of the robot hand's x-position
(due to loads acting on arm segments):
x. = 0,3 mm.
f.

Static error of the robot hand's y-position
(due to loads acting on arm segments):
y. = 0,5 mm.

g. Static error of the robot hand's z-position
(due to loads acting on arm segments):
z. = 2,3 mm.
The calculated error in the robot hand's
z-position indicatesthatthehandwillbeslightly
below the anticipated position. In Section 3.4.2
it was however pointed out that it is actually
desirable to have the hand slightly below the
teat's endpoint, before the hand starts moving
upwards.Thez-positionerrordoesthereforenot
cause any problems. The nett error in the x-y
(horizontal) plane is less than 1 mm. Such an
error iswellwithintolerable limits.Furthermore,

Figure F.3 shows the detail of the bearing
blockswhichactasinterfaces betweenthearm
segments. The main body of the bearing block
consists of an aluminium block, with an outer
dimension of 85 mm; wall thickness of 5 mm;
and length 125 mm. On each side of the arm
segment running through the bearing block,
there are two aluminium shafts of 5 mm
diameter, supported by roller bearings. Each
bearing block thus contains 8 such shafts and
16 roller bearings. Since the density of
aluminium is about 2700 kg/m 3 the calculated
mass of a bearing block is in the order of 0,7
kg.
Inorder to adapttothe milking robot's hygiene
requirements, sealed bearings will be used.
Furthermore, pillow block type bearings will be
used, in order to facilitate their attachment to
the outer housing of the bearing block.

-HOLLOW SQUARE
BEAM

FIGURE F.3: Detail of the robot arm's bearing blocks
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F.3DESIGNOFTHEACTUATORS
FORTHEROBOTARM
F.3.1 REACHING DISTANCE, SPEED, AND
ACCELERATION
In this section a triangular speed curve is
assumedforthethreearmsegments (thesame
for all three arm segments). From this speed
curve, the bottom limit of the required actuator
acceleration is calculated. This value will be
used inthe next sectionto derive the minimum
torque which the actuators should be able to
deliver. (Note that the acceleration calculated
from the assumed speed curve, is only the
bottom limit of this parameter. Ideally, the
chosen actuators will beableto perform better
than this value - resulting In a different top
speed, reachedearlierthanthat indicated inthe
speed curve, but still with the same average
speed.) The reasoning behind choosing a
triangular speed curve for design purposes, is
as follows:
a. The mechanical time constant of a system
like the robot arm is normally much larger
than the electrical time constant. The
armature inductance of small DC servo
motorscan oftenbeneglected.IfsL,= 0 in
the blockdiagramshowninFigure4.17,itis
evidentthateachsegment/axisofthe robot
arm will approach the behaviour of a
second order dynamic system.
b. It hasalready beendecidedthatfor robotic
milking a cow's movements must be
restricted inthestall-bymakinguseof one
of the mechanisms mentioned in Section
2.4.1. Ideally the cow will thus stand still,
and each of the three segments of the
robot armwill besubjected to astep input,
as itsposition command signal.Depending
onthe characteristics of eacharmsegment
and itscontroller,the responseofeacharm
segmentto astepinputwill beexponential.
c. Since arm segment speed is the time
derivative of the arm segment position,the
speedwill also bean exponential functionstartingatzero,thenrisingexponentiallyto
a maximum, and then falling exponentially
to zero again.
d. For each axis, the minimum actuator
requirements (torque and speed) are
dictated by the required travelling distance
and by the available time for travelling.
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These requirements do not dictate a
specific speed curve, but only a minimum
average speed.
e. Although it isnow knownthat fora position
stepinput,thespeed curvewillfirstriseand
then fall exponentially, the exact nature of
thisexponentialresponseisnot known.The
exact nature of the response depends on
the parameters of the system. As a first
order approximation, a linearised
(triangular) speed curve can be assumed
for determining the minimum performance
specifications for the actuator.
f.

If the actuator designed by this approach
does not meet the overall system
requirements,theprocess can be repeated
withanotherspeedcurve,basedonthefirst
Iteration's results. (This represents the
iterative nature of engineering design.)

In Section 4.2.1.1.b, it was shown that the
milking robot'sarmmust reachatleast700mm
along the x-, the y-, and the z-axis (relative to
the arm's mounting position on the right hand
side of the stall's floor).
For design purposes, an average speed of at
least 0,5 m/s is chosenfor each of the robot's
axes.Thiswillallow eacharmsegmentto travel
itsfull 700 mm inlessthan 1,5s.

top

FIGURE F.4: Assumed speed curve for the
robot arm segments
If a speed curve, such asthat shown in Figure
F.4, is assumed for the robot arm, then the
acceleration and deceleration, and the top
speed are calculated as shown below.
Calculation of the available travelling time:
Reaching distance: s = 0,7 m
(F.27)
Average speed:v „ = 0,5 m/s
(F.28)
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Availabletravelling time:t = s / v „ = 1,4 s
.(F.29)
Lengths of time intervals:
t, = 0,7 s
(V-t,) = 0,7 s

(F.30)
(F.31)

Distancetravelled during time interval 0<t < t,
(half the total distance):
s, = 0,35 m
(F.32)
Acceleration during thetime interval 0< t < t,:
Initial speed: u, = 0
(F-33)
s, = u,t, + O ^ t , 2

0,35 = 0,245a,
=> a, = 1,43 m/s 2

(F.34)
(F.35)

Acceleration duringthetime intervalt, < t < t,:
aj = -a,
= -1,43m/s 2
(F.36)
If the actuator's acceleration is 1,43 m/s2, the
arm segment's top speed will be:
vtop = a,t,
= 1 m/s
(F.37)
Summarized, the robot arm's motion
parameters, for each of itsthree axes,are:
a.
b.
c.
b.

Reaching distance: s = 0,7 m
Average speed:v „ = 0,5 m/s
Top speed:vtop = 1,0m/s
Acceleration and deceleration
(bottom limit): a = 1,43 m/s 2

(F.27)
(F.28)
(F.37)
(F.36)

F.3.2 LOAD FORCES AND ACTUATOR
TORQUE RATINGS
F.3.2.1 GENERAL EQUATION OF MOTION
The torques required from the robot arm's
actuators must be sufficient to accelerate the
load, and to overcome friction. Since the
cartesianarm'sthreeaxesareorthogonal,there
is zero coupling between the dynamics of the
threeaxes(intheidealcase).Dependingonthe
bearing blocks used for the physical coupling
betweentheaxes,theorthogonality ofthethree
axes might beslightlydistorted-causing minor
cross-coupling between the dynamics of the
three axes. These effects will however be
neglected inthe analysis.
From iterative design it was concluded that a
speed reduction gearbox (the gear ratio is
defined as n < 1 for a reduction gearbox) is
required between the actuator and the load.
(Thisisrequired inordertostepuptheactuator
torqueandtostepdowntheactuatorspeed.) In

Section4.3.3 itwasdecidedto useapulleyand
cable mechanism,for converting the actuator's
torqueT(rotationalquantity) toaforce F(linear
quantity) onthearm segment. Fora pulleywith
radius r in such a set-up, the relationships
between gearbox output rotation (eg) and
motor/actuator output rotation ( e j ; and
between gearbox output rotation (6g) and arm
segment linear movement (s),are:
e m = e g /n

(F.38)

e g = s/r

(F.39)

=> e m = s/(n.r)

(F.40)

The above three equations also apply for the
relationshipsbetweentheactuatorandgearbox
speeds,andaccelerations.Thegeneralequation
of motionfor allthree the robot's axes is:
Tm = Jm(d26m/dt2) + Bm(d6m/dt) + n.T,
= J ^ d ^ / d t 2 ) + Bm(dem/dt) + n.F,r
= (Jm/(n.r) + n.r.M,)a + (Bm/(n.r) + n.r.BJv
(F.41)
with:a:
linear acceleration of the x-, y- or
z-arm segment [m/s 2 ]
Ba:
linear viscous friction coefficient
between the arm segment and the
bearing block [N/(m/s)]
Bm:
combinedrotationalviscousfriction
coefficient of the actuator and the
gearbox [Nm/(rad/s)]
F,:
load force [N]
Jm:
combined moment of inertia of the
actuator, the gearbox, and the
pulley [kg.m2]
M,:
total load mass experienced by a
specific arm segment [kg]
n:
gearbox ratio (n<1 for speed
reduction)
r:
radius of the pulley [m]
T,:
torqueexperiencedbytheactuator,
due to the load force [Nm]
Tm:
torque generated by the actuator
[Nm]
v:
speed of the arm segment [m/s]
<fOm/df: rotational acceleration of the
actuator [rad/s 2 ]
de m /dt:
rotational speed of the actuator
[rad/s]
F.3.2.2 ACTUATOR DESIGN APPROACH
The load masses as experienced by the three
actuators are:
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Mlx = M, + M„ + M„

(F.42)

M,y = M, + Mh + M„ + M ta + M™ + M,,
..(F.43)
Mtt = M, + Mh + M., + Mbx + M r a + M.,,
+ M^ + M ^ + M ta + M ^
(F.44)
with:M^.M^:
MbxiMby.Mbj:
Mh:
M^M^M^:
M

mx-MmyMmi:

M,:

masses of the x- and y-arm
segments [kg]
masses of the x-, y-, and
z-bearing blocks [kg]
massoftherobot hand [kg]
load masses along the x-, y-,
and z-axls [kg]
masses of the x-, y-, and
z-actuators [kg]
mass of the teatcup, and its
pipes [kg]

g. Make useof DCservo motor cataloguesto
searchforactuatorswhichsatisfytheabove
requirements, and verifytheir performance
by means of the PC-MATLAB program
ACTDES.M (refer to Appendix E for a
programsummary).
F.3.2.3 ACTUATOR DESIGN
Two groups of DC servo motors were
investigated, namely the brushless motors
manufactured by Inland Motor Kollmorgen
Corporation, 501 First Street, Radford,Virginia
24141, U.S.A.;and permanent magnet MAXON
DC motors manufactured by Interelectric AG,
CH-6072 Sachseln, OWSwitzerland.
Although the MAXON series included motors
which seemed to meet the requirements, the
mechanicaltimeconstantsspecifiedinthedata
sheets, indicated excessive viscous friction
coefficients.ThreemotorsoftheINLANDseries
- namely the RBE-00402; RBE-00501; and
RBE-00502-wereconsequentlyinvestigatedby
meansofthe programACTDES.M.

Since the z-axis experiences the highest load
mass, this axis is chosen for the actuator
design. This design process is again very
iterative.Theapproachfollowed isasfollows:
a. Assumeavalueof 10kgforthez-axisload
(based onthe massesalready knownfrom
previousanalysis,and onestimatesforthe
actuator masses).

By trying different gear ratios (for speed
reduction,and for increasingthe loadtorque),
the following results were obtained for the
Inland RBE-00501 motor, driving the load
through a gear ratio of n = 0,1 (i.e. a 10:1
reduction of motorspeed).

b. Calculate the required force In order to
accelerate theload:
= 00)0,43)
14,3 N

with an efficiency of 85% will be used as
part of the transmission system. That
implies that the actuator's output power
mustbeat least 17W.

(F.45)

c. Chooseadrivepulleyradiusof20mm.The
requiredtorque onthedrive pulleyIsthen:
T, = F , r
= (14,3)(0,02)
= 0,286 Nm
(F.46)

a. From (F.47) the required motor top speed
is:
N^, = (60/2*)(de,/dt)/n
= (60/2w)(50)/0,1
~ 4775 rpm

(F.49)

d. The requiredtop speed ofthe drive pulley
(withradius r = 20 mm)is:
de,/dt = V t o p /r
= 1/0,02
= 50 rad/s
(F.47)

b. From the motor's data sheet (INLAND
MOTOR (1988, p.47)), the available motor
top speedis:

e. The power output oftheactuator isthus:

c. From (F.46) the required motortorqueis:

P

f.
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=T,(de,/dt)
= (0,286)(50)
= 14,3W

(F.48)

Assume that a speed reduction gearbox

N«.» = 4951 rpm

T ^ = T,.n
= (0,286)(0,1)
= 0,029 Nm

(F.50)

(F.51)

d. From the motor's data sheet (INLAND
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MOTOR (1988, p.47)), the available motor
torque is:
T „ , = 0,033 Nm

(F.52)

Fromthe above analysis it was concluded that
the Inland RBE-00501 DC servo motor, with a
10:1 reduction gearbox, and driving the arm
segment through a cable and a pulley with
radius of 20 mm, would be sufficient for the
2-axis. Since the x- and the y-axis have lower
load masses than the z-axis, the same type of
actuator will also be sufficient for theseaxes.
The mass of this chosen actuator is 0,119 kg
(from the data sheet). With this actuator mass
taken Intoaccount, the mass ofthe z-axis load
will be lower than the 10 kg assumed above.
The chosen actuator willtherefore definitely be
able to meet its requirements.

F.4 DESIGNOFTHE ROBOT HAND
F.4.1 FRAME OF REFERENCE FOR THE
ROBOT HAND
In Section 4.4 it was decided to implement a
robot hand without the ability for pitch, roll, or
yaw movement.The hand must only beableto
grasp ateatcup, hold itvertically, and let go of
it.Therobot handcanthusbeconsideredto be
an extension of the last arm segment, and it
does therefore not require Its own frame of
reference.

F.4.3 HAND CONSTRUCTION
Figure 4.15 contains a proposed configuration
of a hand suitable for the milking robot.
Thediameter ofatypicalteatcup isinthe order
of 50 mm. In order to allow a reasonable
positioning tolerance, the maximum opening
distance between the endpoints of the two
fingers is chosen as 70 mm. The nominal
distance which each finger tip must thus be
able to move, can bederived from Figure4.15
as being in the order of d, = 15 mm. (This
allows the finger tips to slightly enclose the
teatcup.) Choose the following parameter
values:
a. Radiusofthepulleyonthehand's actuator,
r,^ = 10mm;
b. Lengthofthefingersegmentfromthetipto
the pivot point, L,, = 50 mm;
c. Lengthofthefinger segmentfromthe pivot
point to the interaction point with the
actuating rod,L^ = 20 mm.
The required movement of the hand's actuator
isthen -from (F.53):

em, = (WLnMd./'pJ
= (20/50).(15/10)
= 0,6 rad
«35°
RATINGS

(F.53)

F.4.2 SUMMARY OF REQUIRED ROBOT
HAND CONFIGURATION

F.4.4 ACTUATOR
ROBOT HAND

FOR

THE

InSections4.4.1to4.4.5,a robot handwiththe
following characteristics was chosen as the
most suitable configuration to satisfy the
specific requirements defined for the milking
robot:

The main constraint on the actuator is its size.
An Inland RBE-00401 DC servo motor is
chosen,withthefollowing characteristics:

a. A robot hand with two scissor-action
fingers.

b. Maximum continuous torque: 0,012 Nm;

a. Supply voltage:24V;

c. Maximum continuous speed: 11950 rpm;
b. A robot hand utilizing the teatcup's
mechanical constructionto effectgrasping.

d. Peaktorque: 0,101 Nm;

c. A robot hand with an onboard actuator.

e. Diameter: 23,8 mm;

d. A robot hand utilizing a rotating actuator
(DC servo motor), plus a cable and spring
mechanism to open and closethe fingers.

f.

Length: 46,1 mm (motor body - 36,6 mm,
output shaft -9,5 mm);
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g. Mass:59,5 g;

e. Two lugs with pivot points for finoers: (20
mm longx 10 mm x 10 mm)

h. Moment of inertia: 1,9x10"7kg.m2;
I.

mlh = 2.20.10"3.(10.10"3)2.2700
= 10,8g.

Viscous damping coefficient: 8,4x10'7
Nm/(rad/s).
f.

Pullev: (20 mm diameter x 10mm long)

F.4.5 ESTIMATION OFTHE HAND'S MASS
An estimate of the robot hand's mass is made
in this section. The hand - made from
aluminium, with a density of 2700 kg/m 3 - has
the following dimensions (refer to Figure 4.15)
and consequent masses:
a. Two finoers: ((50 + 35) mm long x 10 mm
x 10 mm)
m, = 2.(50.10"3+ 35.10'a).(10.10'*)2.2700
= 45,9 g.

m^ = )r.(10.10"3)2.10.10"3.2700
= 8,48 g.
g. Actuator:
mmh = 59,5 g.
h. Soring plus diverse components:
m * = 10g.
Thehand'stotal mass istherefore: mh~ 0,3kg.

b. Actuating rod: (5 mm diameter x 45 mm
long)
m „ = ir.(2,5.1ffa)*.45.10's.2700
= 2,39 g.
c. Actuator housing: (hollow square beam,50
mm outer dimension;5 mmwallthickness;
35 mm long)
nV. = ((50.10*)2-(40-'l0"3)2)-35.10's.2700
= 85,05 g.
d. Two cover plates of actuator housing: (50
mm x 50 mmx 5 mm thick)
m^ = ZpO.IO^.S.IO^OO
= 67,5 g.
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F.5 CONCLUSIONS
Inthisappendix,theconstructionaldetailswere
derivedfor a suitable robot arm,actuators, and
robot hand for a milking robot. Although the
design results are derived from well-known
principles, the appendix contains important
guidelines with respect to a formalized
procedure for the design of a custom-made
manipulator. Implementation of the designed
manipulatormightshowaspectswhichhavenot
been adequately considered during the design
process, but the results presented hereform a
baseline for the construction of a suitable
mechanical manipulator for a milking robot.
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